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Abstract
Water supply companies operating within the European Union (EU) have a statutory duty to provide 
water that is wholesome to drink. To ensure continued compliance with EU water quality regulations 
together with reductions in operating costs it is necessary to optimise the use of raw water supplies. 
In order to do this successfully, a knowledge of the potential risks to water quality within a supply 
catchment is required. This thesis describes the development of a novel methodology to assess 
pollution risks in public water supply catchments. The Risk Assessment of Supply Catchments And 
Land (RASCAL) methodology consists of four interrelated stages to identify, estimate, evaluate and 
manage risks to water quality. The methodology is generic in nature thus allowing the transfer of the 
approaches developed to other catchment areas.
The potential of geographical information systems (GIS) as a tool assessing pollution risks in supply 
catchments is identified from an extensive review of water quality hazards and the use of GIS in the 
UK water industry. This potential is explored further through the example application o f the 
RASCAL methodology to the Upper Wharfe catchment area.
The thesis describes an important development in assessing catchment risks, the construction of 
catchment-scale hazard maps using logical structures (Source Trees) and GIS data models. In this 
way, the probable extent of point and diffuse sources of pollution are identified for the entire 
catchment area of a surface water intake. The use of generically available digital data allows the 
production o f hazard maps for ten water quality issues potentially affecting the Upper Wharfe source. 
These digital hazard maps are also used in the development of a raw water sampling programme. The 
results from this programme confirm the ability of the digital maps to identify the source of water 
quality hazards using generic data.
Quantitative approaches relying on the acquisition of large amounts of historical or background data 
are found to be inherently inappropriate for a generic methodology. The availability o f water quality 
data is identified as a fundamental barrier to the successful preparation of such quantitative frequency 
estimates. This research combines quantitative and qualitative approaches to provide a valid 
methodology of risk assessment for generic application.
A fundamental characteristic of the methodology developed is this mixture of quantitative, semi- 
quantitative and qualitative techniques encompassed within it. This represents a significant contrast 
to the traditional hard-engineering approaches to risk assessment applied in past studies where the 
emphasis has been on the quantitative estimation of risk. The use of digital data and GIS allow the 
most suitable technique to be identified and displayed.
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1Chapter 1 
Introduction and thesis aims
1.1 Public water supply intakes and catchment water quality
Clean, safe water is fundamental to human life as it is vital for drinking, cooking, cleaning, sanitation and 
a host of other activities in modern society. The estimated per capita consumption rate for the UK is 140 
litres per day, around three percent of which is used for drinking and food preparation. The remaining 
130+ litres are used primarily for toilet flushing, bathing and cleaning (Gray, 1994).
In England and Wales, the Water Supply Companies (WSCs) have a statutory duty under the 1989 Water 
Act to supply water for human consumption that is “wholesome” . Wholesome water is defined by 
reference to more than fifty chemical, microbiological and aesthetic parameters in the drinking water 
quality legislation. The quality of water intended for human consumption in the UK is subject to two 
main regulatory controls. Firstly, the raw water abstracted from surface waters must comply with the 
criteria specified in the Surface Waters (Classification) Regulations (HMSO, 1989b), the values specified 
for individual parameters are dependant on the nature of the treatment works in place. Secondly, after 
treatment the quality o f the water must meet the standards specified in the Water Supply (Water Quality) 
Regulations (HMSO, 1989a). Both these pieces of legislation originate from earlier European 
Community Directives (75/440/EEC and 80/778/EEC respectively). The legislative requirement to 
comply with these regulations, therefore minimising the risk to the health of consumers, is the primary 
regulatory driving force behind water supply companies treatment and distribution activities.
Over half of Britain’s drinking water is obtained from surface water abstractions. Many of these 
abstraction points are situated in upland areas where historically, the quality of raw water is less exposed 
to pollution. However, the physical nature of upland supply catchments and the activities operating in 
them may result in a number of water quality problems and it is therefore important to assess the possible 
risks o f pollution upstream o f the point of abstraction. Major pollution incidents affecting intakes on the 
River Dee in 1984 and the River Severn at Worcester in 1995 have highlighted the need for abstractors to 
be aware of the activities taking place upstream of an intake site. Costs associated with the 1995 
Worcester incident were in excess o f one million pounds.
There exists therefore an immediate need for supply companies to assess the risk of contamination to their 
surface water intake sites. This research therefore aims to identify a generic methodology for this 
assessment of risk, suitable for application to upland catchments such as those found in Yorkshire. The 
optimal management of a surface water intake relies on a thorough understanding of the risks to water 
quality present in a catchment. In order to assess these risks in a suitable, generic manner a methodology 
must be developed with a sound theoretical background and rigorous framework. Example application to 
a major surface water intake is used to facilitate and enhance this development.
2The river catchment has long been considered a suitable spatial scale for the research o f water quality 
issues. Smith (1976) in his seminal text Water in Britain drew attention to the catchment unit as the 
fundamental scale for research into hydrology and water quality. Chorley’s (1969) book Water, Earth 
and Man is also a benchmark text in catchment scales studies. Considerable catchment scale research has 
been carried out since then (see McDonald & Kay, 1988; Kay & McDonald, 1992 and Newson, 1992; for 
reviews of such work).
The catchment area of a river provides an appropriate spatial unit of study for the investigation of 
pollution risks as not only do they contain land managed on a (notional) catchment basis, but these are 
(largely) hydrologically distinct areas. The transfer of pollutants between catchments will usually only 
result from human interference in the hydrological system (e.g. diversions, catchwaters and pipeline 
transfers), or through groundwater percolation. Newson (1992) also highlights the importance of an 
understanding between land management and water resources and quality in the wider scope of the 
sustainable management of catchment areas.
The reorganisation of the UK water industry into Regional Water Authorities based broadly on 
hydrological catchment areas has also stimulated planners to approach the optimisation of water quantity 
and quality on a catchment basis due to the jurisdictional and managerial boundaries imposed by the 1973 
Water Act. This also provided new opportunities for the planning and management of the water 
environment on a catchment scale (Woolhouse, 1994). Catchment scale studies have been further 
encouraged by the creation of Agenda 21, the United Nations programme of action for sustainable 
development, in which Section 18.9 states that integrated water resources management, including land 
and water related aspects, should be carried out at the catchment basin or sub-catchment level (UN, 
1992).
Increasing commercialisation of the UK water industry following the 1989 privatisation has led to the 
need for companies to justify expenditure and reduce costs in all areas of the business. Increasing 
demand has lead to the need to optimise the use of water resources. It is therefore fundamentally 
important for companies to be aware of the security o f their supplies and how the nature of their supply 
catchments can influence water quality. The optimal use of resources and therefore protection from 
contamination will also be important when companies are aiming to increase their customer base in the 
face of increasing competition in the water industry.
A coherent methodology for identifying risks to water quality in existing catchments and to facilitate the 
exploitation o f new resources will therefore be a fundamental tool for water supply companies in the 
future.
31.2 Risk assessment as a tool for intake protection
The water industry in general is aware that no catchment can be considered as entirely free from pollution 
and the industry’s own Association identifies the need to “maintain procedures fo r  the inspection o f  
catchment areas” (Water Authorities Association, 1988, p.9). However, supply companies are often 
unaware of the risks in their catchment areas, particularly in upland catchment areas that are traditionally 
considered “safe” in terms of water quality. An assessment o f the activities in these areas will therefore 
provide operational managers and strategic planners with valuable information for use in resource 
optimisation and waste minimisation. As such, the environmental benefit of such an approach will be 
realised by more efficient use of our most fundamental of natural resources.
When surface water intakes were originally set up, some assessment of the pollution risk was carried out. 
This is evident in the location of the intakes in the Yorkshire region, predominantly situated on upland 
rivers with limited development in the catchment areas. However, this assessment probably only 
involved speculation based on the local knowledge and experience of the operational staff and decision­
makers, rather than a formal structured assessment process that could be applied consistently to all 
proposed sites.
Lamb & Keller (1987) and Cole et al. (1988) produced the first formal approaches to assessing risks to 
surface water intakes a decade ago. These were in response to the River Dee incident in 1984 during 
which over 700 litres of pure phenol were released into the river upstream from several potable supply 
intakes. Since then, research efforts in this discipline have concentrated on groundwater contamination 
(Morrey et al., 1995) or like Lamb & Keller (1987) and Cole et al. (1988) have addressed the problems 
arising from large industrial premises in river catchments (Keller & Wilson, 1992; Fryer & Davis, 1995). 
Improvements in treatment technology together with this apparent lack of interest in non-industrialised 
catchments has lead to a relative dearth o f research into the assessment o f pollution risks to drinking 
waters abstracted from upland river catchments. As will be discussed in Chapter 2, these catchments play 
a vital role in the security of supplies to the Yorkshire region.
Risk assessments are becoming involved in all aspects o f operational water management. Lumbers & 
Cook (1993) identified the need to incorporate risk assessment methods in capital planning, operational 
activities and especially the optimisation of water supplies. The potential for application of risk 
assessment concepts in an industry as complex as the supply o f water are therefore numerous.
An indication of the growing application of risk assessment techniques are the recent establishment of 
centres of “risk excellence” by two of the world’s most influential environmental bodies. Both the US 
Department of Agriculture and the UK Environment Agency are investing heavily in risk assessment- 
based approaches to environmental management.
4Senior figures in the UK water industry have also embraced the potential of risk assessment. Banyard 
(1995) identifies the potential of probabilistic risk assessments combined with local / expert knowledge as 
a necessary replacement for the current approach of managing by people’s perceptions of good practice.
Risk assessment therefore represents a framework within which current and developing scientific 
knowledge can be harnessed to provide an improved understanding of water quality issues and processes. 
As such it is ideally placed to assist in activities to safeguard the quality of raw water supplies.
1.3 GIS and risk assessment -  the untapped potential
Geographical information systems (GIS) are computer-based software programmes designed specifically 
for the storage, analysis and display of spatially referenced data. The process of pollution risk assessment 
requires the assimilation of data that are spatially variable in nature, making geographical information 
systems (GIS) an ideal tool for such assessments.
Wadge et al.. (1993a) found GIS to be appropriate tools for the analysis o f hazards and assessment of
risks as they have the ability to analyse spatial patterns, manage inductive and deductive modelling
routines and calculate statistical probabilities. Hewitt (1993) offered a fundamental link between risk
assessment and GIS with the following:
“One necessary component o f  risk assessment is the coupling o f  models with information 
systems, like GIS, in order to mimic the risk mapping that occurs in our minds ”
(Hewitt, 1993, p.316).
The potential to formalise the process of risk assessment, formally the domain of the risk assessors’ 
“expert knowledge”, therefore exists with GIS. Rejeski (1993) also identifies the potential of GIS to 
assist in the development of more generic, transferable approaches to risk assessment:
“[there exists] the possibility o f  using the GIS... to ‘regionalise ’ the risk analysis process -  
moving it from  its traditionalfocus on site-specific problems to a true macro-scale planning 
and policy tool”
(Rejeski, 1993, p. 11).
The application o f GIS-based risk assessment to surface water intake catchments has not previously been 
explored and this approach therefore provides immense potential for the development and application of a 
novel methodology. There is little evidence of GIS-based water quality hazard mapping of this variety 
evident in the literature (see only Breach et al.., 1994, Smith et al., 1996, Foster et al., 1997 and Foster & 
McDonald, 1998).
Currently, organisations across the water industry are beginning to appreciate and develop the potential of 
GIS technology, coupled with moves towards pro-active management o f resources though the prediction 
of risks and problems. The formulation of a methodology to assess pollution risks in a water supply 
catchment which utilises the power of GIS to handle large, spatially referenced datasets is therefore 
particularly timely.
51.4 Research aims
To summarise the above discussion, drinking water quality, environmental risk assessment and 
geographical information systems are three fields of environmental research that are rapidly developing 
and all may impact on the activities of water supply companies. However, to date their development has 
be very much confined to individual disciplines with limited interaction at either the research or applied 
level. This research therefore aims to investigate the area o f overlap identified between these disciplines, 
as illustrated in Figure 1.1 below.
Figure 1.1 Theoretical context of the research
By combining contributions from these three research areas it is envisaged that an enhanced, generic 
methodology for assessing pollution risk in supply catchments can be developed.
The primary aim o f this research is to develop a methodology using GIS technology to assess pollution 
risks to potable water supply intakes such as those in the Yorkshire region. The methodology will be 
based on the use of commercially accessible GIS software and data, secondary data archives (such as 
national statistical records) and field studies. This will allow the methodology to be applied on other 
catchment areas in the future, creating a generic, consistent approach to the assessment of pollution risks.
The development o f a new methodology also aims to avoid many o f the potential pitfalls associated with 
traditional risk assessment techniques by integrating the appropriate use of qualitative, semi-quantitative 
and quantitative assessments. This is in contrast to recent multi-stage methodologies such a those of 
Fryer & Davies (1992) and Pollard el al. (1995) where qualitative, semi-quantitative and quantitative 
assessments are distinguished and carried out separately.
In order to assess the potential of the methodology developed here, example scenarios will be tested on 
the Lobwood intake in the Upper Wharfe catchment area. The Lobwood intake is of major strategic 
importance to the supplies of the Yorkshire region. As a major river intake in what it is considered to be 
a “safe” catchment, the site is especially suitable for use in this research. With no plans for capital 
investment at this site, an assessment of the risks in the catchment is especially important for ensuring the 
future security o f the resource.
In achieving the primary aim of the development of a new methodology the research also aims to:
• Identify the optimum theoretical framework for the assessment of risk to water quality from 
catchment activities
• Develop and test a number of methods of identifying hazards to water quality
• Investigate the potential o f GIS-based techniques for risk assessment activities, especially through 
the creation of catchment hazard maps.
• Identify hazards to water quality using GIS-based modelling and hazard mapping by example 
application to a test catchment area (the Upper Wharfe).
• Investigate potential methods for estimating hazard frequency and identifying and communicating 
the potential consequences of a risk event suitable for generic applications.
It is not intended that an all-encompassing methodology for assessing and managing risks will be created 
for use by intake managers. Moreover, the intention is to investigate the potential for using digital spatial 
data, geographical information systems, current knowledge o f catchment processes and simple modelling 
to identify potential hazards, estimate their rates of occurrence, evaluate their consequences and suggest 
possible management options. The research aims to contribute to the small base of knowledge on GIS- 
based risk assessments through a novel application to surface water intake protection and to improve the 
management of such intakes.
1.5 Thesis structure
Chapter 2 introduces contemporary issues in drinking water quality, placing them within the current legal 
framework and assessing recent trends in water quality compliance. The history of the legislative control 
over water supply and quality is described and the current status and possible future format of this legal 
framework discussed. In the investigation of recent compliance with the water quality legislation, 
particular attention is paid to the performance of Yorkshire Water Services Ltd., within whose operational 
area this research is conducted. The quality o f drinking water supplied throughout the region from 1990 
to 1996 is reviewed, as is the incidence of pollution events in the source waters of these supplies. The 
final section discusses the protection of water gathering grounds (such as intake catchments) as a pro­
active philosophy for water quality control.
7Geographical information systems (GIS) have been identified above as a potential tool for conducting risk 
assessments. Chapter 3 describes the characteristics o f a GIS and reviews their use in the water industry 
of England and Wales. The past use of GIS in operational management, hydrological modelling and 
environmental risk assessment is discussed in order to identify the potential of recent developments in 
GIS and computing technology for the assessment of risks to surface waters.
Chapter 4 introduces some of the fundamental concepts of risk and risk assessments and places drinking 
water risks in the wider social science context o f the risk assessment field. Examples o f environmental 
risk assessment approaches are used to identify the fundamental framework of a successful risk 
assessment methodology. Chapter 5 then develops this review to identify and appraise the limiting 
factors in previous assessments of water quality risk assessments, from which the methodological 
framework of a new risk assessment process is developed. Subsequent chapters develop this theoretical 
framework by application to the Lobwood intake catchment.
Chapters 6 and 7 describe the development of GIS-based techniques for hazard identification. This work 
represents the bulk of the evolution of the methodology. Particular emphasis is placed on the 
development of novel techniques for identifying water quality hazards. Central to this is the exploitation 
of GIS technology to map potential hazard source areas.
Chapter 8 describes the development of a raw water sampling programme designed using the GIS 
techniques and hazard maps developed in the previous chapters. The results from this are then used to 
investigate the relationships between the hazard maps and observed water quality in the catchment. 
Sample results are also used to suggest areas where water quality processes are poorly understood and 
provide examples of development opportunities. Chapter 9 applies and “field tests” the concepts 
identified in earlier chapters to estimate the frequency o f hazard occurrence and identify risk 
consequences. Chapter 10 concludes the study by outlining the methodology developed and assessing the 
success o f the approaches employed in the various stages of the risk assessment process. Potential areas 
for the exploitation of the novel concepts developed here are discussed and recommendations for future 
research proposed.
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Drinking water quality
2.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses several major themes central to the derivation of a generic methodology for 
assessing risks to the quality o f drinking water supplies. Firstly (Section 2.2), the quality of drinking 
water is considered, including the history of water supply and drinking water quality regulations. An 
understanding of this information is fundamental to establishing the required quality of modern drinking 
water, what problems are commonly experienced and why risk assessments are required to reduce the 
occurrence and impact of poor quality drinking water. Compliance rates of drinking water within the UK 
as a whole and Yorkshire in particular are then discussed (Section 2.3) together with a summary of recent 
trends in surface water pollution incidents (Section 2.4). Changes in approaches to the protection of 
water resources are highlighted, including catchment-based water quality research and catchment 
management initiatives (Section 2.5). The chapter concludes by highlighting the potential to improve 
drinking water quality through the control of catchment areas. In order to carry out such control in an 
effective manner, actions have to be prioritised, therefore necessitating the need to identify and assess 
pollution sources in water supply catchments
2.2 Drinking water legislation
The quality of water supplied to homes and industry as potable water (water intended for human 
consumption) will be influenced by the quality o f the original resource, the treatment processes 
undertaken and the nature o f the distribution system. Legislative standards are stipulated for raw waters 
abstracted for treatment, and treated water intended for supply as potable water. These quote allowable 
concentrations and values for a number of physical, chemical and microbiological parameters. Levels of 
the parameters mentioned in these regulations beyond the maximum admissible levels, can therefore be 
considered to be a potential pollution incident as far as drinking water abstractors are concerned.
The development of water quality legislation in England and Wales is inextricably linked to the 
development of the present water industry structure. In England and Wales water planning began in 
effect with the 1848 Public Health Act, although water bailiffs, and controls on activities in river 
catchments existed from the sixteenth century. This act charged local authorities with the responsibility 
for providing members of the public with clean and wholesome water for consumption In the early 
twentieth century there were 2,160 water undertakings, including 786 local authorities (OFWAT, 1993). 
The 1945 Water Act and the 1948 River Board Act reorganised the management of water resources of 
England and Wales into 32 ‘River Boards’ based on large catchment areas.
9This was the first occasion that water resource planning had been considered on a catchment basis. 
During the 1960s it was recognised that it was no longer possible to meet the water demands of many 
areas on a catchment basis. Furthermore, with the quantities o f water used in inter-catchment transfers 
and grid supply systems increasing, the River Authorities were reorganised by the 1973 Water Act to 
established 10 multi-purpose water authorities (OFWAT, 1993). These authorities were responsible for 
water supply, wastewater treatment, effluent disposal, pollution control and ecological monitoring (i.e. 
they were responsible for both pollution disposal and the protection of the aquatic environment). 
Following recognition that the organisations responsible for the protection o f the aquatic environment 
should be independent of those responsible for waste water effluent disposal, the 1989 Water Act was 
enacted to separate the ‘poachers’ from the ‘gamekeepers’. This act also resulted in the privatisation of 
the water companies.
At present in England and Wales, the responsibility for water supply lies with the water supply companies 
(WSCs). The 1989 Water Act resulted in the formation of ten privatised water service companies that are 
responsible for both water supply and the handling of wastewater. The area covered by each water 
service company is approximately based on the former boundaries of the regional water authorities 
established under the 1973 Water Act. Each region has a single water service company to handle 
wastewater, but may have several water supply companies. For example in the Yorkshire region, sewage 
and wastewater is handled solely by Yorkshire Water Services Ltd, but both Yorkshire Water Services 
Ltd and York Waterworks pic supply potable water.
There are two forms of regulatory control on the water undertakers, economic regulation and 
environmental regulation. For England and Wales, the 1989 Water Act is the most influential piece of 
recent legislation as this also restructured the regulation and enforcement activities. The 1989 Water Act 
made the Secretary of State, the Director General of Water Services and the National Rivers Authority 
(NRA) the principal regulators. The responsibilities of the NRA have subsequently been transferred to 
the Environment Agency following the 1995 Environment Act. A summary of the organisations that 
collectively regulate the industry in England and Wales is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 Regulation of the water supply and service companies in England & Wales
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(after Gray, 1994)
A brief description of the role o f each of the organisations is given below.
European Community:- The EC regulates the activities of the water industries throughout Europe, 
principally by the introduction of EC Directives on environmental and water quality. These are enacted 
in the UK through the implementation of UK Law.
OFWAT:- OF WAT (the Office o f Water Services) is responsible for ensuring the water and sewerage 
companies in England and Wales provide consumers with a good quality, efficient service at a fair price. 
OFWAT is a government department led by The Director General of Water Services (the Director). The 
Director is the economic regulator of the water industry, with responsibilities for setting price limits, 
protecting the standards of service, promoting economy and efficiency and ensuring that competition can 
develop. The Director also reports annually on the performance of different companies.
Environment Agency:- The Environment Agency is a non-departmental public body established by the 
1995 Environment Act. It is sponsored by the Department of the Environment with policy links to the 
Welsh Office and the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food. The Environment Agency has taken 
over the functions of its predecessors, the NRA, Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Pollution, Waste 
Regulatory Authorities and some parts of the Department of the Environment. The regulatory functions 
of the Agency that impact on the WSCs include flood defence, water resources, pollution control, 
fisheries, navigation, recreation and conservation.
DWI:- The Drinking Water Inspectorate is the primary organisation involved in the regulation o f the 
quality o f drinking water supplies. The Inspectorate acts as a technical assessor on behalf of the 
Secretaries of State, and provides advice on all aspects of the water industry, to both consumers and the 
industry itself.
Monopolies & Mergers Commission:- Regulates the economic and business activities of the water 
service companies.
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Secretaries o f  State (Environment & Wales):- have the power to appoint technical assessors to ensure 
that water companies are conforming to their legal obligations.
Local Authorities & Health Authorities:- have responsibilities for monitoring the 'wholesomeness' of the 
water in terms of public health issues.
Many o f the regulatory controls on environmental and drinking water quality in the UK originate from 
EC legislation. The 1987 Single European Act states that environmental considerations should be 
incorporated in all other legislation i.e. considerations o f the effect on the environment become an 
intrinsic part of all legal documents. There are three types o f European Law; Regulations, Directives and 
Decisions. Regulations are directly applicable law in any Member State. They are immediate and valid 
in all of the Community Member States. Directives are where the Community stipulates certain 
objectives to be achieved. Member States are given a time frame in which to implement legislation in 
their own legal system in order to achieve these objectives. Decisions are legally binding but only apply 
to the party to which they are directed This party may be a Member State, an industrial sector, or an 
individual company.
The majority o f environmental legislation in force in the UK is a result of EC Directives. The initial 
piece of European legislation affecting English law concerning surface abstractions for drinking water 
quality was the 1975 European Council Directive concerning the quality required of surface water 
intended for the abstraction of drinking water in Member States (75/440/EEC). Standards are set for 46 
physical, chemical and microbiological parameters. In this Directive, surface waters are divided into 
three categories A l, A2 and A3 depending on the nature of the treatment that the water will receive. The 
types of treatment in each category are shown in Table 2.1 below. Surface waters that have 
characteristics failing the A3 standards must not be used as a source of drinking water.
Table 2.1 Standard methods of treatment for transforming surface water categories A l, A2 and A3
into drinking water (EC Directive 75/440/EEC)
Category Treatment Types
Al Simple physical treatment and disinfection, e.g. rapid filtration and disinfection.
A2 Normal physical treatment, chemical treatment and disinfection, e.g pre-chlorination, 
coagulation, flocculation, decantation, filtration, disinfection (final chlorination).
A3 Intensive physical and chemical treatment, extended treatment and disinfection, e.g. 
chlorination to break-point, coagulation, flocculation, decantation, filtration, adsorption 
(activated carbon), disinfection (ozone, final chlorination).
Physical, chemical and microbiological parameters are stipulated at two levels. Mandatory (/) values 
must be adhered to in the resultant national legislation. Where no /  value is stipulated, Member States 
must endeavour to respect the guide (G) values. Member States may set more rigorous standards but are 
under no obligation to stipulate standards where no value is set (EC, 1975). Strict levels are set 
determining the proportion of samples that may fail to reach the required standard prior to the water body 
being deemed to fail. Exceptions to the Directive are allowed, subject to approval by the Commission,
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but must not disregard public health Directives 75/440/EEC and 79/869/EEC (stipulating the sampling 
and analysis standards for the 1975 Directive) were adopted in the UK with the enactment of The Surface 
Waters (Classification) Regulations 1989 (HMSO, 1989b).
The primary piece o f legislation that governs the quality o f  treated drinking water within the European 
Community is the Council Directive 80/778/EEC relating to the quality of water intended for human 
consumption (EC, 1980), commonly referred to as the Drinking Water Directive (DWD). This Directive 
relates not only to all water supplied as drinking water, but also to that used in the production of food or 
in the processing or manufacture of products intended for human consumption. It does not cover the 
quality o f natural mineral waters, which are controlled through a separate Directive.
Sixty-six drinking water parameters are stipulated in the Drinking Water Directive, which are categorised 
into six groups. Two maximum admissible concentrations (MACs) may be stipulated. As with the earlier 
Directive on surface waters (75/440/EEC) the mandatory (7) values should be adhered to in Member 
States, whist the guide (G) values are a long term aim to work towards. No time scales are set in either 
Directive for the achievement of the guide values. Both G and /  are not stipulated for all parameters, 
resulting in large variations in the standards actually adopted within Member States. The Drinking Water 
Directive also stipulates the method of analysis for each parameter, the minimum acceptable compliance 
rates and the required sampling frequency.
The 1980 EC Drinking Water Directive was enacted throughout the British Isles between 1980 and 1991. 
The regulations were brought into Scottish and Irish Law through amendments to existing legislation in 
1980 and the introduction of the further Regulation in 1988 and 1990. The Directive was enacted in 
England, Wales and Northern Ireland by the introduction of the 1989 Water Supply (Water Quality) 
Regulations and subsequent amendments in 1989 and 1991. A summary o f the adoption of Directive 
80/778/EEC is shown in Figure 2.2 below.
The Water Act 1989 places a duty on water companies to supply only water that is wholesome at the time 
of supply (DWI, 1994). Wholesomeness is defined in the Water Supply (Water Quality) Regulations by 
reference to 55 water quality parameter standards. Also stipulated are rule governing the determination of 
sampling locations, sampling frequency, provisions for sampling at treatment works, service reservoirs 
and new resources, water treatment methods (including the prevention of contamination during 
distribution) and record maintenance and publication.
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Figure 2.2 Enactment of the EC Drinking Water Directive (80/778/EEC) in the British Isles
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The Regulations in England and Wales incorporate all of the mandatory standards set out in the Drinking 
Water Directive, including national standards for eleven parameters. However, the UK regulations only 
specify the mandatory values laid out in the Directive and take little account of the guide values towards 
which member states are supposed to be working. For many parameters the lower guide value is the only 
one specified in the Directive, and these are subsequently omitted from the regulations.
Just three parameters within the regulations are set to more stringent levels than the EC Directive 
requires. The Prescribed Concentration Values (PCVs) for Copper and Zinc are based on the EC guide 
value (although no MAC is set out in the Directive). The PCV for phosphorus is set lower than the MAC 
value, but higher than the suggested guide value (EC MAC = 5000n.gr1; EC guide = 400jj.gr1; PCV = 
2200ngr'). For the eleven parameters quoted in the EC DWD but omitted from the UK Regulations, 
neither mandatory or guide values are set out in the DWD. The stipulation of standards for these is 
therefore optional for Member States. Several standards in the Directive are dependant upon external 
factors such as temperature but no account is taken for this in the UK Regulations (e.g. Fluoride).
The 1989 Water Supply (Water Quality) Regulations can therefore be seen as adopting little more than 
the bare minimum standard of the original Directive. This could be indicative of the UK water industry’s 
lack of confidence in the Directive. The regulations do however contain a ‘catch-all’ clause in that 
drinking water must not contain any substance that is detrimental to public health (HMSO, 1989a). 
Failure of this clause can result in legal action against the WSCs and therefore represents a major 
benchmark for assessing drinking water quality in England and Wales.
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In developing the Drinking Water Directive, the EC was criticised for failing to consult with water 
industry experts in the member states, basing their findings purely on the work of their own scientists. 
Some national standards are based on the findings of the World Health Organisation (WHO). The 
potential loss of this expert knowledge base should be avoided with the revised Directive as the EC has 
sought extensive input from the water industries of all member states (Breach, 1995).
2.2.1 The future of drinking water legislation in England & Wales
In 1995 a fundamental review of water policy was called for by the European Council and the 
Environment Committee of the European Parliament. In 1996 the European Community published its 
proposals for the revision of water policy in member states (EC, 1996). The resultant Water Resources 
Framework Directive, is intended to amalgamate water-related policy in the European Union, to co­
ordinate the implementation of existing Directives and identify gaps in the current legislation. All o f this 
is to be carried out at the river basin (i.e. catchment) scale (Campbell, 1996). As Breach (1995) noted, the 
Commission has consulted the water industries of member states in the preparation of the new Directive. 
The Framework Directive will also consider the improved scientific and technical knowledge gained 
since the original Directive was prepared in 1975 (EC, 1996; Breach, 1995).
The establishment o f the Framework Directive will result in the repeal and replacement of the 1975 
Surface Water Directive (and the related Directive on sampling and analysis, 79/869/EEC) together with a 
number of other Directives on fish and groundwater.
As yet no new parameters or values have been established for the quality o f drinking water (or water 
abstracted for drinking) to replace those specified in these earlier Directives. The Water Resource 
Framework Directive is not scheduled for implementation until at least the year 2005 (Campbell, 1996) 
but any assessment of pollution risk based on regulatory standards must take into consideration these 
impending changes to the regulatory controls on water supply quality. Transparency to regulatory change 
is therefore an important factor of any risk assessment methodology, in order to allow flexibility and 
constant revision in the future.
2.3 Drinking water quality in England & Wales (1990 -1996)
Meaningful comparisons of the drinking water quality of EC Member States is difficult due to differences 
in sampling, analysis and result interpretation between the different states (DW1, 1997). Fawell & Miller 
(1994) investigated reports of quality infringements in published papers, highlighting problems involving 
pesticides, nitrate, lead, coliforms and iron. The authors concluded that, in general, the quality of UK 
supplies compare favourably with those of other Member States. Recent initiatives resulting from the EC 
Standardised Reporting Directive and the establishment of the new Framework Directive should allow 
more informed comparisons in future years (DWI, 1997).
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Water undertakers in England & Wales have a statutory obligation to report on the quality of their 
drinking water. Since 1990 companies have submitted annual returns to the Drinking Water Inspectorate 
(DWI), summarising their compliance with the 1989 Water Supply (Water Quality) Regulations. The 
Regulations stipulate 100% compliance as the legal requirement for the water suppliers. Study of 
compliance rates can provide an important source of initial information for risk assessors looking at 
pollution risks to potable supplies.
The overall compliance rates in 1996 of the ten major water service companies are illustrated in Figure 
2.3. The figure shows the percentage of all samples taken during 1996 that comply with the relevant 
standards in the 1989 Water Supply (Water Quality) Regulations. It is important to note that these values 
only indicate the percentage compliance rates with the water quality standards and will be influenced by 
the source of the water supplies, the treatment processes in use and the frequency o f sampling. Care must 
therefore be exercised when drawing comparisons between the companies’ performance using these data. 
In order to reduce the impact o f different sampling intensities, only percentage overall compliance is 
considered.
Figure 2.3 Drinking water quality in the 10 water service companies (1996) 
(Percentage o f  sam ples com plying w ith the 1989 W ater Supply (W ater Quality) Regulations)
Thames Water Utilities Ltd. and North West Water Ltd. had the worst compliance rates in 1996 (99.5% 
and 99.6% respectively). Slightly better were Anglian Water Services Ltd., South West Water Services 
Ltd. and Dwr Cymru Cyfyngedig (99.7% compliance). The remaining five large water service companies 
achieved 99.8% compliance in 1996.
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The poorer performance of Thames Water Utilities Ltd. is attributed to the high proportion of drinking 
water in the Thames region that is obtained from surface abstractions from polluted lowland rivers (75%). 
Of the 0.5% of tests that failed the standards, the most significant were for Nitrite and Isoproturon (a 
chemical herbicide). There were also some failures to meet the standards for coliform bacteria, iron, 
nitrate and some pesticides (DWI, 1997). The results were however an improvement on compliance rates 
in 1995 where the majority of failures were the result o f high levels o f pesticides and were in supply 
zones where improvement programmes were being undertaken. Many such ‘undertakings’ were finished 
in December 1995. The improved results of Thames Water Utilities in 1996 illustrate the impact of 
improvement programmes on general compliance rates. Figure 2.4 shows how the overall compliance of 
each company has changed since the implementation of the 1989 Regulations (compiled from the annual 
DWI reports: DWI, 1991 to 1997).
Figure 2.4 Overall improvement in drinking water quality compliance in the 10 water service
companies between 1990 and 1996
(percentage o f  sam ples com plying with the 1989 W ater Supply (W ater Quality) Regulations)
(Sources -  DWI 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994,1995, 1996 & 1997)
All the companies have improved their levels o f compliance between 1990 and 1996. The greatest 
improvements have taken place in the Thames region (dark red shading), although this region has had the 
poorest compliance rate each year. The areas showing the smallest improvement are those with higher 
initial compliance rates, e.g. Severn Trent Water Ltd. and Wessex Water Services Ltd., where the rate of 
compliance has consistently been 99.6% or above. In addition to water quality failures, several 
companies did not comply with the required sampling frequencies specified in the regulations. This was 
mainly during 1990, the first reporting period following the enactment of the regulations. Abnormally
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high levels of compliance in the first year (1990) for several companies are believed to be the result of 
such failures to follow the correct sampling requirements, hence giving anomalous compliance rates.
The annual changes in compliance for individual companies are shown in Figure 2.5. The general trend is 
one of increasing compliance, with 1996 representing the best compliance rates. One exception is 
Anglian Water Services Ltd., whose compliance rate fell between 1995 and 1996 by 0.1% (following 
continuous improvement since 1991). This fall in performance was attributed to an increase in 
compliance failures for Potassium, although only five o f the 809 Potassium tests were below the PCV 
standard (DWI, 1997).
Figure 2.5 Annual changes in drinking water quality compliance in the 10 water service companies
(1 9 9 0 -  1996)
(percentage o f  sam ples complying with the 1989 W ater Supply (W ater Quality) Regulations)
Anglian Water Northumbrian Northwest Severn Trent Southern Southwest Thames Dwr Cymru Wessex Yorkshire 
Services Ltd Water Ltd Water Ltd Water Ltd Water Water Water Utilities Cyfyngedig Water Water
Services Ltd Services Ltd Ltd Services Ltd Services Ltd
I □ Compliance 1990 H Compliance 1991 □ Compliance 1992 □ Compliance 1993 a  Compliance 1994 □ Compliance 1995 ■Compliance 1996J
(Sources -  DWI 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996 & 1997)
The improvements seen since 1990 are mainly due to legally binding commitments to improve treatment 
practices and upgrade treatment works, such as those carried out by Thames Water Utilities Ltd. In some 
cases, improvements have also been made as a direct result of combining improved treatment with 
catchment control initiatives (see for example, Breach & Porter, 1995; Court el al.., 1995) illustrating the 
potential o f catchment management to have a positive impact on the performance of water companies.
WSCs are also required to inform the Secretary of State of incidents likely to affect public health, attract 
publicity, cause concern to customers or that are potentially of national significance (DWI, 1997). The 
occurrence of such incidents since the formation of the DWI in 1990 is summarised in Figure 2.6. From
1992 the sources of some incidents were classified depending on their cause, as shown in Table 2.2.
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Figure 2.6 Number of potable supply quality incidents reported to the DWI (1990 -  1996)
(S ou rces-D W I 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994,1995, 1996 & 1997)
Investigation of the frequency and sources of potable water quality incidents notified to the DWI indicates 
the major supply quality problems facing the industry, and is therefore of particular use to risk assessors 
as this information can be used to inform assessors of the likely contamination scenarios that may be 
encountered. As can be seen from Figure 2.6 and Table 2.2, the number of reported incidents varied 
between 50 and 90 incidents each year, with disinfection failures and the contamination of water 
following bursts being the most common sources of water quality problems.
Table 2.2 Causes o f potable supply quality incidents reported to the Drinking Water Inspectorate
(1 9 9 2 -  1996)
Cause 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
Disinfection failures 10 9 23 12 12
Microbiological contamination of water discovered on, or 8 7 5 8 8
traced to, service reservoirs
Microbiological contamination of water in distribution 
systems, probably not implicating service reservoirs
7 10 7 13 7
Contamination occurring after mains bursts or during 
repairs or other associated work on mains including 9 15 16 21 32
rezoning
Detection o f Cryptosporidium or Giardia in water supplies 9 2 - 3 6
Backflow into water mains 5 4 6 3 3
Advisory concentration for pesticides exceeded 2 1 1 2 -
Chemical contamination associated with treatment works - - 11 11 7
Chemical contamination associated with water sources - - - 4 1
Other 6 4 9 6 -
(Data collated from DWI, 1993; 1994; 1995; 1996; 1997)
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The contamination of drinking water following incidents affecting the water source has been reported 
separately since 1995 (Table 2.2). This, in part, illustrates the increasing importance associated with the 
pollution of the source waters and the desire to control pollution in the catchment source areas (thus 
transferring the cost of remedial action). Following the report of four incidents in 1995, only one was 
identified in 1996.
Of the four incidents associated with contaminated source water reported in 1995, one was reported by 
Anglian Water Services Ltd., involving an abnormally high, naturally occurring taste and odour in raw 
water. The substance is not identified by the Drinking Water Inspectorate report (DWI, 1996). North 
East Water Pic reported the bacterial contamination of a rural spring supply and two occurrences of 
pesticide pollution were reported. Severn Trent Water Ltd., reported a contamination o f supply abstracted 
from the River Avon by MCPA and Northumbrian Water Ltd., and the occurrence of DDT in two spring 
sources (DWI, 1996). The incident reported during 1996 involved the contamination of source water 
treated by North West Water’s Wayoh treatment works. Contamination by Geosim resulted in complaints 
of unusual tastes and odours by customers. The source of this chemical is believed to be the presence of 
Actinomycete organisms in the raw water entering the works (DWI, 1997).
Whilst some information of previous events can be gleaned from formal reports o f incidents, a risk 
assessment of water source areas has the potential to identify other types and sources of potential 
incidents. This will enable customers and the supply companies to identify and prioritise the need for 
remedial actions to reduce the impact of pollution incident scenarios. Consideration of regional datasets 
and pollution incident data can assist in this and is discussed below.
2.3.1 The quality of potable supplies in the Yorkshire W ater region
As reported in the previous section, more than 99% of all drinking water samples taken annually in the 
Yorkshire Water region between 1990 and 1996 complied with the 1989 Water Supply (Water Quality) 
Regulations. The overall rates of compliance can be seen in Figure 2.6. A summary o f the failure of 
PCVs for individual parameters (over the period 1990 to 1996) is shown in Table 2.3 below.
Table 2.3 shows that major problems were experienced with alkalinity and hardness failures during the 
period 1990 to 1992. These were the result o f poor treatment efficiency at water treatment works and 
were addressed by a number of undertakings by the supply company. No compliance failures were 
experienced between 1993 and 1996 for either alkalinity or hardness, illustrating the success o f the 
improvement schemes at the works involved. Improvements during 1996 of the high failure rates for 
trihalomethanes (down to one third of the 1995 levels) is also attributed to the commissioning of major 
new treatment plants in Leeds and Sheffield (Yorkshire Water Services Ltd., 1997).
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Table 2.3 Samples failing the PCV (Prescribed Concentration Value) in the Yorkshire 
W ater region -  as percentage of those taken (1990 -  1996)
Parameter 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
2 ,4 -D 0.1 0.6 0.1
Alkalinity 23.5 15.0 48.9
Aluminium 7.4 1.9 1.4 1.2 1.3 0.4 0.2
Atrazine 1.2 1.2
Benzo 3,4 pyrene 0.4 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2
Cadmium 0.1
Chlorotoluron 0.8 0.7
Coliforms Total 1.9 1.6 1.2 1.0 0.7 0.7
Colour - filtered 0.9 0.7 0.3 1.3 1.0
Diazinun 0.4
Diuron 0.3 0.6
Faecal coliforms 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.2
Fenitrothion 0.5
Fluroxypyr 0.6
Hardness 17.6 12.6 23.9
Heptachlor 0.1
Imazapyr 0.1
Iron 9.2 7.0 4.2 5.6 4.1 3.0 2.3
Isoproturon 1.9 1.1 0.6 2.6 3.4 5.2 1.0
Lead 3.8 3.1 2.6 3.5 3.4 3.5 1.3
Linuron 0.1
Manganese 6.7 4.7 3.3 2.5 1.4 1.3 0.2
MCPA 0.4 1.8 2.3 1.7 0.1
MCPP 3.5 7.9 4.2 1.4 0.7
Mercury 0.4 0.7 1.3
Nickel 1.1
Nitrate 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.6 0.7
Nitrite 0.9 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.2
PAH 1.2 1.7 1.4 1.9 1.8 3.0 3.86
Permangante index 0.4 2.5 0.3 3.1 0.8
Pesticides (Total) 1.2 1.6 2.3 0.0 0.1
pH 0.8 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.2
Phosphorus 0.3
Propyzamide 0.2
Simazine 2.1 0.6 0.2
Taste 0.1 0.1 0.1
Temperature 0.1
Total Ammonium 3.0
Trichloroethylene 0.1
Trihalomethanes 12.9 7.2 10.4 11.9 7.2 3.0 0.9
Turbidity 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.4
Source: Yorkshire W ater Services Ltd. (1997)
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High failure rates for metal parameters have been experienced throughout the reporting period as 
illustrated in Figure 2.7 below. Failures of the PCV for lead, resulting from contamination by pipes have 
been significantly decreased in 1996 as a result of the installation of phosphate dosing at many treatment 
works (Yorkshire Water Services Ltd., 1997). Dosing treated waters with phosphate reduces its 
plumbosolvency, thus reducing the contamination of water by lead pipework. Initial findings show that 
the compliance rate o f samples with the EC’s proposed new limit of lOiagl'1 for lead was improved by 
10% as a result of phosphate dosing.
Figure 2.7 Percentage of samples failing the PCV in the YWS region 
Metals - (1990 to 1996)
PCV failures of aluminium, iron and manganese have all declined since 1990, primarily due to the 
completion of a major programme of improvements in treatment efficiency. Failures of mercury, 
cadmium and nickel have not been experienced since 1994, 1990 and 1993 respectively.
The microbiological quality of drinking water in the YWS supply area has also improved since 1990 (see 
Table 2.3). Again this is attributed to improvements in treatment efficiencies. An increase in the failure 
of PAH (Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons) compared to previous years is thought to be a combination 
of the change from relaxed values during 1990 to 1995, and the increased deterioration of coal-tar pipe 
linings. Failure o f the PCVs for total and individual pesticides shows little discernible trend during the 
reporting period 1990 to 1996 (see Table 2.3 and Figure 2.8 below), although Isoproturon and MCPP are 
the most common causes of PCV failures amongst the pesticides monitored. Diffuse agricultural sources 
in supply catchment areas may be the primary source of these failures.
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Figure 2.8 Percentage of samples failing the PCV in the YWS region 
Pesticides - (1990 to 1996)
Source: Yorkshire W ater Services Ltd. (1997)
The quality of drinking water in the YWS region is seen to be high, and in general has improved since the 
first DWI reporting period (1990). Particular improvements are evident during 1996 as a direct result of 
the improvement programmes completed by the end of 1995. However, the contamination of source 
waters by pesticides is a problem and during 1996 YWS reported a number of pollution incidents that 
potentially affected the quality o f potable supplies.
Of the 16 incidents reported to the DWI during 1996, several were the result of the contamination of raw 
water supplies. A diesel spillage in a river intake catchment in January coincided with a period of high 
demand. This demand meant that the intake works could not be closed and detectable odour remained in 
some treated water. Cryptosporidium were detected in treated waters on several occasions, with 
contaminated raw water supplies representing the most likely sources.
The summary of drinking water quality over the last 6 years in the YWS operating region is, like the 
national data summarised before it, an important indicator of the problems that need to be addressed in 
any pollution risk assessment. This regional scale data, widely available through public register access, 
can also highlight local contamination problems not evident from national summaries (e.g. particular 
problems with Isoproturon and MCPP).
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2.4 Water pollution incidents in England & Wales
The importance o f river abstractions to the supply of potable water in Yorkshire was outlined in Chapter 
1. An investigation o f surface water pollution incidents can be used to inform risk assessors of the 
potential types of pollution hazard experienced within a catchment area, the return period of occurrence 
and the potential sources of contamination o f the water body.
The comparison o f water pollution incidents over time is problematic as the reporting organisation 
boundaries and the methods of reporting have changed. The standard pollution incident classification 
system was last modified in January 1995 and is now in use in the 8 Environment Agency regions. 
Before this the NRA reported pollution incidents, but within different operational areas. In some cases the 
boundaries o f reporting responsibilities are immaterial as the incidents are grid referenced, but where data 
are summarised or the method o f incident categorisation is changed, the resultant statistics can become 
meaningless. Before 1988, incidents were assessed against different criteria, primarily relating to 
agricultural pollution (Environment Agency, 1997a).
Annual summaries of water pollution incidents are published by the Environment Agency (e.g. 
Environment Agency, 1996; 1997a) describing in detail the regional and temporal trends in pollution 
incidents. The source and severity of incidents are described along with case study examples of incidents 
attended by Environment Agency staff. In an effort to indicate the general patterns of recent change in 
pollution incidents with reference to their potential impact on water supplies, the source of all Category 1 
(major) incidents between 1990 and 1996 (inclusive) are summarised below (Figure 2.9). Since 1990 all 
substantiated pollution incidents have been categorised on the basis of their severity. Category 1 
incidents are the most serious and involve one or more of the following:
a) the closure o f  a potable water, industrial or agricultural abstraction point;
b) an extensive fish  kill;
c) potential or actual persistent effect on water quality or aquatic life;
d) investigation o f  extensive remedial measures;
e) excessive breach o f  consent conditions;
f )  significant adverse effect on amenity value;
g) significant adverse effect on a site o f  conservation importance.
(Environment Agency, 1997a, Appendix A)
With the potential to close potable supply abstraction points it is these incidents that are of most interest 
to surface water intake managers and hence the assessment of risks to an intake site.
Whilst the total number of all reported pollution incidents has increased steadily since 1981, the number 
of substantiated Category 1 incidents has declined dramatically since they were first distinguished in 1990 
(Figure 2.9). Of the 20,158 substantiated pollution incident reports in 1996, 156 were confirmed as 
Category 1, compared to 28,143 substantiated pollution events and 571 Category 1 incidents in 1990 
(Environment Agency, 1997b).
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Figure 2.9 Total number of Category 1 (major) substantiated pollution incidents by pollution
source (1990-1996)
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In 1990 the most significant source of Category 1 pollution incidents was agriculture accounting for 42% 
of occurrences. In contrast, agriculture accounted for just 18% of Category 1 incidents in 1996, with 
industry causing the most incidents (27%). Over 500 of the incidents caused by industry resulted from 
construction activities. In response the Environment Agency is conducting a number of joint initiatives 
with the Construction Industry Research and Information Association to minimise pollution risks from 
construction activities (Environment Agency, 1997a). The proportion of incidents resulting from the 
activities o f the water industry themselves (including sewage discharges) declined dramatically between 
1995 and 1996 (from 20% to 15.5% of all incidents), illustrating increases in the performance of 
companies following improvement programmes enforced since privatisation (many o f which were 
completed in 1995) and in the face o f increasing legislative and consumer pressure.
Transport was first reported as a separate category in 1993, before which it was incorporated in the 
‘Other’ category for reporting purposes. The number of transport related incidents has increased between
1993 and 1996, although the number of those classed as Category 1 fell by 25% in 1996. Of the transport 
related Category 1 incidents reported in 1996, 75% were the result o f road transport, indicating the 
potential impact of road networks on watercourses. Of the 43 ‘Other’ incidents classes as Category 1 in 
1996, 36 could not be traced or classified by source, with the rest coming from residential / domestic 
sources, landfills, educational establishments and crown exempt properties (Environment Agency, 
1997a). The type and source of the 18 Category 1 incidents occurring in the Environment Agency’s 
North East Region (which contains the YWS operational area) during 1996 are shown in Figures 2.10a & 
2.10b.
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Figure 2.10 Category 1 (major) substantiated pollution incidents in the Environment Agency North
East Region during 1996 by: 
a) pollution source b) pollutant type
Source: Tables 4 & 5, Environment Agency (1997a)
Figure 2.10 a) shows that 44% of incidents that could potentially cause an intake to close resulted from 
industry and no such incidents occurred as a result of agricultural activity. However, within upland water 
supply catchments there are seldom large industrial sites, and agricultural activities have been known to 
cause intake closures in the past. The prevalence of industrial pollution may be because the North East 
Region o f the Environment Agency includes large industrial sites in the lower reaches of major rivers and 
coastal estuaries.
Over one quarter of the Category 1 incidents were caused by sewage pollution or the activities of the 
water industry themselves. Some 68% of these were the result of surface water outfalls, combined sewer 
overflows, foul sewer systems and sewage treatment works. Water treatment works and water 
distribution account for only 13% of Category 1 incidents (4 events) during 1996. Over half o f pollutants 
were fuels & oils or chemical in nature, probably originating from the high number of industrial polluters 
in the region, and pollution by transport accidents. A number of large pollution events were caused by 
vehicles falling directly into watercourses as a result of a road traffic accident.
Although these incidents are the most serious category of pollution and therefore have the greatest 
potential impact on surface water intakes, Category 1 events accounted for just 1% of the 20,158 
substantiated pollution incidents in 1996. Less severe, but more frequently occurring pollution incidents 
may have a major impact on smaller watercourses, or have particular significance for an intake site. The 
importance of such events must therefore be considered on a local, not regional or national, scale. For 
pollution incident data to be used directly in risk assessments, catchment specific data should be obtained, 
preferably for a period o f several years. Such information is not as freely available as the national trends 
reported above, but is preferable to avoid mis-representation by data that have been summarised over 
large spatial and temporal scales. The potential o f catchment specific pollution incident data is discussed 
further in Chapter 6.
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2.5 Potable water supply protection
2.5.1 A brief history of water supply protection
The need to protect drinking water has long been recognised. Coagulation and filtration have been in use 
as water treatment processes since at least 2000 BC (McGhee, 1991) and it is thought that the Romans 
brought laws on river protection with them when conquering England. The Magna Carta (signed in 1215) 
also included legislation to prevent the pollution o f rivers (Keller & Wilson, 1992).
Contaminated drinking water can originate from one of two sources, either a problem with the quality of 
the original resource, or a problem that has resulted from the treatment and distribution of the drinking 
water. The approach taken to the protection of drinking water quality has turned full-circle in the UK 
during the last two centuries, from initial catchment protection measures, through the re-active ‘treat 
everything’ stage, and recently back to the more pro-active resource/catchment control approach 
(Newson, 1992).
Early water supply systems were protected through the confinement of pristine catchment areas 
(McDonald & Kay, 1988). At this time the municipal authorities supplying drinking water owned, or at 
least had some control over the water gathering grounds. Initial protection was through the exclusion of 
polluting activities from these gathering grounds. However, increasing industrialisation placed greater 
pressures on the integrity of these catchments and in the early 1800s drinking water abstraction sites were 
frequently downstream o f industrial and sewage discharges (Keller & Wilson, 1992). The ownership of 
catchment areas also shifted from the public / municipal domain into private hands. The relationship 
between polluted water supplies and disease transmission was established in the nineteenth century and 
filtration and chlorination practices were introduced soon after (McDonald & Kay, 1988).
This was the beginning of the ‘fire-fighting’ era o f UK drinking water quality control, where problems 
with water quality were increasingly ‘engineered-out’ of supplies using ever-improving treatment 
technologies. As new technology and processes were developed and supply organisations were able to 
utilise poorer quality resources, a more re-active approach was taken to quality protection. Modem 
treatment technologies combine processes such as microstraining, coagulation, flocculation, filtration, 
chlorination and ozonation. These are capable o f removing particulate and suspended solids and bacteria 
and are often combined with tertiary treatments such as granular activated carbon (GAC) GAC works by 
absorbing organic molecules onto the surface of the granules, thus removing complex organic compounds 
such as pesticides, phenolic compounds and solvents that may cause taste and odour problems in the 
finished water (McGhee, 1991; Gray, 1994; Schofield, 1995).
In recent years there has been increasing pressure for supply companies to avoid water quality problems 
in the first place rather than reacting to incidents by treating the contaminated water. This is partly due to 
pressures of operating as private companies, where the water undertakers are now striving to balance the 
demands o f shareholder, regulators and customers. Pro-active pollution prevention is not only seen as
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pro-active environmental action (by both the regulators and customers), but can also reduce operating 
costs for example through a reduction in the use of coagulation chemicals, and is therefore financially 
beneficial for both customers and shareholders. The primary method of controlling the quality o f the raw 
resource is through the pro-active management of the catchment areas. However, catchment management 
to protect raw water quality is no longer a relatively simply exercise of controlling access to land in the 
catchment as much of this is not now owned by the organisations collecting the water. The strategic 
management of catchment areas, through co-operative action with other organisations is therefore 
becoming increasingly common.
2.5.2 Catchment management
As described in Chapter 1, the catchment area of a river is an appropriate spatial unit for the study of 
water pollution issues. The management of these areas therefore provides the potential for the integration 
of land and water management activities to mitigate pollution risks.
Section 2.5.1 discussed the changing approaches to water supply source protection in the UK. This has 
been supported by a considerable amount o f catchment based research investigating water quality issues. 
Catchment scale research in the UK, mainly catchment hydrology and process geomorphology studies 
began in earnest in the late 1960s. The main thrust of catchment research at that time was consideration 
of water quantity (Mitchell, 1991). Early studies such as Walling (1979) highlighted the influence of 
different catchment characteristics in discharge regimes and was typical of the water quantity bias to 
research at that time. Since then, a number of experimental catchment areas have been established in the 
UK, many of which are characteristic o f the water gathering grounds of the Pennines and Wales 
(McDonald & Kay, 1988). Initially these were used in paired-catchment studies to investigate the impact 
of forestry on water yield, addressing the long running debate originated by the work of Law (1956). 
Work in small catchment areas during the 1970s and 1980s by researchers such as Walling (1974), 
Walling & Foster (1975), Foster (1978) and Walling & Webb (1981) reflected an increasing interest in 
the quality issues associated with catchment hydrology and land areas.
Empirical research such as that identified above has greatly increased the knowledge base of hydrological 
processes within catchments. More applied catchment scale research has also proved especially useful in 
water supply and quality management, with research findings often resulting in catchment management 
recommendations to improve water quality and yield. Boon et al. (1988), Kay & Stoner (1988), Newson
(1988), Homung et al. (1994), Mitchell & McDonald (1995), Heal (1996) and White et al. (1996) all 
studied relationships between catchment characteristics and water quality and Naden & McDonald
(1989), Mitchell & McDonald (1992) and Heal (1996) investigated the predictive modelling of upland 
water quality based on land use distribution.
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Hunter & McDonald (1991) investigated seasonal changes in the bacterial quality o f water in upland 
catchments and Hunter et al. (1992) identified overland flow as the dominant transport mechanism for 
sanitary bacteria. Both these studies identified management options to reduce the contamination of water 
supplies, such as restricted grazing areas. Considerable work has been carried out into the discoloration 
of upland waters. The catchment scale application of the improvements in process knowledge resulting 
from this work is illustrated by Mitchell and McDonald (1995) in their proposals for catchment 
characterisation and hazard mapping to optimise water quality. Investigations into trace metal 
mobilisation have been carried out with reference to the potential impact on drinking water supply 
reservoirs (Heal et al., 1995) and the impacts of acidification on metal releases, stream ecology and 
drinking water (Kay & Stoner, 1988). A review of contemporary water quality problems in upland 
catchment areas is given by Mitchell (1991).
A number o f recent studies have attempted to quantify the effect of changing land use practices in 
catchment areas on water quality (e.g. Mattikalli & Richards, 1996, Johnes & Heathwaite, 1997). Such 
studies have highlighted the potential of catchment scale land and water management to improve water 
quality. The findings of many o f these studies are used in this study and are therefore discussed in more 
detail in the following sections. Such catchment scale water quality research has enabled a move from 
site-specific investigations and allowed synergistic effects operating in catchments to be investigated 
(Mitchell, 1991). This in turn can improve the quality of the information available to decision makers in 
the catchment.
McDonald & Kay (1988) highlight some o f the challenges initially faced when attempting to transfer the 
findings o f objective scientific research to management decision making However, recent moves 
towards more pro-active management of catchment areas has resulted in a transposition of research foci to 
more wide-scale, integrated approaches to catchment management, albeit based on the valuable empirical 
process knowledge gleaned from early catchment research. Werritty (1997) reviews the contemporary 
use of the term Integrated Catchment Management (ICM) throughout Europe and the world. Werritty 
(1997) considers ‘integrated’ catchment management to be the holistic management of a river and its 
surrounding catchment, with no one key issue having greater influence than any other over the 
management process. Gardiner (1994) described ICM using the following equation: ICM or total 
catchment planning = Asset management planning + catchment management planning + Local Authority 
development plans. Thus, ICM involves the asset management activities of the water supply companies 
as well as the environmental, conservation and development plans of other stakeholders in the catchment.
Catchment management activities in England and Wales currently fall into two distinct categories of 
interest. Firstly, the formation of the National Rivers Authority (NRA) -  now part o f the Environment 
Agency (EA), separated the traditional roles of the regulator from the activities of the supply companies. 
NRA catchment management plans (and subsequent EA Local Environment Agency Plans) are not issue- 
led and any topics and recommendations discussed are intended to remain flexible to the needs of a 
particular catchment (NRA, 1995). The development of catchment-scale management plans by the NRA
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and EA have therefore focussed on catchment protection, in terms of water quality and the environment 
as a whole. In contrast, the priorities of the water supply companies are water quantity, water quality and 
recreation and conservation, i.e. catchment utilisation. The water supply companies view of catchment 
planning is necessarily issue-led by the need to optimise water quality and yield, and has often resulted in 
the criticism o f NRA catchment management plans as being too vague and inappropriate.
Supply companies are also keen to promote elements o f the ‘polluter pays’ principle in which the control 
of problems at their source is preferable to treating the contaminated water (Breach & Porter, 1995) i.e. 
the cost of improving water quality is met by those polluting the water upstream rather than the 
companies who treat the resultant waters. The prevention of contamination at source can also reduce 
treatment costs and optimise catchment yield. In many cases this has prompted the water undertakers to 
take a more pro-active stance on catchment management.
Severn Trent Water Ltd. (STW) collect 65% of their raw water from river and reservoir catchments, many 
of which are located in upland areas o f Wales and the southern Pennines. With such a reliance on 
catchment sources, STW is one o f the most active supply companies in terms o f catchment management. 
In particular, work has been carried out to reduce contamination from pesticides. This has involved 
pesticide use surveys, raw water sampling, catchment vulnerability studies, targeted catchment control 
measures and treatment of residual contaminants (Breach & Porter, 1995). The company has also 
prepared Catchment Protection Policy Documents for its supply catchments, identifying potential types of 
pollution hazard and providing advice to minimise the impacts of these. These documents can be 
compared to the general Guidelines for the protection of direct supply reservoirs and their gathering 
grounds produced by YWS (Yorkshire Water, 1992).
Breach & Porter (1995) stress the importance of combining treatment practices with catchment protection 
strategies to prevent contamination with pesticides as the impacts of catchment control take time to be 
realised. In some cases catchment control was not considered technically or economically viable. Where 
possible, catchment control has been found to reduce levels of pesticide in source waters and reduce 
treatment costs (e.g. reducing the frequency of GAC regeneration).
Within YWS, research into catchment control and management has been underway for many years. 
Much of the work by McDonald, Mitchell, Naden, Kay and Heal at the University of Leeds, mentioned 
above has contributed to the management activities o f YWS. The publication Guidelines fo r  the 
protection o f  direct supply reservoirs and their gathering grounds (YWS, 1992) describes the company’s 
policies for protecting their raw water resources. These guidelines draw on the scientific research that has 
related catchment characteristics to water quality in order to optimise resources, but have been criticised 
for failing to attribute responsibility and accountability for the management actions required.
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Much theoretical discussion has been undertaken in the academic community by authors such as Newson 
(1992) and Werritty (1997) about how catchment management planning should be conducted in an 
integrated and holistic manner. However, the primary concern of water supply companies is to optimise 
the yield and quality o f water from a catchment area. This research therefore takes a narrower strategic 
planning approach as described by Mitchell (1990), but acknowledges the potential o f broader-scale or 
holistic Integrated Catchment Management to bring together those stakeholders of relevance to the 
management planning process.
In developing a methodology for risk assessment this research may have the potential to aid in water 
company asset management planning and to combine this with innovative catchment management 
recommendations. The assessment of pollution risks to water supply intakes is an inherent element of 
catchment management planning for water supply companies for three reasons. Firstly, a primary 
concern is to reduce the risk of contamination resulting from activities within an intake catchment area. 
Secondly, much o f the information required to carry out a risk assessment is collated in the catchment 
planning process. Finally, risk reduction can often be achieved through, or is dependant upon the 
management of the catchment area and therefore needs to be incorporated in the catchment planning 
process.
2.6 Summary and conclusions
Water companies need to comply with regulatory standards. In general, the performance of the 10 major 
water supply companies striving to reach the 100% level of compliance is improving. However, the 
pollution o f raw water sources is still a major potential source of supply contamination and hence non- 
compliance. In the YWS operating region compliance failures have declined steadily since 1990 but 
common contaminants include pesticides such as PAHs, Isoproturon and MCPP. Impending changes to 
regulations increase the importance of this and mean that their approach to improving the quality of 
supplies must be flexible in order to incorporate any changes in legislation.
Numerous investigations into the quality o f environmental waters in potable supply catchments have 
shown that many potential contaminants exists, and do in fact result in failures o f the regulatory 
compliance of the abstracted water. There is therefore a need to gather information on the nature of 
pollution risks and the methodologies and approaches available for their assessment. National and 
regional trends in pollution incident occurrence have been discussed, with the need for the investigation 
of pollution events and pollutant sources to be studied on a local (preferably catchment) scale highlighted.
Catchment control is becoming increasingly popular as a method o f optimising the use of raw water 
supplies and reducing treatment costs. Pro-active management activities have a positive environmental 
image, and have the potential to increase regulatory and environmental performance and returns for 
shareholders. Catchment management also embraces the concept of ‘polluter pays’ in that if water
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industry managers can be informed of the sources of water quality failures they can (potentially) pass on 
some of the costs associated with the cleaning up of water to the initial polluters.
Considerable potential therefore exists for mitigating risks to drinking water quality through strategic 
catchment planning and the pro-active management of catchment areas. A consistent approach to 
identifying and assessing these risks on a catchment scale is therefore needed In order to carry out such 
assessments, there is a need to store, manage and analyse large volumes of catchment data, primarily the 
spatial characteristics of the catchment. The use of automated techniques to manipulate and visualise 
such data will therefore greatly facilitate any risk assessment activity. As suggested by Rejeski (1993) it is 
proposed that geographical information systems have enormous potential to be used in such a role, a 
subject discussed further in the following chapter.
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Chapter 3 
Geographical Information Systems (GIS)
3.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and discusses in section 3.5, some of 
their fundamental capabilities that may be of use in risk assessment studies. Initial applications of GIS by 
the water supply companies to asset management / facilities management (AM/FM) activities are 
described, as is the recent diversification of these into more strategic roles such as network management, 
leakage detection and control, waste disposal and the management of water gathering grounds. Examples 
are given describing applications in several water supply companies throughout the UK. The use of GIS 
by the regulatory bodies in the water industry is also considered, highlighting the variety o f potential 
applications of GIS in water resource management. GIS have been widely used in the prediction of water 
quantity and quality and the prediction o f non-point source pollution is o f particular interest to this study. 
The current state of research in this area is discussed, with particular reference to issues affecting drinking 
water supplies in the UK. Finally, the use of GIS in environmental risk assessments is summarised, 
highlighting some of the potential applications of GIS in pollution risk assessment.
3.2 An introduction to GIS
An information system is a computer package that holds information about a particular subject. For 
example, a bank's information system may contain information concerning customers' names, addresses 
and account balances, all of which are linked by an identifying code Brookes et al (1982) state the 
following key attributes that are required in an information system:
- decision oriented reporting
- effective processing o f data
- effective management of data
- adequate flexibility
- a satisfying user environment.
A geographic information system (GIS) is a particular type of information system that is applied to 
geographically referenced data. Data can be stored within the GIS in a number of formats or data models. 
The most commonly used are vector (points, lines and polygons with attributes) and raster (gridded cells 
with associated attribute data). Most GIS contain an electronic system o f maps that show locational and 
spatial relationships and a series of tables. These tables, usually in the form of a database, contain 
attribute data that describe the characteristics of each spatial entity. For example, the diameter o f a 
particular pipeline or land use of a grid cell. Each feature in a GIS has a unique spatial location specified
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by its co-ordinates and an identifying number that relates it to the attribute data in the database The maps 
and database can usually be explored using a standard query language (SQL) or menu selection. The 
results of such searches can be displayed as database records or in the form of a map, enabling data 
attributes to be clearly represented.
The UK Department of the Environment define a GIS as:
"... a system o f capturing, storing, checking, manipulating, analysing and displaying data 
which are spatially referenced to the Earth."
(DOE, 1987, Appendix B)
whilst Cowan (1988) places more emphasis on the problem solving abilities of the GIS, by defining one
"... a decision-support system involving the integration o f  spatially referenced data in a 
problem-solving environment."
(Cowan, 1988, p.2)
In essence, a GIS is a computerised system o f storing and analysing spatially referenced data. The idea is 
by no means new, people have been combining and analysing mapped data for thousands of years, but it 
is the ability of a GIS to handle massive volumes of these data that makes the concept so valuable to 
geographical studies. Unlike paper maps, GIS data are not static in time and can be updated to represent 
changing conditions in an environment. As well as containing the required data, a GIS should include a 
range of functions that enable problem solving information to be obtained from the raw data. It is this 
functionality that provides the potential for application to risk assessment studies.
In order to expand the functionality beyond digital representations of paper records, a number of tools 
within a GIS enable the data to be manipulated, updated, integrated and queried to create new or 
redefined information from the original data components, thus ‘adding value’ to the original data. 
Common tasks that can be carried out in most commercially available GIS include geographic navigation 
and location or attribute based selection (e.g. all grid squares with attribute X, or of size Y). Geographic 
selections based on one map layer’s geographic location with respect to another are also commonly used 
(e.g. selecting all the records from a soil map where soil A is WITHIN catchment area B). Other simple 
tasks used include measuring distances and areas and buffering around points or line features (e.g. 
defining a 10m floodplain either side of a linear river feature).
More complex geographical analysis available in GIS include map algebra or overlay, essentially 
combining the attributes o f two or more data layers depending on their geographic location. These can be 
classified into two types of overlay describing the way in which map attributes can be combined - logical 
and arithmetic.
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Logical overlay (e.g. AND, OR) is suitable where map attributes are represented on a nominal (e.g. soil 
type, land cover type) or ordinal (e.g. data ranked from poor to excellent) scale, e.g. Select areas where 
soil = winter hill AND slopes <5 degrees OR land use = burning. Arithmetic overlay (e.g. addition, 
subtraction) should be used where map attributes use an interval level of measurement, (e.g. grazing 
density, rainfall) and can be combined arithmetically. The use of both logical and arithmetic overlay is 
potentially powerful for representing the logical processes described in a risk assessment (see Chapters 4 
and 5) and describing the hydrological processes operating in a catchment area.
It is possible to combine ordinal and nominal data arithmetically by scoring and weighting map attributes 
before adding or multiplying. Scoring takes place within datasets, and must be on a consistent scale in 
order not to adversely affect the weighting, i.e. all maps should be scored 1-5 or 1-3, but not a mix of 
both. The scores should, as far as possible, attempt to represent the interval (or ratio) level of 
measurement. Weighting takes place between datasets to represent relative importance. These weights 
have to be correct relative to one another, i.e. if criterion A is twice as important criterion B then weights 
of 1 & 2 or 2 & 4 are appropriate. Percentages can be used for simplicity. Such weighting can often 
require the use of expert knowledge or subjective decision making.
GIS can also be used to interpolate between data points to produce isolines or surface areas, or can be 
combined with mathematical models. Here the GIS can be ‘coupled’ to the model, providing input data, 
analysis and output display as necessary or, in some cases, models can be run directly within the GIS 
software.
The complexity of these analysis and display functions has often meant that GIS are implemented in 
businesses much more slowly than other information systems (Parker, 1996). The rise in popularity of 
user-friendly desktop mapping and PC-based GIS has largely eradicated such problems, with GIS 
software increasingly moving from UNIX and mainframe environments to the more familiar PC and 
Microsoft Windows based operating systems. Thus companies are increasingly able to provide powerful 
analysis and display capabilities to large numbers o f non-specialist users across computer networks.
The capabilities of GIS such as those summarised above, to store, manipulate, analyse and display data 
have great potential for assisting in risk assessment studies (Rejeski, 1993). In order to investigate the 
potential for their use in water supply pollution risk assessments it is necessary to understand the current 
availability, capabilities and status of development of GIS within the water industry and how GIS have 
been used to assist in similar applications in the past. The following sections therefore present a review 
of these subjects.
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3.3 GIS in the water industry in England and Wales
GIS technologies have been in use throughout the whole of the UK water industry for a number of years. 
The current structure of the water industry within England and Wales (as described in Chapter 2) has lead 
to the diversification of GIS applications between the water supply companies and the regulatory bodies.
3.3.1 GIS in the water supply companies
Water supply companies in England and Wales have generally adopted a cautious approach to GIS 
implementation. Initial experiences of GIS for many water companies has been through the digitising of 
pipe networks, primarily utilising the software for digital mapping and asset management / facilities 
management (AM/FM) purposes (Martin & Taskis, 1993; Birkin et al., 1996). This has also been found 
to be true of businesses in general in the UK, as described by Clarke et a l (1993):
“GIS applications [are] mainly used in AM/FM - type applications as opposed to more 
substantive areas such as strategic planning"
(Clarke et al, 1993, p.326)
Since the privatisation of the water industry, supply companies have been attempting to balance the 
pressures from shareholders, regulatory, environmental and customer expectations. This has largely been 
approached through a re-engineering of the business as a whole. This rapid re-development of the 
companies’ structure has gained particular benefit from an increased use of Information Technology (IT) 
systems (Cunningham & McGowan, 1994; Ray 1996). The generic ability of GIS to handle spatially 
registered data has enabled companies to take an integrated approach across the entire corporate structure. 
For example, under the 1989 Water Act, water service companies have a statutory obligation to maintain 
a register of their surface and underground assets. GIS and digital mapping technologies have obvious 
benefits in capturing and maintaining accurate information on asset location and attributes, and most of 
the water and wastewater utilities have invested heavily in capturing data on their distribution networks in 
digital form (Elkins, 1990; Hurst, 1996). These data are usually stored as vector features within the GIS. 
The benefits already identified in water industry applications include the ease of updating, display and 
creation of timely formal reports and hard copies, and the increased durability and accessibility of data 
(Martin & Taskis, 1993; Ray, 1996). This has enabled water service companies to comply with their 
statutory obligations, both for asset registering and textual reporting. Real improvements in business 
efficiency and customer service have also been realised as a result o f computer-based AM/FM activities 
(Osbourne, 1991; Walton, 1996).
Within YWS the capture o f the water supply distribution network has lead to the development of a 
dedicated GIS-based system for asset information storage. The Water Network (Enquiry) Records 
System (WNERS) based on WINGS GIS contains data on pipelines and other assets describing their 
geographic location and various attributes such as pipe diameter, construction materials and age. 
Network data are represented at various scales from the region-wide “Yorkshire Grid” system down to the 
smallest manageable discrete unit of the distribution network which is a leakage control zone (LCZ).
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Each LCZ supplies on average about 2000 customer properties. The water networks within adjoining 
LCZs are connected to each other across boundary valves. These valves are the means by which an 
individual zone can be isolated and disconnected for maintenance or operational management (Boulby,
1995). Unique logon scripts enable users to isolate sections of the network and to edit or update feature 
locations and attributes.
The use of GIS for the capture, storage and display of digital network information is essentially pure 
digital mapping and as such only utilises a small proportion of the potential functionality of most GIS. 
AM/FM activities in themselves therefore fail to explore the ‘added value’ that can be obtained from the 
vast amount o f spatially referenced data held by the water supply companies (and their regulators). As 
the extensive network data capture exercises have come to an end, both the end-users and decision makers 
have begun to explore the more advanced spatial analysis potential of GIS to assist in operational 
activities. The increasing pressures on water supply companies to operate efficiently as private 
companies has lead to many companies developing long term strategies for their IT departments, 
including the development o f GIS systems beyond AM//FM applications to more pro-active uses such as 
the management of distribution systems. Such systems are becoming more widespread as a result o f the 
rapid advancement of computer hardware and GIS software technology, as well as the increased storage 
and use of digital records of network assets (see for example, Ray, 1996).
A common strategic application of GIS is the management of the distribution system. Distribution 
network performance optimisation has parallels with the emergence o f hydrological modelling (see 
Section 3.4) in that its emergence has taken place in two ways, though the direct development of 
dedicated GIS software applications with modelling capabilities, and by coupling network modelling 
packages to GIS reporting and user interface facilities.
Birkin et al. (1996) describe a GIS-based network optimisation software package developed for YWS. 
GRIDNET is a decision support software, enabling users to specify the characteristics of water sources 
and treatment works and run various scenario models using a 40 year historical rainfall dataset. The 
objective of the GRIDNET software is to optimise operating costs of Yorkshire Water’s grid network 
through the integration of four modules; a reservoir simulation model, a pumping station model, a 
treatment works model and a network optimisation model Using GIS-based high quality graphics and 
data storage, GRIDNET can simulate the effects o f changes in operational procedures (including leakage 
control strategies and forecasted changes in demand), climate change and the impacts of catchment 
management. The full functionality of GRIDNET is discussed by Birkin et a l (1996). This software has 
recently been superseded by the Water Resources Allocation Package (WRAP) software.
Within Anglian Water Services Ltd., GIS software has also been used to integrate the network 
management activities with the specific aim o f optimising performance and improving service to the 
customer (Anglian Water Pic., 1996; Ray, 1996). Anglian Water’s records maintenance systems (RMS) 
contains a fully connected model of the distribution network, the ability to link customers and properties 
with the assets that serve them, as well as the functionality to be coupled to network modelling software.
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This allows not only network data to be stored, but also the collection of information on network 
performance, with the potential to optimise distribution activities (Ray, 1996) and automate statutory 
reporting. Similar GIS technologies are in use within Thames Water Utilities where a GIS-based 
modelling and distribution management package is used, with particular emphasis on leakage detection 
and management. Digital information describing the distribution network is combined with computer- 
controlled valves and leakage detection instruments in the field to identify areas of potential low pressure 
or leakage. The system is used to analyse and display information on the distribution network, and has 
been found to be particularly effective in the communication of information to non-expert staff (Hurst,
1996). Less work has been carried out for the management of foul water systems using GIS. Although 
the digital asset information has been extensively captured using GIS by water service companies, these 
data have not been combined with the computer-based design and modelling common in the initial design 
and management of such systems.
More recently, GIS have been applied to customer information management such as billing, metering and 
complaints. North West Water Ltd. (part of United Utilities) has implemented a corporate wide GIS that 
enables business units to interact across the different functions of the organisation. For example, 
customer services representatives can identify the precise location of a customer’s address, as well as 
access information on work schedules, planned interruptions to supply, water quality and forthcoming 
investments that may impact a customer’s supply or are in geographical proximity to the customer’s 
address all as a result of the implementation of the GIS (Cunningham & McGowan, 1994; Walton, 1996). 
Following the advent of GIS, such information can be accessed in a matter o f seconds when a 
representative is responding to a telephone enquiry from a customer or other member of the public 
(Walton, 1996). Similar systems, also based on GIS (but not necessarily the same software) are in 
operation in most of the water service companies in the UK (see for example, Murphy, 1994; Ray, 1996; 
Fanner, 1997), and utilise GIS technology to directly benefit customers. Fanner (1997) also describes 
Bristol Water’s plans to use their GIS to relate customer complaints about water quality to samples taken 
and logged in the field. This application has the potential to optimise not only the supply quality, but can 
assist in the management, scheduling and prioritisation o f monitoring activities to suit operational and 
legislative requirements.
As briefly mentioned above, the water companies’ statutory reporting obligations have also been 
addressed using GIS technology. Ashton (1992) describes how drinking water quality information from 
North West Water’s archive was incorporated into SPANS GIS to facilitate the preparation of reports on 
compliance rates for supply zone quality. Again such systems are in use throughout the various water 
undertakers to monitor regulatory compliance. GIS have also be used in water supply companies to assist 
in the reporting of water pressure levels (Ashton, 1992), leakage (Hurst, 1996 -  described above), the 
incidence of sewer flooding (Mitchell, 1997b), work scheduling, investment planning and design schemes 
for new developments (Walton, 1996) and pipe rehabilitation planning (Kingdom, 1991).
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Along with more strategic applications such as network management and demand forecasting discussed 
above, GIS have been used to assist in the environmental and conservation management activities of 
water undertakers. Some examples o f these long term planning applications of GIS technology being 
developed by WSCs are described below.
The Water Industry Sludge Disposal Optimisation Model (WISDOM) has been developed by WRc to 
address the increasing need to find alternatives to disposal at sea for sewage sludge. WISDOM, which is 
in use in the majority of the UK water service companies, combines hydrological buffer zones and crop 
census data in a GIS environment to assess the suitability of areas of agricultural land for sludge disposal 
(Woodrow, 1993). The Soil Survey and Land Research Centre’s Land Information System (LandlS) has 
also been used to assess the suitability of land for sewage sludge disposal (Hallet et al., 1996).
YWS have several custom built GIS applications based on the WING GIS to facilitate operational 
management beyond simple asset registering The GISLAB application is based upon WINGS and 
incorporates a wide variety of spatial datasets. It is being used to demonstrate the power of GIS for YWS 
but not necessarily within the context of the water distribution network. Typical data loaded into the 
system include underlying geology, soil, rainfall, land cover, terrain contours, reservoir catchments and 
river networks and catchments. The recent development of GISLAB has been combined with an increase 
in the GIS functionality available within WINGS (Foster et al., 1997) and the use of other GIS software 
such as Maplnfo by external consultants. This includes the development of facilities for polygon algebra 
and rudimentary data modelling. Users will soon be able to manipulate and convert between raster and 
vector datasets. The amalgamation of the GISLAB data and the improved functionality are seen as key 
elements in the development of sophisticated GIS-based tools to assist in the integrated management of 
assets such as groundwater, reservoirs and river catchments - the primary sources of Yorkshire Water’s 
feedstocks. The GISLAB application, its data holdings and the potential for use in pollution risk 
assessment is discussed further in later chapters (a summary can also be found in Foster et al., 1996)
Collaborative research between Severn Trent Water Ltd. and the Soil Survey and Land Research Centre 
(SSLRC) has lead to the development of a catchment scale information system for the management of
H
water resources. The Catchment Information System (CatchlS) combines environmental modelling and 
GIS technology to optimise catchments for the purposes of the water company. The system, based on the 
APIC GIS combines datasets describing aquifer, catchment and sub-catchment boundaries, river 
networks, abstraction sites, land use, soils, agroclimatic data and information on pesticide compounds. 
Models of organic pesticide attenuation are linked within the system to assess the vulnerability of aquifers 
and surface waters to contamination by applied pesticides (Court et al., 1995; Hallett et a l,  1996).
CatchlS is designed for use in the strategic and operational management of water resources in the Severn- 
Trent Water Ltd. operational area and supports the company’s research into the control of pollution by 
catchment control (Breach & Porter, 1995; Court et al., 1995) discussed in Chapter 2.
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Similar collaborative research is underway between the University o f Leeds and YWS. This work is 
focussed on the development of GIS-based tools that can be generically applied to catchment areas for 
management purposes (Smith et al., 1996). The research considers 13 key catchment issues, relevant to 
many of the UK’s upland water gathering grounds. The custom-built GIS-based application, designed to 
facilitate catchment planning for supply companies works on two levels Firstly it operates as an 
inventory of catchment information, describing the physical characteristics of a catchment area and 
planning designations within it. Secondly the system supplies decision support for the long term 
management of the catchment, by performing predictive scenarios and modelling the effects of changing 
land use. The catchment management plans resulting from the systems should be appropriate for the 
supply company’s response / input to Local Development Plans and the Environment Agency’s Local 
Environment Actions Plans (LEAPs). Many o f the features of this system have been developed alongside 
this research. Such collaboration has enabled fundamental elements of risk assessment to be incorporated 
in the system and this has ensured generic principles have been maintained in the development of this 
methodology.
With the major costs involved in the establishment of a corporate-wide GIS being dependant largely on 
the hardware selected and the geographical size of the operating area, the smaller water supply companies 
have also been able to exploit GIS technologies due to lower initial start-up costs (associated with the 
need for less extensive geographical data coverage). An example o f the use of GIS within a small water 
supply company is the South Staffordshire Water Incident Management System (SSWIMS), used to 
provide vital information on underground leakage (Anon., 1996). Again the initial use of this GIS was 
for the storage of asset information, but recent developments in engineering knowledge and the software 
itself have enabled thematic mapping to identify potential leakage problems. Reported bursts are plotted 
in the GIS and correlated against the information on pipe composition and age from the digital network 
data, and the surrounding soil type. These data are then combined with results o f laboratory testing on 
pipe integrity and used to predict potential future bursts and prioritise the company’s future mains 
rehabilitation work (Anon., 1996). This again illustrates the potential added-value that can be achieved 
through the integration o f various data within a GIS, and the benefits for strategic planning and business 
management even for a small supply company.
The commercial benefits of the utilities’ large investment in IT, and GIS in particular, are substantial. 
Both Mitchell (1996) and Uff (1996) highlight the importance of dedicated GIS applications during the 
1995 drought in the Yorkshire region. Ray (1996) estimates an annual saving resulting from the network 
management strategy of a round £3 million for Anglian Water Services Ltd., whilst Hurst (1996) predicts 
a saving o f 200 resource years of effort in leakage reduction alone as a result of the improved network 
management afforded by the adoption of a GIS. Such savings have been an important element in 
securing the necessary investment in GIS and have helped produce operational efficiencies and improve 
levels of customer service throughout the industry. Greater potential benefits, through the development 
of new applications will continue to improve business efficiency, especially as long term planning and 
management tools are developed.
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3.3.2 GIS in the water industry regulators
In contrast to the water supply companies, GIS applications in the organisations regulating the water 
service companies have, due to their different responsibilities, concentrated less on asset information 
capture and more on specific applications to address problem issues. Annand (1991) highlights the 
difference in scale between the locally-based asset management requirements of the former water service 
companies and the regional overview requirements of the regulators. Chapter 2 identified a number of 
organisations regulating the activities of the water supply companies. Of these, the Environment Agency 
(formally the National Rivers Authority, NRA) makes the most frequent use of GIS technology, although 
as identified below, this use is not as extensive as in the supply companies. No published work 
describing the use of GIS by OFWAT, the DWI or UK Government agencies (impacting directly on the 
water industry) can be found
In 1990, the recently established NRA found that the software skills, requirements and areas of 
application o f GIS products by their staff varied greatly from area to area and between operational 
regions. A national strategy was therefore developed in order to integrate activities across the 
organisation and provide a common GIS base for the future. This was planned as the Water Archive and 
Management System (WAMS), that was to provide all the functionality required of a GIS utilising the 
Authority’s vast (and varied) databases and responding to all their spatial analysis queries (along with 
other textual and graphical reporting). However this was found to be far beyond the capabilities o f the 
technology available at that time and the original specification could not be met by the IT providers. 
Hence, no national or regional strategy for the integration of digital data in the Environment Agency is 
currently in place. Instead, small specialist teams of GIS expertise have emerged throughout the Agency, 
often responding to individual project needs. Annand (1991) states that 13 small scale GIS projects were 
implemented throughout the NRA during its first year of operation.
One of the largest applications of GIS within the NRA was the system developed in the Anglian region. 
Dowie (1993) identified three areas of application to the operational activities of the Anglian NRA. 
Firstly, as a mapping tool the system provides 1:50,000 scale maps of features such as flood areas, Sites 
of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) and aquifer outcrops. These were used in the NRA’s role as a 
statutory consultee on planning applications.
The storage and updating o f these digital data has resulted in considerable savings in the costs associated 
with map and hard copy production (Dowie, 1993). Secondly, the GIS has been used as an operational 
tool. Within the Planning Liaison section the Authorities response to planning applications is co­
ordinated spatially by the GIS. Staff whose areas of responsibility fall in or near the site of a planning 
application are automatically consulted as part of the Authorities official response to the application 
Dowie (1993) estimates a saving o f three to four person-years per annum as a result of this automation. 
Thirdly, the GIS has been used as a strategic tool within the Anglian region. The Shoreline Management 
Systems combines data from a number of organisations to provide information on flood defence works.
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Specific information on defence works and work schedules can be combined with marine hydraulic 
models to facilitate and plan the comprehensive management of the shoreline.
Farthing & Stuart (1995) describe another localised application of GIS in the NRA, this time in the 
Thames region. Like the Anglian region, Thames inherited some GIS expertise from the Regional Water 
Authority (Annand, 1991). Farthing & Stuart (1995) used SPANS GIS in a pilot study to model the 
hydrological response of river catchments. This involved combining the stream networks with digital 
sewer records and elevation data to predict the time of travel of storm waters and river levels This 
information is then used in commenting on plans for floodplain and land development (another statutory 
responsibility of the NRA) illustrating how two applications were independently developed for similar 
uses in two different NRA regions.
Fletcher (1993) describes the use of GIS and remotely sensed images in the Severn Trent Region of the 
NRA. Again this project began as a small-scale investigation, looking at nitrate contamination of 
groundwater (using SPANS GIS). As the potential of GIS was realised and demand increased, the project 
expanded to enable region-wide assessments of groundwater contamination (based on geology, 
groundwater catchments and cropping patterns). Fletcher (1993) anticipated future work investigating 
pesticide runoff and leaching, highlighting the divergence of regulators’ activity from the asset 
management of the water supply companies, but little published work has been forthcoming
GIS applications such as those described by Dowie (1993), Fletcher (1993) and Farthing & Stuart (1995) 
remain rare, despite potential for integration and development following the formation of the new 
Environment Agency, due to a lack of any national or regional strategic plan for GIS operating 
environments and software. One exception to this apparent lack of direction is the National Groundwater 
Vulnerability Maps for England and Wales where national datasets have been combined to predict 
groundwater resources at risk from potential contamination. These maps are created by combining data 
describing soil and geological characteristics. However, this work was carried out by a specialist team 
working on a national data set with little integration of GIS activities between the NRA / Environment 
Agency regions during the project. A coherent national strategy is therefore required to harness the full 
potential of GIS for the broad spectrum of the Agency’s responsibilities.
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3.4 GIS and hydrological modelling
There has been a large amount of research into the use of GIS techniques for hydrological modelling in 
the prediction of both water quantity and quality Traditionally, the fundamental limitation of 
hydrological modelling has been the spatial variability of hydrological data which has resulted in the 
simplification, or lumping of model parameters into average conditions. GIS have enabled the full spatial 
content of input data to be represented and adopted, allowing an increased use of distributed modelling 
techniques (Vieux, 1991; Spence et a l ,  1995).
Three major areas of application of GIS to hydrological studies have been the inventory and assessment 
of existing hydrological data, the determination of hydrological parameters (for use in hydrological 
models) and the integration and coupling of GIS software with computer-based hydrological models 
(Maidment, 1993; McDonnell, 1996).
The majority o f the modelling work (particularly three-dimensional prediction) has involved the 
investigation o f groundwater resources and contamination, especially in mapping groundwater 
vulnerability (e.g. Barrocu & Biallo, 1993; Hiscock et al., 1995; Tim et al., 1996). Particular attention 
has been drawn to the percolation of water and pollutants to groundwater. Representing geographic space 
using three-dimensional grids (Tim et al., 1996) or successively coarser grid enables increasingly 
complex subsurface processes to be modelled. However, the application of GIS to surface hydrology is 
of much greater interest to this study, particularly in the prediction of surface water quality. Studies of 
surface water quantity are of interest as they indicate the potential advantages and disadvantages of 
representing hydrological phenomena using GIS.
In studying surface water quantity, GIS have been used in all three of the application areas highlighted by 
Maidment (1993) and McDonnell (1996) and identified above. The display capabilities of GIS enable the 
clear visualisation o f hydrological data, which has been found useful in the communication of temporal 
changes in flood inundation (e.g. Farthing, 1994; see also Section 3.5).
GIS are widely used in the determination of input parameters for hydrological models of surface flows. 
Indeed, McDonnell (1996) considers such applications to be one of the most active areas of contemporary 
research Hogg et al (1993) and McCormack et al (1993) describe the use of digital elevation models 
(DEMs) within GIS to identify hydrological catchment boundaries and feature characteristics such as 
drainage areas, stream lengths, stream slopes and discharge estimates. Such variables can then be input 
into process response models for hydrological forecasting. Vieux (1991) describes various examples of 
GIS used to obtain the input data for both water quality and quantity models, including the provision of 
input parameters for a distributed finite element model to predict overland flow from the ARC/INFO GIS 
software. Romanowicz et al. (1993) used GIS data to predict soil moisture input values for TOPMODEL 
(Beven & Kirkby, 1979) and display the subsequent results, thus automating the modelling process.
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Battaglin & Goolsby (1996) provide an excellent example of using GIS in hydrological parameter 
estimation. They use a variety o f GIS procedures to extract physically based hydrologic response unit 
(HRU) parameters including area, mean elevation, mean slope, predominant soil type and predominant 
land cover type. Mean elevation is calculated from the arithmetic average of all DEM points within a grid 
square and the slope data derived from a triangular irregular network (TIN). Predominant land cover and 
soil types are determined by overlaying the relevant data layers within the GIS and carrying out 
geographical queries based on the HRU boundaries. A FORTRAN program was then used to convert the 
GIS output into a suitable format for direct input to the US Geological Service Precipitation Runoff' 
Modelling System (PRMS). PRMS can be used to simulate stream flows and assess water resource 
sensitivity to climate change.
Whilst the above examples illustrate how GIS can be used in the extraction of data for input to water 
resource models, it is the use of GIS in the prediction o f water quality that has the most potential to 
facilitate pollution risk assessment studies. Numerous studies have attempted to quantify pollution, and 
identify and prioritise pollution source areas using GIS. Such approaches have proved especially useful 
in the prediction of non-point source pollution. These have involved both the coupling of GIS to existing 
non-point source pollution models and the direct modelling of non-point sources within a GIS.
Tim et a/. (1992) coupled the Virginia Geographic Information System (VirGIS) with simplified non­
point source pollution models to predict soil erosion, sediment yield and phosphorus loading from a 
mixed agricultural and woodland catchment. Base data layers including soils, land use, elevation, 
watershed and administrative boundaries were manipulated in the GIS to create derived data layers used 
as the input parameters to the water quality models. These derived layers included slopes, erodibility 
factors and water quality and erosion indexes that were reformatted into matrices for input to the soil loss 
(SLOSS) and phosphorus yield (PHOSPH) models. The model results were then re-imported to the 
VirGIS for display and analysis.
The approach o f Tim et a!. (1992) maintained the geographical attributes of the input data, hence 
producing model results showing the spatial distribution of soil erosion, sediment yield and phosphorous 
loading across the catchment area. The results therefore have the potential to provide decision support for 
pollution monitoring and control programmes by prioritising geographical areas o f the catchment for 
further action. Such an approach is ideal for integration with risk assessment studies as it could be used 
not only to identify areas of the catchment that present a pollution hazard, but also to recommend 
potential areas for risk mitigation measures to be applied.
PC ARC/INFO was used by Jankowski & Haddock (1996) to simplify the determination of input 
parameters and display the output results o f the AGNPS (AGricultural Non-Point Source) model. Tim & 
Jolly (1994) conducted a similar study using ARC/INFO GIS and the AGNPS model to examine non­
point sources of agricultural pollution in a river catchment. Again, the input parameters were extracted 
from environmental data within the GIS, run through the model and then re-imported to the GIS for
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display and analysis. In addition, the GIS was used to predict the impact of land management strategies. 
The initial GIS data were modified to simulate the impacts of a proposed land management strategy and 
new input parameters for the model extracted. Reductions in sediment loads of up to 71% were predicted 
following the implementation of land management practices.
Yoon (1996) also coupled a relational database management systems to a GIS and non-point source 
model to assist in decision support. Best management practices were assessed using the predictive power 
of the GIS (through the amendment of the environmental data and subsequent input parameters) and 
reductions o f 26% of current non-point source nitrogen and phosphorous pollution were predicted. Such 
approaches have clear potential for application to the investigation of alternatives risk management 
scenarios.
A relatively early study involving the modelling of non-point source pollution within a GIS (as opposed 
to coupling the model to the GIS) was carried out by Gilliand & Baxter-Potter (1987). They describe the 
use of the RGISM GIS to assess the non-point source pollution potential o f three agricultural land uses 
(an animal feedlot, a pasture and a corn field). Three models were constructed within the GIS to predict 
pollution sources. Estimates of bacterial density were determined from the literature and assigned to land 
use classes within the study area. The Soil Conservation Service Curve Number (SCSCN) technique and 
the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) were used to generate runoff and potential erosion estimates 
respectively. These results were combined with the digital soil maps within the GIS. The spatial extent 
of bacterial pollution potential, runoff and erosion could therefore be mapped using the data held in the 
GIS. Although the models were not calibrated by field studies (at the time of publication), Gilliand & 
Baxter-Potter (1987) identified the capability of GIS-based pollution potential (hazard) maps in 
communicating the geographical distribution of pollution source areas.
Hamlett et al. (1992) used a cell-based ranking model to predict the non-point source pollution potential 
of 104 watersheds across the state of Pennsylvania, USA. They derived an agricultural pollution potential 
index by combining four index values calculated in the GIS. The runoff index was determined from the 
SCSCN approach as in Gilliand & Baxter-Potter (1987), and the soil data layer and the sediment 
production index was calculated with a modified version of the USLE. Animal loading and chemical use 
indexes were calculated from agricultural census and land use data, combined with average production 
and usage rates. The values attributed to each index within a watershed were then combined to give the 
overall agricultural pollution potential rank for a particular watershed. The relative potential impact of 
the 104 watersheds could therefore be easily displayed in the GIS. Hamlett et al. (1992) provide a useful 
insight into the potential use o f GIS-based ranking techniques to combine geographic data represented on 
varying spatial scales. They also utilised ranking to successfully combine nominal and ordinal data as 
discussed in section 3.2. A number of their approaches to ranking pollution potential are of potential use 
in risk assessment studies and are therefore referred to in later chapters.
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The prediction o f  non-point source pollution potential has also been carried out for urban areas. Kim et 
al. (1993) predicted the contribution o f  heavy metals, phosphorous and sedim ents from  sewershed areas. 
PC A RC/IN FO  w as used to  determ ine to  contribution o f  pollutants from land use data, soil type, rainfall, 
and pollution control facilities. The total pollution loadings for each sewershed, calculated in the GIS by 
aggregating the loads o f  contributing areas w ere determ ined in order to  prioritise pollution m itigation 
actions.
Poiani & B edford (1995) review  a num ber o f  GIS applications to  predict non-point source pollution. 
They discuss both  m odelling w ith in  GIS and GIS coupled (linked) to  external models. Although 
investigating these approaches from  a w etland m anagem ent viewpoint, Poiani & Bedford (1995) do 
highlight a num ber o f  pertinent characteristics o f  G IS-based pollution studies. They identify tw o 
draw backs o f  conducting hydrological m odelling within a GIS. Firstly the loss o f  tem poral resolution and 
secondly the use o f  m ore sim plified m odels (such as ranking and indexing) that prim arily give qualitative 
results based on pollution potential. H ow ever, in a risk assessm ent context, such qualitative assessm ents 
are particularly useful for identifying areas o f  a catchm ent containing potential pollution sources o r that 
w arrant further investigation (thus linking w ith catchm ent m anagem ent planning activities). Poiani & 
Bedford (1995) suggest that linked non-point source models and GIS offer the most potential for wetland 
applications as m ore com plex m odels can be used. This has certainly been found in surface w ater 
applications w here GIS have been used to  provide increasingly accurate input data for existing models 
such as AGNPS.
F rom  the investigation o f  existing uses o f  GIS in hydrological m odelling it is evident that GIS have 
im m ense potential for facilitating the prediction o f  w ater quality in risk assessm ent applications through 
the autom ated representation o f  hydrological processes, o r coupling with hydrological models. As noted 
above, qualitative assessm ents o f  pollution potential m ay be useful in the determ ination o f  catchm ent 
hazards, w hilst hydrological param eters can be extracted for use in existing, o r in the developm ent o f  new  
models. The use o f  catchm ent characteristics to  predict w ater quality, as described by B oon et al. (1988), 
Kay & S toner (1988), M itchell &  M cD onald (1992, 1995) and Heal (1996), lend them selves particularly 
well to  in tegration w ith  GIS. As such, the production o f  hazard m aps suggested by these authors would 
also be greatly facilitated, as would the graphical com m unication o f  risks during a risk assessm ent 
procedure. M any studies, am ong them  Tim  & Jolly (1994) and Y oon (1996), have illustrated the ease 
w ith w hich the im pacts o f  potential m anagem ent strategies can be tested using G IS-based approaches. 
This predictive capability is another fundam ental area in w hich GIS could be used to  facilitate the risk 
assessm ent process in w ater supply catchm ents.
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3.5 GIS and risk assessment
The previous sections have reported the use o f  GIS in m anagem ent and hydrological applications. GIS 
have also been used to  directly facilitate risk assessm ent, although rarely in the field o f  w ater quality. 
W adge et al. (1993a) found GIS to  be appropriate tools for the analysis o f  hazards and the assessm ent o f 
risks as they have the ability to  analyse spatial patterns, m anage inductive and deductive m odelling 
routines and calculate statistical probabilities. The visual display capabilities o f  GIS w ere predicted to 
play an increasingly im portant role in the com m unication o f  risk assessm ent findings by Rejeski (1993). 
Stein et al. (1995) provide a useful discussion o f  the use o f  GIS in environm ental risk assessm ent, w ith 
particular reference to  contam inated soils.
C om m on fields o f  application include landslide and subsidence prediction (Van W eston et al., 1993; 
W adge et al., 1993b), seism ic hazard  prediction and sensitivity analysis (Emmi & Horton, 1995), the 
assessm ent o f  risks from  transporting  hazardous goods (e.g. Brainard et al., 1993), flood risk assessm ent 
(B rim icom be & Bartlett, 1996) and groundw ater pollution. A recent collection o f  papers describing the 
potential o f  GIS for application to  risk  assessm ents in some o f  these fields can also be found in C arrara & 
G uzzetti (1995), w ith further applications in G oodchild et al., (1996).
Van W eston et al. (1993) used qualitative classification and ranking techniques and statistical analysis o f  
datasets held w ithin a GIS environm ent to  predict landslide occurrence in the C ordillera Central o f  
C olum bia. GIS have also been used in the prediction o f  forest fire location (Chuvieco & Salas, 1996). 
The com m on approach to such assessm ents is to  plot the location o f  historical events, and use the spatial 
analysis capabilities o f  the GIS to  determ ine the environm ental variables causing the problem. For 
exam ple van W eston et al. (1993) used the deductive com bination o f  digital datasets describing geology, 
topography, landslide history and land use w ithin the GIS to create qualitative hazard maps and large 
scale landslide probability  maps. The variables identified will necessarily be dependant on the data layers 
held w ithin the GIS and consequently a certain am ount o f  care, expert know ledge or previous 
investigation is required to  select appropriate data. GIS softw are enables the analysis o f  num erous 
spatially variable data in a system atic m anner, a task o f  im m ense proportions prior to  the use o f  GIS. 
This has im proved the understanding o f  the processes responsible for hazards and risk realisation, 
increased the objectivity o f  hazard predictions (van W eston et a l,  1993) and enabled pro-active risk 
m anagem ent through the prediction o f  fu ture events (W adge et al., 1993b).
B rim icom be & B artlett (1996) com bined the storage o f  drainage basin characteristics in a GIS 
environm ent with hydraulic m odelling o f  flood hazard and risk maps. Data w ere stored and analysed in 
the GIS before analysis by the hydraulic m odelling. Post-processing display o f  the hydraulic output data 
w as com bined w ith  digital terrain m odels and land use data to  identify areas o f  inundation (hazard maps). 
These w ere then  com bined w ith value dam age estim ates to  produce flood risk maps. D ecision support 
w as provided by iterative applications o f  the model to  m odified GIS data, allow ing the effects o f  land use 
change to  be predicted.
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P revious applications o f  GIS techniques to  surface w ater quality have so far been restricted to  the 
predictive m odelling o f  individual param eters o r non-point source pollution types (e.g. agriculture) such 
as the w ork described above and have not involved discrete assessm ents o f  the overall risk to  drinking 
w ater quality from  a source catchm ent area. N o previous research has been carried out into the use o f  
GIS techniques for the general assessm ent o f  pollution risks to  surface w ater intake sites originating in the 
upstream  catchm ent.
W hilst such applications may appear to have lim ited direct relevance to  studies o f  drinking w ater 
pollution, the techniques used in the identification and assessm ent o f  hazards provide useful indications o f  
the possible benefits o f  GIS. A specific aim  o f  this research is to  determ ine w hether sim ilar applications 
o f  GIS techniques can successfully be used in the assessm ent o f  pollution risks to  drinking w ater supplies 
(C hapter 1).
3.6 Summary and conclusions
The discussion o f  a num ber o f  G IS applications currently in use in the UK w ater industry has shown that 
although initial applications w ere restricted to  capturing digital inform ation on the distribution networks 
(som e o f  w hich is still underw ay) there is increasing exploration o f  m ore advanced spatial analysis using 
GIS to  facilitate operational and environm ental m anagem ent within the w ater industry. Initially, such 
com plex GIS applications w ere poorly received, but with increasing com m ercial pressures operating on 
the businesses and the developm ent o f  such applications becom ing m ore cost-effective and user-friendly, 
GIS are being used for ever m ore com plex tasks. GIS technology has given w ater supply com panies the 
potential to  integrate m any o f  the ir activities and share inform ation across business functions, increasing 
the organisation’s efficiency and levels o f  custom er service. Risk assessm ent is another tool w hich can 
both  provide enhanced operational inform ation and will benefit from the application o f  existing GIS 
technology to  optim ise the flexibility and transferability  o f  a methodology.
R ecent developm ents in netw ork optim isation tools, custom er inform ation system s and the creation o f  
generic inform ation system s to  enhance the m anagem ent o f  w ater gathering grounds (particularly on a 
catchm ent scale) are receiving increased attention from  both w ater supply com panies and the regulatory 
organisations overseeing their operations. N ew  initiatives such as G ISLAB potentially provide the data 
and functionality required for risk assessm ents w ithin w ater supply com panies. The potential applications 
o f  the data held w ithin G ISLA B (and the associated WTNGS softw are) are discussed extensively in later 
chapters.
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GIS techniques have been harnessed in all areas o f  hydrology in recent years and have proved particularly 
useful for obtaining input data to hydrological m odels A num ber o f  w ater quality studies using GIS have 
been described and several potential applications in w ater quality risk assessm ent are highlighted. GIS 
also have the potential to  integrate data using ranked datasets and be used in the predictive m odelling o f  
the im pacts o f  risk m anagem ent scenarios.
The application o f  GIS to  environm ental risk assessm ent have in the past been lim ited to 
geom orphological studies o f  landsliding and subsidence, the transport o f  hazardous materials, flooding 
and groundw ater contam ination. H ow ever, know ledge o f  the techniques developed in these GIS-based 
environm ental risk assessm ents, w hen com bined w ith  know ledge o f  how  hydrological processes can be 
represented using GIS, creates an inform ation base from  w hich a m ethodology for the assessm ent o f  
surface w ater pollution risks using GIS can be developed.
The application o f  G IS-based risk assessm ent to  surface w ater intake catchm ents has not previously been 
investigated  and therefore provides im m ense potential for the developm ent and application o f  a novel 
m ethodology. A t a tim e w hen organisations across the w ater industry are beginning to  appreciate and 
develop the potential o f  GIS technology, coupled w ith m oves tow ards pro-active m anagem ent o f  
resources though the prediction and protection o f  problem s, the form ulation o f  a m ethodology to  assess 
pollu tion risks in a w ater supply catchm ent w hich utilises the pow er o f  GIS to  handle large, spatially 
referenced data is particularly tim ely.
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Chapter 4 
Hazard, risk and risk assessment
4.1 Introduction
The previous chapters have em phasised the need for a pro-active approach to assessing sources o f  
pollution in supply catchm ents and the potential capacity o f  new technologies such as GIS to assist in 
these assessm ents. In th is chapter, the theoretical basis o f  the risk assessm ent field is discussed. This 
know ledge is required in order to  identify the strengths and w eaknesses o f  existing m ethodologies, and to 
develop the fram ew ork o f  the m ethodology (see C hapter 5). The term s risk, risk assessm ent and risk 
m anagem ent are defined, and the need for a generic structure for risk assessm ent m ethodologies 
proposed. The sociological d im ensions o f  risk are discussed, and some initial ideas theorised but given 
the aim s o f  this thesis (C hapter 1), it is beyond the scope o f  this research to  investigate the sociological 
im pacts o f  drinking w ater pollution in any great detail
The purpose o f  this chapter is to  discuss the fundam ental principles governing a formal system atic 
assessm ent o f  risk, nam ely, w hat is m eant by a ‘r isk ’ and how  can risks be identified, assessed and 
m anaged to  avoid potential loss to  the hum an and physical environm ent. The definitions selected will 
influence not only w hat is identified as a risk, but also how  the w hole assessm ent process is carried out. 
It is therefore im portant to  state clearly the intended use o f  the term  risk prior to  conducting an 
assessm ent. The chapter begins by d iscussing the definitions o f  the term s hazard and risk, and identifies 
the various types o f  risk before defining these term s specifically for use in this research. The fram ew orks 
behind com m on risk assessm ent procedures are described and the im portance o f  risk perception and 
uncertainty identified.
The academ ic and com m ercial literature on the subjects o f  risk, risk assessm ent and m anagem ent is 
extensive, not least because o f  the varied applications that they have in m odem  society. It is not intended 
therefore that this chapter will provide a conclusive review  o f  the risk field. The them es outlined here are 
those  that have direct relevance to  developing and utilising a risk assessm ent approach to  drinking w ater 
quality studies.
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4.2 Hazards and risks
4.2.1 Definitions - hazard vs. risk
There are m any in terpretations o f  the term  risk w hen it is applied to  the environm ental sciences. There is 
also considerable variation  w ithin the risk literature as to the m eaning o f  term s such as hazard, risk, risk 
assessm ent and risk m anagem ent. This is particularly so when the term s are exported from literature 
relating purely to  the theory  o f  risk to  other scientific disciplines such as the environm ental sciences. It is 
also partly due to  the developing nature o f  the risk assessm ent field.
D espite variations in the in terpretation o f  m eanings, the term  risk alm ost always refers to an adverse 
im pact (for exam ple, the loss o f  a hum an life) rather than a positive gain (such as increased life 
expectancy). The widely applicable basis is often considered to  be one o f  the main strengths o f  risk- 
based approaches to  environm ental m anagem ent (Gerrard, 1995). In an attem pt to clarify the concepts 
involved in studies o f  risk and to  subsequently define the term  risk assessm ent for the purposes o f  this 
research, a discussion o f  these principles follows.
M any w orkers in the field o f  risk assessm ent define a risk purely in term s o f  the so-called ‘Rio 
D efin itions’ that are incorporated in the EC D irective (93/67/EEC ) resulting from  the 1992 Earth Summit 
in R io de Janeiro (EC, 1993). H ow ever, these w ere prim arily intended to  refer to  chem ical substances in 
the environm ent (D epartm ent o f  the Environm ent, 1995) and are therefore not appropriate for dealing 
w ith  the w ide variety  o f  environm ental risks that may affect w ater supplies. The term s risk and hazard 
are often  used interchangeably (Jones, 1992), but it is useful in the present context to  distinguish quite 
different meanings.
In its sim plest form  hazard  relates to  the property o f  a substance or activity to  cause harm to man, the 
environm ent, property, o r to  cause econom ic loss (G errard, 1995). Investigations into the nature and 
characteristics o f  the substance or activity in question will afford an understanding o f  the hazard and this 
can then form  the fundam ental know ledge base for the risk assessm ent process. These investigations 
usually involve a com bination o f  the study o f  existing scientific and em pirical know ledge, experim ental 
results and the ‘expert know ledge’ o f  the assessor. In the context o f  pollution hazards to  drinking w ater 
supply intakes, inform ation that could lead to  the identification o f  such hazards may originate from 
records o f  river w ater quality, historical pollution records, field surveys o f  the supply catchm ents, 
exam ination o f  discharges to  the river and consultation w ith the local authorities (C ole el al, 1988) 
These approaches are highlighted in later sections describing hazard identification and in C hapter 5.
In contrast to  the definition o f  hazard outlined above, risk usually  refers to  a com bination o f  both the 
frequency o f  a hazard occurrence and consideration o f  the effects or im pacts o f  that occurrence. In 
attem pts to  form ally define w hat is m eant by the term  ‘r isk ’ the UK D epartm ent o f  the Environm ent
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follow s the recom m endations o f  thf> i o •me Koyal Society who, in the seminal text describing contem porary 
theories o f  risk -R is t :  Analysis, Perceplio„  ^  ^  Js;
q f occurrence o f a  defined hazard m l (he
(Royal Society, 1992. p.4)
G errard (1995) also defines risk in term s n f  u u-,-
s o f  both probability and consequence.
(Gerrard, 1995. p .301)
Many formal definitions of  risk incli.Hi™ , . . .’ n§  those  given above rely on the aforem entioned definition o f  a
hazard as being a property or situation ti,„* • • .
n that in particular circum stances could lead to  harm, i.e. the loss o f
inherent quality suffered by a physical n r w  i • ,
P y o r biological entity (Royal Society, 1992; D epartm ent o f  the
Environm ent, 1995; G errard 199 5 ) tw,*
> nis consideration o f  both the probability and consequence o f
occurrence com m only used in the fiHH • >
or risk study is referred to  by m any as the two-dimensional
approach and form s the basis on w hich mo„, .
m any researchers, across the w ide spectrum  o f  fields that consider
risks, form ulate their initial definitions.
Whyte &  Burton (1980) use a variation „o t the tw o-dim ensional them e in that they consider the term risk
to  have tw o distinct m eanings F irstly  u j  ~
“  can he defined as the potential o r danger o f  som ething
undesirable occurring. This HpfinitiVv
ls concordant with the m ore broadly accepted definition o f  a 
azard, and h igh lights one o f  the many discontinuities that necessitate careful de fin ition  o f  these terms. 
A lte rna tive ly , they suggest that risk m  be interpreted soIe|y a j (he o f  ^  ^
place. W ith this second approach risk is ■ •
ne<  ^ Purely in term s o f  a m athem atical probability and does
no, take into account the ram ifica tions o f  the hazard in terms o f  effects to  man o r the environment 
H owever, many exponents o f  risk studies, including W hyte *  Burton themselves, consider estimations
P y on probability to  be m eaningless (Kates, 1978; W hyte & Burton. 19S0; Royal Society, 1992,
Gerrard, 1995; Pollard et a/, 1995) as such ~ tim « t„  u
m ates show  no consideration o f  hazard consequence.
i^ r im a tin g  probabilities can be v „ y  d iff ic u lt, pa iticu la riy  i f  d>,a m  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^
T  . .  , M n  alS0 ° CCL'r  , f  pure,y probabilis tic  risks are considered under different scenarios,
mg the example o f  hghtning strikes, ceriain people can be considered more «  risk than others due to
p e l I h °I 8 1  and ,he eflF' C'  ° n SOme members ° f  ^  greater than others (e.g.
o f Z T S  r " '  “  “  ,heref" e “ S‘,al ^  ^  defi" i, i0 "  ° r r i*  «> < ■ * *  —  consideration
additional par T  ^  ^  ^  ^  «  •»
cons e l l  ce 7  T  “  ^  * « " *  *quen  can be considered to  be direct harm u
associated with such harm Figure 4 1 sho T " '  ^  e" Vir0nment’ ° r a"  ec° n° mic C0St
sum m arising th ,  ,  u gCneral defln itio"s  o f  the term s hazard and risk,
sum m arising the consensus o f  the literature referring to  hazard and risk studies
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Figure 4.1 General definitions of the terms hazard and risk
Hazard:
“ the property o f a substance or activity to cause harm to 
humans or the environment, or to cause economic loss”
Risk:
"a combination o f the probability, or frequency of occurrence of a 
defined hazard and the magnitude o f the consequence o f occurrence"
W ith respect to  drinking w ater there are a num ber o f  regulatory controls on the quality o f  both raw  w ater 
and treated  drinking w ater (see section 2.2). A hazard is therefore the property o f  an activity or substance 
that influences the quality o f  the w ater during collection, treatm ent o r distribution w hich may ultim ately 
result in a regulatory failure o f  w ater quality at the tap. The consequence o f  a risk being realised can be 
considered in term s o f  the potential public health, legal and econom ic im plications o f  a regulatory failure 
to supply w holesom e w ater to  consum ers. The standards for the quality o f  drinking w ater are specified in 
the EC D rinking W ater D irective (80/778/EEC ) and subsequent UK legislation (HM SO 1989a). 
F inancial and legal penalties resulting from  regulatory failure will also affect the suppliers and should be 
considered in conjunction w ith potential public health im pacts on consum ers. The definition o f  these 
term s as they w ill be used in this research are given in F igure 4.2.
Figure 4.2 Definitions of Hazard and Risk for assessing pollution risks to public water supply
intakes
Hazard:
“ the property of an activity or substance that may adversely affect the 
quality o f the drinking water during collection, treatment or distribution 
and which ultimately results in a potential failure of drinking water 
quality regulations at the point o f supply”
Risk:
“a combination o f the probability, or frequency, o f occurrence of a 
defined hazard and the magnitude of the legal, economic and public 
health implications o f this occurrence”
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4.2.2 Dimensions of risk
There are m any different types o f  risk that potentially o r actually exist. These can be identified by the 
nature o f  the risk e.g. econom ic risks, health risks, environm ental risks, or by the potential receptors, for 
exam ple, individual, societal and global risks. Every activity in daily life involves som e elem ent o f  risk, 
such as crossing the road, driving a car or contracting an illness. There can therefore be no such th ing as 
zero risk (unless no activity takes place), although society often dism isses som e risks as being trivial or 
acceptable because they are experienced often, or if  they are rare and beyond the individual’s control (e.g. 
a natural disaster). It is therefore im portant to consider the dim ensions o f  a  risk as this will im pact how 
they are perceived and assessed.
In this study, environm ental and health risks are the prim ary considerations, although these may have 
legal and financial im plications for the w ater supply com panies, resulting from  a contravention o f  the 
w ater supply regulations. D iscussion o f  risk assessm ent, m anagem ent and perception is therefore 
necessarily  biased tow ard  environm ental risks. Environm ental risks are defined as hazards or dangers 
that have adverse, probabilistic im pacts on hum ans or the environm ent and that either arise or are 
transm itted through the air, w ater, soil o r biological food chains (W hyte & Burton, 1980). They can vary 
greatly  in their characteristics and origins and com m only affect people w ho are unaw are o f  their presence 
i.e. involuntary victims.
The significance o f  any activity  that constitutes a hazard to  health or the environm ent can be judged from 
an assessm ent o f  social acceptability. As discussed later, a risk may be considered m ore acceptable if  
exposure to  the activity is voluntary (Fryer & Davies, 1995). In general the risk to human health from  the 
contam ination o f  drinking w ater can be considered to  be involuntary. In the United K ingdom  consum ers 
have com e to expect that the w ater supplied to  their taps does not (as far as current laws and scientific 
know ledge suggest) present a threat to  their health if  ingested. The nature o f  som e chemical com pounds 
m eans that they may enter a w ater supply system  in undesirable concentrations w ithout being detected 
during the abstraction or treatm ent processes (see for example: Short, 1993; W hitw orth, 1994; Foster & 
M cD onald, 1996). I f  the supply com pany is unable to  notify the consum ers o f  a possible contam ination 
o f  the ir supplies, then ingesting the w ater may present an involuntary risk to  their health. Also, the 
m onitoring o f  supply sources may be such that by the tim e sam ples have been processed and analysed, 
the potentially contam inated w ater will already be in supply. The first indication o f  a contam ination often 
therefore com es from  custom er com plaints (Jarvis el al, 1985).
H um ans are exposed to  hazards and risks every day, w ith  the ultim ate risk to  an individual being death. 
R isks to  individuals are usually expressed as the probability o f  death due to a  certain event per year (Fryer 
& Davies, 1995). The ranking o f  activities using these probabilities can inform individuals o f  the 
potential risk involved in taking part in a  particular activity, but the decision o f  w hether o r not to expose 
oneself to  the risk is usually  a personal decision based on past experiences and know ledge. It is often 
found tha t individuals will personally to lerate  risks that they w ould not w ish to  see im posed on society as
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a w hole in order to  achieve greater personal satisfaction, e.g. higher salaries, individual achievem ent. An 
ind iv idual’s w illingness to  accept risk will also be influenced by w hether the possible adverse 
consequences are im m ediate or delayed (Fryer & Davies, 1995). Some exam ples o f  risks to individuals 
are shown in T able 4.1 below.
Table 4.1 Individual risks of death per year in the UK
Cause of Death Individual Risk per year
Lightning strike 0.1 x 10-6
A ir & space transport 1.2 x 10-6
Accidental poisoning 13.1 x 10-6
M otor vehicle accidents 101.0 x 10"6
(after Fem andes-Russell, 1987)
The m ost com m on w ay in w hich risks are com m unicated is the frequency o f  deaths per num ber o f  
population per year. H ow ever, som e people consider that there are ‘fates w orse than dea th ’ and often the 
pub lic’s fear o f  a particular risk can bear little relation to  the actual death rates (Royal Society, 1992). A 
w ell-versed exam ple o f  this is the fear that m any people have o f  flying in passenger aircraft, which 
(statistically) presents a m uch sm aller risk o f  death than m ore w idely accepted activities such as sm oking 
and road transport. R isk perception is therefore not ju st about the biological state o f  the ‘v ic tim ’ but also 
considers ethical and m oral issues
Societal risks are defined as frequencies w ith w hich a w hole population, o r a specified section o f  a 
population experience a certain level o f  harm  from  the realisation o f  specified hazards. The effects o f  the 
consequences o f  societal risks m ay vary over several orders o f  m agnitude, depending on both the nature 
o f  the hazard and that o f  the recipient population. F ryer &  D avies (1995) identify frequency -  
consequence (F-N ) curves as the m ost com m on m ethod o f  representing data on societal risks, w here F 
(plotted on the ordinal axis) is the frequency o f  occurrence and N  (abscissa) is the num ber o f  deaths. An 
exam ple o f  a schem atic F-N  curve is show n in F igure 4.3 below.
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Figure 4.3 Schematic Frequency - Consequence (F-N) Curve
Previously, undesirable drinking w ater quality resulting from  the pollution o f  supplies was identified as a 
risk that consum ers take involuntarily as drinking w ater is required for survival and UK tap w ater is 
assum ed to  be clean. D ue to  the nature o f  the w ater supply system, especially in Y orkshire w here the 
in ter-connected ‘Y orkshire G rid ’ allow s intra-regional transfers o f  w ater, any one source o f  supply may 
provide w ater to a large num ber o f  households. The risk to  the quality o f  these supplies are therefore 
societal as well as involuntary
R isks have m any m ore dim ensions beyond the voluntary /  involuntary and societal /  individual 
characteristics discussed above. These prim arily result from  w ay in w hich risks are perceived. Risk 
perception varies greatly between individuals, but is a fundam entally im portant consideration when 
conducting assessm ents (M acgill & Berkhout, 1986). Such dim ensions include w hether o r not the risk is 
know n (to receptors or the scientific com m unity in general), foreseeable, controllable, observable or 
socially acceptable.
The m ajority o f  research into the form al description o f  risk perception has been carried out using 
psychom etric techniques by w orkers such as Slovic et al. (1980) and Slovic (1987). The impact o f  these 
different risk dim ensions on risk perception are often represented by plotting their location in factor 
space. This factor space is described by tw o or three co-ordinate axis each representing the characteristic 
o f  a  risk. In tw o-dim ensional factor space these characteristics are m ost com m only dread and fam iliarity 
(w hether o r not a risk is know n), w ith the third axis often representing the num ber o f  people exposed 
(Royal Society, 1992). F or example, the follow ing diagram  (Figure 4.4) shows the location o f  several 
different risks in factor space described by dread and the degree to  w hich the risk is know n or unknow n to  
the those exposed.
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N uclear pow er and nuclear w eapons appear on the far right o f  the diagram as the risk they represented to 
the respondents in the surveys w as perceived as being one o f  particular dread. However, the respondents 
felt that the risks posed by nuclear pow er w ere much less well know n or understood than the im pacts o f  
nuclear w eapons. In contrast, the risk from  m otor vehicles is better known and less feared, hence the 
position in the low er left quadrant o f  the diagram. This positioning may also be the result o f  more 
respondents having direct experience o f  m otor vehicles and their associated risks.
D rinking w ater quality in general has not previously been represented in factor space such as that seen 
above. D rinking w ater fluoridation and chlorination have been described in dread /  unknow n factor 
space, but these refer only to  the public perception o f  the effects o f  treatm ent processes and not risks to  
the overall quality o f  drinking w ater posed by source pollution. Figure 4 4 shows the location o f  drinking 
w ater fluoridation and chlorination. The predicted location o f  risks to  the overall quality o f  drinking 
w ater posed by source pollution is also shown.
D rinking w ater source pollution has been placed in the upper left sector o f  the factor space represented in 
F igure 4,4. Its location describes the fact that drinking w ater pollution is considered to be feared more 
than the risks from  item s such as food preservatives as drinking w ater is necessary for survival, whereas 
certain food products can be avoided if  desired.
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Figure 4.4 Drinking water source pollution in dread -  know n factor space
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Contam inated w ater is not usually dreaded as much as catastrophic events such as nuclear warfare. 
Flowever, despite the fact that risks posed by individual substances may be known to  the scientific 
com m unity as a result o f  toxicology testing, the effects o f  num erous substances in contam inated supplies 
is poorly understood and the m ajority o f  drinking w ater consum ers, i.e. the receptor population, will know 
little as to  the health im pacts o f  w ater pollution incidents or their effects on regulatory com pliance for the 
supply com pany. H ow ever, know ledge o f  toxicity and epidem iology is im proving, as is the historical 
database o f  incidents from  w hich conclusions can be drawn. Drinking w ater source pollution is not 
considered to  be as g reat an unknow n risk as chlorination and fluoridation w ere at the tim e o f  the 1980 
study by Slovic et al., due to  this increasing know ledge and the ‘safety buffer’ o f  the treatm ent stage 
follow ing the abstraction o f  supplies.
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Pesticides and herbicides are m ajor potential pollu ters o f  drinking w ater supplies, especially in upland 
catchm ent areas, but drinking w ater pollution risks in general are not considered to  be dreaded as much 
for tw o reasons. Firstly, other pathways exist by w hich pesticides and herbicides can affect receptors 
besides contam inated w ater, and secondly num erous other w ater quality param eters m ore com monly 
experienced by consum ers (e.g. discoloured w ater) have low er potential toxicological effects, hence 
reducing the dread factor. The position o f  drinking w ater source pollution will vary depending on the 
perception o f  those questioned and as scientists, w ater com pany em ployees and their custom ers becom e 
m ore aw are o f  the potential im pact o f  polluted supply catchm ents. The location theorised above is 
therefore not intended to  represent the ‘correct position’ but to  present a starting point from w hich further 
research o r d iscussion can progress.
The social propagation  and am plification o f  risk perceptions can also greatly affect the way in which 
many people view  the com ponents o f  a risk. Slovic (1993) likens this propagation to the effect o f  ripples 
in a pond, in that risks m ay have m uch w ider ranging im pacts than first observed. These may be im pacts 
to  the environm ent, a single industrial sector o r across social, adm inistrative or sector boundaries. Slovic 
(1993) uses the accident at Three M ile Island to  illustrate this concept in that although no deaths occurred 
at the tim e o f  the accident and very few  latent cancer victim s are expected, the accident had a huge social 
im pact on the perception o f  risks from nuclear radiation. The im pacts o f  the accident not only affected 
the nuclear industry itse lf but also influenced international policies and practices involving the use o f  
nuclear pow er. These are know n as signal values. The signal value describes the extent to  w hich the 
perception o f  the risks w ill inform  society about future risks (Slovic, 1993).
Slovic et al. (1984) attem pted to predict how  these signal values are related to  the risk characterisations 
represented in dread - unknow n factor space. The signal potential (signal value) w as found to  be 
system atically related to  risk characterisation, in that events occurring as part o f  a well understood system 
have less effect than the occurrence o f  an event that is little understood (Slovic, 1993). This increased 
im pact will result from  the im proved aw areness o f  receptors o f  the existence o f  a potential risk. A 
variation o f  th is approach is presented below  w here the findings o f  Slovic et al. (1984) and Slovic (1993) 
are converted to isolines representing  differing bands o f  signal potential The location o f  drinking w ater 
quality  theorised  above is also shown on the diagram  (Figure 4.5).
The predicted location o f  risks from  drinking w ater source pollution in factor space places it in the 
‘M edium  signal po ten tia l’ band in F igure 4.5. This is in agreem ent with the anticipated effects o f  a 
drinking w ater pollution incident w hich will m ainly im pact the supply com panies and their custom ers, but 
are likely to  extend to o ther industrial sectors (especially i f  these sectors caused the pollution incident). 
R ecent m edia attention will also increase the public aw areness o f  drinking w ater quality issues, although 
such an incident is unlikely to  have a m ajor im pact on governm ental and international attitudes and 
policies that m ay arise from  the effects o f  nuclear radiation
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H um an perception, risk propagation and the extended social im pacts o f  risks are areas often neglected in 
probabilistic risk assessm ents. Efforts will be m ade to consider these in the m ethodology, although, 
assessing the ‘r ipp le’ effects o f  m edia im pacts on public perceptions o f  the w ater industry is particularly 
challenging given the adverse publicity o f  recent droughts, after which w ater com panies have been 
considered ‘fair g am e’ by the media.
Figure 4.5 Drinking water source pollution signal potential
F a c t o r  2: 
U n k n o w n  R is k
0  D ot size is proportional to  the signal potential 
identified by Slovic et al. (1984)
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These sociological dim ensions o f  risk and their im pacts on risk assessm ent and perception have received 
little attention from  the engineering and scientific com m unity m anaging the w ater environm ent and offer 
the potential for extensive further investigation, but only once a coherent m ethodology for assessing such 
risks has been developed and tested. Also, such discussions appear to be o f  limited interest to  the 
econom ic decision m akers and m anagers o f  the intake plant and distribution network, if  no m ethodology 
for assessing the risks is in place. The sociological contexts o f  risks to  drinking w ater quality are 
therefore not investigated extensively in this research, but reference will be made to  their im pacts 
throughout the assessm ent procedure, especially w hen considering the com m unication o f  the assessm ent 
findings.
4.2.3 Summary -  defining a risk to the quality of drinking water supplies
C onsideration o f  the various definitions and approaches used in the risk literature discussed above has 
indicated the need to  carefully define the term s hazard and risk. These term s w ere explicitly defined in 
F igure 4.2.
It is a condition o f  the w ater undertakers’ O perating L icences that they must supply w ater to  the quality 
standards specified by  the W ater Supply (W ater Quality) R egulations (Section 2.2). Due to  the ‘catch-all’ 
nature o f  these drinking w ater regulations it is an offence to  supply w ater containing any substance that 
m ay im pact on public health and supply com panies can be fined through the courts The definitions o f  
risk and hazard therefore not only cover the public health impacts, but also the legal and econom ic 
im plications o f  supplying poor quality water.
As well as defining the term s risk and hazard for use in th is research, the above section has identified 
pollution risks to  w ater supplies as being involuntary and societal in nature. This categorisation is an 
im portant stage in the risk assessm ent and should be taken into account throughout the processes o f  
assessm ent and m anagem ent. The position o f  drinking w ater source pollution in factor space has been 
hypothesised and the signal potential o f  such risks discussed. The inferences into the location o f  drinking 
w ater quality risk in factor space and its propagation potential presented above can be used to place 
drinking w ater quality risks in a w ider context when com m unicating them  to the public and will have an 
input into the m ethodology defined in this work.
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4.3 Risk assessment
4.3.1 Introduction
Risk assessm ent is a structured, often com plex process that can be varied to suit the particular 
requirem ents o f  an individual application. R isk assessm ents o f  varying levels o f  com plexity can be used 
to  study different types o f  risk som e o f  w hich w ere discussed in the previous section. This section 
outlines several o f  the procedures most relevant to the assessm ent o f  environm ental risks, and those 
relating specifically to  the quality o f  drinking water. Further discussions o f  four particularly relevant 
studies can be found in the first section o f  C hapter 5. The view s o f  several w orkers on the precise 
definition o f  the term  risk assessm ent are put forw ard and summ arised. The com m on stages involved in 
the process o f  risk assessm ent are then described in detail
4.3.2 Risk assessments -  what are they and how are they carried out?
Essentially  all risk assessm ents are based around the source - pathway - receptor model seen in Figure
Figure 4.6 The fundamental basis o f a risk assessment: the source - pathway - receptor model
Initially, the source o f  a  risk m ust be identified and its properties assessed. The pathway is then traced to 
determ ine the im pact o r consequence on the receptor. Pathways can vary both spatially and tem porally 
and involve several facets o f  the global environm ent. R eceptors can be a living being, a population o f 
beings, o r the environm ent as a whole.
The previous section identified a risk as the com bination o f  the frequency and consequence o f  a particular 
hazard. R isk assessm ent involves the identification, estim ation and interpretation o f  these risks. 
Essentially a risk assessm ent is the determ ination o f  how often a situation is likely to  arise and what the 
possible results are. The m ethodology used to  carry out the assessm ent varies in content and is often 
adapted to  a particular purpose. In general how ever, a risk assessm ent can be considered as a m ulti-stage 
process consisting o f  a frequency estim ation and a consequence analysis (Cutter, 1993; Gerrard, 1995), 
thus addressing the tw o properties o f  a risk (identified in Section 4.2.1).
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This tw o-dim ensionality  is acknow ledged in the formal definition o f  a risk assessm ent given by the UK 
D epartm ent o f  the E nvironm ent w hich considers both risk estim ation and risk evaluation as fundam ental 
to  the process o f  risk assessm ent (D epartm ent o f  the Environm ent, 1995). The Royal Society define a 
risk assessm ent in a sim ilar way:
"the integrated analysis o f  the risks inherent in a product, system or plant and their 
significance in an appropriate context ”
(Royal Society, 1992. p.4)
The tw o-stage approach defined above (w hich m irrors the tw o-dim ensional definition o f  a risk) is often 
sub-divided into several stages. The actions taken in each o f  these stages is dependent on the field o f  
application and num erous interpretations will be discussed in later sections. Jones (1992) defines a risk 
assessm ent in term s o f  the rigorous quantification o f  the likelihood o f  events occurring, the likelihood o f  
harm  being caused and som e judgem ent on the significance o f  the results gained. This is sim ilar to  the 
view  o f  H ertz & Thom as (1983) who sum m arise the w hole process o f  risk assessm ent as three stages: 
identification, estim ation and evaluation. The US N ational Academ y o f  Sciences (1982) cite a four-stage 
approach, criticised by W ilson &  Clark (1991) for considering risk evaluation and m anagem ent as 
separate processes. The assessm ent procedure described involves hazard identification, dose-response 
assessm ent (w hat is the relationship betw een dose and incidence in hum ans?), exposure assessm ent (what 
doses are experienced under d ifferent conditions?) and risk characterisation (w hat is the incidence o f  
adverse effects?) (National A cadem y o f  Sciences, 1982).
4.3.3 Types of risk assessments
R isk assessm ents vary from  determ inistic to  probabilistic in nature (Fryer & Davies, 1995). A 
determ inistic risk assessm ent is based on the use o f  one initial param eter for each section o f  a system  
under consideration, for exam ple a single value fo r river discharge, as opposed to  a range o f  possible 
values. D eterm inistic assessm ents are often used to  provide inform ation on ‘w orst case scenarios’. In 
contrast a probabilistic assessm ent considers a range o f  possible initiating param eters and outcomes. 
Follow ing the above exam ple, a probabilistic assessm ent would consider a variety o f  river flows. Both 
determ inistic and probabilistic techniques have been used to  assess pollution risks to  both surface w aters 
(K eller & W ilson, 1992; Eddow es, 1995) and groundw ater (M orrey et al, 1995; Pollard et al., 1995).
W ithin these types o f  assessm ent, a variety o f  approaches can be taken. These are usually qualitative, 
sem i-quantitative or quantitative. A  quantitative risk assessm ent is often considered m ost desirable as it 
allow s the risks involved to  be quantified num erically as opposed to  a  subjective high risk - low  risk 
approach, thus aiding the com m unication o f  results to  th ird  parties (who may not be risk specialists). 
These assessm ents are usually probabilistic, due to  their num erical bias.
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H ow ever as F igure 4.7 shows, probabilistic quantitative assessm ents require considerably m ore dat p 
than qualitative ones. The choice o f  w hich approach to  use should be based not only on
requirements and resources available, but also the intended audience o f  the assessme
stages o f  the assessm ent process from  hazard identification to risk estim ation and m g
m ainly because quantitative assessm ents are derived from  probabilistic studies which
determ ination o f  num erical values to  represent risks. A qualitative approach is therefore m ore des.ra e
w here data sources are lim ited or unsuitable for use in probabilistic estim ates and the output is equa y
valid  as that from  a quantitative one.
Figure 4.7 Types of probabilistic risk assessment and their data requirements
A risk assessm ent does not have to be described exclusively into one o f  these three categories as many 
assessm ents will involve both quantitative and qualitative aspects as the process progresses and a flexible 
approach is often the most appropriate course o f  action. This research will therefore use quantitative, 
qualitative and sem i-qualitative approaches.
4.3.4 Previous approaches to environmental risk assessment
Study o f  the risk literature show s num erous variations in the fram ew ork or structure o f  risk assessm ent 
processes w hich reflects the w ide use o f  risk assessm ents across a variety o f  fields including the financial, 
industrial and environm ental sectors o f  society. As stated in the previous section, w hen  investigating 
pollution risks in w ater supply catchm ents it is m ore prudent to  consider the approaches used in the 
environm ental field.
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K ates (1978) refers specifically to  environm ental hazards and defines an environm ental risk assessm ent as 
an appraisal o f  both the type and m agnitude o f  the threat posed by an environm ental hazard, which again 
considers bo th  the occurrence o f  a hazard and its consequences. K ates (1978) considers there to be three 
elem ents involved in the appraisal o f  these hazards, hazard identification, risk estim ation and social 
evaluation, all o f  w hich overlap to  form  the assessm ent process. H e suggests that the process o f  risk 
assessm ent can be sum m arised by three key questions: 1) What constitutes a threat? (hazard 
identification)', 2) How great are the consequences and how often do they occur? (risk estimation) and 3) 
How important is the estimated risk? (social evaluation) (Kates, 1978).
C om paring th is to  some o f  the m ore generalised m ethodologies seen above, it is noticeable that as with 
the N ational A cadem y o f  Sciences m ethod, the final stage o f  risk m anagem ent is missing from  the 
assessm ent. Risk m anagem ent is fundam entally im portant to a risk assessm ent and is essential to  ensure 
the w hole process becom es iterative. G errard (1995) suggests that an environm ental risk assessm ent 
should include the evaluation, m itigation and m onitoring o f  risks once they have been identified. This 
therefore includes elem ents o f  risk m anagem ent, m irroring the approach o fE d d o w es (1995).
C onsideration o f  a selection o f  the approaches recom m ended for risk assessm ent in the literature (Kates, 
1978; N ational A cadem y o f  Sciences, 1982; H ertz & Thomas, 1983; Cole et al, 1988; W ilson & Clark, 
1991; Jones, 1992; K eller & W ilson, 1992; Royal Society, 1992; D epartm ent o f  the Environm ent, 1995; 
Eddow es, 1995; Fryer & Davies, 1995; Gerrard, 1995), has identified com m on them es running through 
risk assessm ents m ethodologies. These can be sum m arised by dividing the risk assessm ent process into 
four stages: hazard identification, hazard estimation, risk evaluation and risk management. The 
definition o f  the term  risk assessm ent can therefore be generalised as the process o f  identifying, 
estim ating, evaluating and m anaging a risk as show n in F igure 4.8. The four stages are discussed in m ore 
detail below.
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Figure 4.8 General framework of a risk assessment procedure
Hazard Identification
1f
Hazard Estimation
1r
Risk Evaluation
1r
Risk Management
Hazard Identification
H azard identification essentially  involves answ ering the question “What can go wrong?". It should 
include consideration o f  all the possible situations that could lead to  harm to  hum ans or the environm ent. 
The identification process usually  involves the logical analysis o f  a sequence o f  events that could lead to 
these situations arising. These events can be considered to  be either external (e.g. earthquakes), or 
internal (e.g. hum an error) (Fryer & D avies, 1995). There are num erous w ays to  carry out hazard 
identification that may be applied in different situations. However, no one pre-defined technique may be 
sufficient to  determ ine all the possible hazards present in a given situation.
The m ost com m on techniques are checklists, hazard indices, fault and event trees, H azard and O perability 
Studies (H A ZO PS) and Failure M odes and E ffects A nalysis (FM EA). D istinct sim ilarities exist between 
these techniques and they are often used in conjunction w ith  one another. O ther m ethods such as M onte 
Carlo sim ulation and T im e-Petri nets can also be used but are m uch less com m on in environm ental 
applications (K letz, 1992; Fryer & D avies, 1995) and are therefore not considered in detail here.
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C hecklists involve the identification o f  a risk through the com pletion o f  a  series o f  questions about a 
process o r activity. These questions are often the result o f  past experience or knowledge. Carrying out a 
checklist-type operation relies heavily on the  expertise o f  both the person form ulating the questions in the 
first place and that o f  the person answering the questions. This approach to  hazard identification is best 
applied to  situations in w hich the assessors are familiar, as it may otherw ise result in a num ber hazards 
rem aining unidentified as previously unknow n hazards will be om itted. Carrying out a checklist-based 
exercise is therefore m ore re-active than pro-active and has greatest potential for use as the first step o f  
the hazard identification process.
H azard indices are designed to  quantify the relative potential o f  occurrence o f  hazardous incidents 
associated w ith a given activity  or process. They are inventories o f  m aterials related to  their potential to 
cause harm. Several types o f  indices are seen in the engineering and risk literature, exam ples o f  w hich 
are the m axim um  perm issib le concentration o f  a substance in w ater or air, lethal doses or concentrations 
(LD / LC) (Keller & W ilson, 1992; Royal Society, 1992) and Suggested No Adverse Response Levels 
(SN A R LS) (Eddow es, 1995; F ryer & D avies, 1995). H azard indices may be based on criteria such as the 
heat o f  com bustion o r lim its o f  toxicity. A well know n exam ple o f  this approach is the D ow  Index for 
fire and explosions (D ow  Chem ical Com pany, 1987). A com m on criticism o f  hazard indices is their 
inability to  account for hum an erro r in a  p lant o r process and this should be borne in mind w here these 
indices are used. Several w orkers have made use o f  hazard indices to  assess the risks to drinking w ater 
quality and hum an health (see for exam ple, Lam b & Keller, 1987; K eller & W ilson, 1989; Eddowes, 
1995).
The system atic nature o f  many hazard identification approaches results in some form alised structure, such 
as a  flow  diagram  being used. This m ay be clearly defined and followed, o r it m ay be an unconscious 
action by the risk assessor w hen carrying out the hazard identification (Fryer & D avies, 1995). Logic 
trees are a com m on w ay o f  representing a logical process or relationship. The logical m anner o f  many 
hazard identification techniques enables logic tree structures to be used to facilitate this process. Logic 
trees are useful for both identifying hazards and assessing hazard probability and consequence and 
therefore are also discussed in la ter sections. G ardner (1992) describes logic trees as:
“two-dimensional geometric figures with spatial relations that are representative o f  a
logical argument. ”
(Gardner, 1992, p .9).
Logic trees enable com plex processes to  be m ore easily visualised and understood by dividing them  into 
sim pler constituent parts. H ow ever, the relationships betw een these sub-parts are m aintained in the tree 
structure, thus allow ing com m on-cause events to  be considered. Logic d iagram s are often used in the 
assessm ent o f  environm ental risks as they allow  the com plex am algam  o f  processes operating in the 
natural environm ent to be represented m ore clearly.
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Several types o f  logic structures are utilised in risk assessm ents, the tw o most com mon being Event Trees 
and Fault T rees (see for exam ple, P arr &  Cullen, 1988; C rossland et al., 1992). Actually carrying out the 
logical analysis o f  all the possible causes o f  a  hazard is a significant part o f  the risk assessm ent process as 
it w idens the focus o f  the assessor’s minds, encouraging them to  think logically through all the system s 
and processes being assessed.
Event Trees specify a range o f  possible outcom es from  an initiating event (a  ‘bottom -up’ approach). 
Therefore the frequency o f  an ou tcom e can be calculated arithm etically from  the frequency o t the initial 
event and the probability  o f  each o f  the intervening steps. These are often referred to as ‘accident chains 
in the engineering literature. An exam ple application o f  an event tree is the estim ation o f  the socio­
econom ic im pacts and costs o f  ‘seed ing’ hurricanes (H ow ard et al, 1973). A simple event tree can be 
seen in F igure 4.9 b).
Fault Trees are designed to  perform  the opposite o f  event trees in that they w ork back from  an event (the 
root or top event) through all the possible precursors o f  this outcom e (i.e. its causes). These causes are 
then broken dow n into events that caused them  and so on Eventually the base events (o r ‘leaves’) will be 
established, the com bination o f  w hich is responsible for the existence (and realisation) o f  a hazard. The 
causes responsible fo r an individual event can be com bined using logic A N D  gates (w here both causes 
m ust com bine to  produce a hazard) o r  by using logic O R  gates (w here either causes can result in the 
hazard). C om m on exam ples o f  the use o f  fault trees are quantifying the risk from the failure o f  
engineering structures /  m achinery such as valves and pipelines. A sim ple fault tree can be seen in F igure 
4 .9  a).
Figure 4.9 Example Fault and Event trees
a) Fault tree b) Event tree
F or both types o f  tree to  be logically sound the contents o f  one tier o r layer m ust fully explain the next 
layer in the sequence. This can be a useful aid in ensuring a thorough hazard identification procedure has 
been adopted.
Fault trees are therefore extrem ely useful for hazard identification as they follow  a logical course from  the 
realisation o f  a know n risk, back through all the possible hazards that may have caused it. Care must be 
taken w hen applying these trees as only the hazards that cause know n risks will be identified. It is
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therefore necessary (for the  purposes o f  hazard identification) to  ensure that the ‘leaves’ o f  a fault tree are 
representative o f  all the possible causes o f  a particular hazard that may exist in a given system. It is also 
im portant to  obtain  com prehensive inform ation about all the possible types o f  hazard that may exist in an 
area so that all pre-cursor events can be thoroughly investigated.
H azard and O perability  (H A ZO P) studies are a  hazard identification technique w idely used in the 
chem ical, petrochem ical and nuclear industries, but are applicable to  a wide range o f  activities. A 
H A ZO P study is carried out by a m ulti-disciplinary team  and is also done in a system atic way, for 
exam ple by follow ing a flow  chart representing a m anufacturing process. The use o f  logic trees, such as 
those  introduced above, to  describe all or part o f  the process is com mon. The HA ZO P technique avoids 
om itting previously unknow n risks (a problem  o f  the checklist approach) by using open-ended querying 
using key phrases such as “part o f ’, “m ore than” and “less than” (Kletz, 1992). The m ethodology 
com bines the know ledge and experience o f  the experts in the team , and techniques such as fault and event 
tree analysis (using the open-ended query approach) to  identify the causes and consequences o f  hazards in 
a particular situation. Typically, a  HA ZO P team  in a chem ical plant would involve design engineers, 
process engineers, instrum entation engineers and an independent chairm an who specialises in HAZOP 
techniques. A  H A ZO P study can be used for the w hole risk assessm ent process in that it identifies 
deviations from  the ‘norm al’ practice, their causes and consequences. It does not however consider the 
probability  o f  an event occurring and the success o f  the study relies heavily on the experience o f  the 
HA ZO P team  (Fryer & D avies, 1995). H A ZO P studies are now  com m only used to  assess the potential 
risk at w ater treatm ent and sewage treatm ent w orks throughout the UK. A com prehensive description o f  
the com plex H A ZO P technique can be found in K letz (1992).
Failure M odes and E ffects A nalysis (FM EA ) is sim ilar to  the HAZO PS approach in that it identifies the 
cause o f  a hazard from  a know ledge o f  the equipm ent o r process under scrutiny and its m odes o f  failure 
(Lees, 1980). Once the nature o f  the possible failures and hazards have been identified, the effects on the 
rest o f  the system  or process can be investigated. An FM EA  study involves breaking dow n a process or 
system  into sub-units, then identifying the possible failure modes, estim ating their probability and 
categorising their effects. Event trees are often used for this purpose. Effects are usually categorised into 
death or personal injury, dam age to  equipm ent o r capital investm ents and econom ic loss resulting from  
the failure (Fryer & Davies, 1995), thus going beyond pure hazard identification into considerations o f  
frequency and consequence. The probabilities and effects can be com bined in a criticality matrix, which 
can help identify the  crucial sub-units o f  the system  or process and therefore prioritise risk m itigation 
actions.
There are several criticism s o f  the m ethods o f  hazard identification discussed above. Firstly, many o f  the 
approaches split a system  or process into sub-units and m ay therefore om it com m on-cause elem ents in the 
identification process. Secondly, the m ethods have little provision for the incorporation o f  hum an error 
and thirdly, all o f  the above m ethods rely on the expertise o f  the assessors involved. There is therefore no
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ethod that guarantees com plete hazard identification and several recognised techniques may need to 
b ’ned o r a novel approach considered in order to attain the optim al hazard identification.
us studies o f  pollution risk assessm ent have m ade only sporadic use o f  the formalised techniques 
ard identification described above, although C ullen (1996) highlights the im portance o f  a num ber 
se techniques, especially checklists, in risk applications in the UK w ater industry. Fault and event 
e used by P arr &  Cullen (1988) to assess the risk o f  flooding from a large reservoir. G roundw ater 
sessm ents carried out by W Rc involve the use o f  system atic flow  charts, sim ilar to the logic tree 
(W Rc, 1996). C ole et al (1988) and M orrey et a/  (1995) did not report the use o f  formalised 
q n their risk assessm ent procedures although, as discussed previously they may be carried out 
sub consciously by the assessors. W hether the form alisation o f  the hazard identification process is 
d out consciously is a focus o f  som e debate, however, the obvious benefits o f  doing this 
e the potential for generic applications and constant re-assessm ent. Formal hazard identification 
techniques are therefore fundam ental to  the developm ent o f  a transparent, generic methodology.
O f  the approaches to  hazard identification discussed above, the use o f  fault and event trees, with both 
^  C and c,ualltatIve descrip tors presents the m ost flexible m ethod for com prehensively identifying
° ^ ler aPProaches can also be incorporated to  ensure that all possible hazards are 
In the case o f  pollution from  supply catchm ent areas, fault and event trees have a great deal o f  
potential as they can be used to  identify a variety o f  w ater quality hazards. Point sources o f  pollution can 
ied using com m only applied techniques to  industrial o r other potentially contam inating sites.
P source hazards can be identified by using a logic tree approach as catchm ent characteristics 
and hydrological regim es known to cause such problem s can be com bined using the tree structures to  
■ en tity  areas o f  potential hazard. The use o f  logic trees also enables a consistent approach to  be carried 
nto the hazard estim ation stage o f  an assessm ent as discussed above. The further developm ent 
o ese approaches is described in m ore detail in follow ing chapters.
Hazard Estimation
O n c e th e  esistence a „d M u r e  o f  a ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  w
circum  r  eSllmilte ° f  ha2ard probab,lll>'- ™ s involves considering how  like ly  it is that the set o f
7 ° ” Sible f0r Prod“ "S * » "  « r .  For example. estim ating the f l u e n c y  o f
o f  chem icals „ o „ g .  certain rou,e  coinciding ^  ^  ^  ^  ^
(idem i ' " o ' "  de' em ,inl" i0n ° f * Pr° babi,i,y  <“  < ' « *  < * - »  «— *w,,s c:: z  t i t ,“hniq"es) ocurins-This pr°“s is a,s° ^s  s u t l e r , i*ryer &  D avies 1995 GerrarH qo< \ j  ■ 
the statistical nr h k t   ^ involves com bining an assessm ent o f
statistical probability  o f  each o f  the contributing variables The „  . u t  
freauencv  w ith u • probability  is then expressed as a
y, th  one year being the normal tim e period considered Fnr P i 
being struck hv liohtr,' • • exam ple, the hazard potential o f
s tru c t by lightning ,s approx,m ately one chance in ten million per ye, r (Table 4 I)
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A s w ith the risk assessm ent process as a whole, risk estim ation can be considered as qualitative, semi- 
quantitative o r quantitative. The expression o f  a probability m ay therefore vary from a ‘p recise’ num ber 
o f  occurrences per year (o r other suitable tim e period), to  a qualitative assessm ent o f  high, m edium  or low 
frequency. Any estim ate o f  hazard frequency will be sem i-quantitative or qualitative unless the 
occurrence o f  a particular hazard is well docum ented under exactly the same conditions as those being 
assessed. H ence the term  risk estimation. There are tw o com m on sources o f  these estim ates. The study 
o f  historical data can enable frequencies to  be estim ated from  past experiences, o r fault and event trees 
can be used to  synthesise a frequency estim ate.
As noted previously, fault and event tree  analysis can be used in hazard identification, but they are m ore 
com m only used in hazard estim ation. I f  probabilities can be assigned to  the base events (or leaves) o f  a 
fault tree then a frequency o f  the  top  event can be calculated algebraically. Probability values for the base 
events may be gleaned from  m anufacturers’ failure records, historical data records or from  expert 
judgem ent (Dickson, 1991; Fryer & Davies, 1995). The aim o f  hazard estim ation using fault trees is to  
stop the analysis once a  point is reached at w hich probability values are know n or can be estim ated for all 
the causal events.
Estim ating hazard frequencies from  historical data involves the study o f  hazard occurrence throughout 
past records and the extrapolation o f  these trends into the future. This m ethod can only be applied w here 
sufficient historical data are available and these data are directly relevant to  the system  or process under 
study. H ow ever, estim ating the frequency o f  an ‘end resu lt’ does not necessarily consider variations in 
individual precursors that m ay subsequently affect the frequency o f  a resulting hazard. A nother problem 
o f  this m ethod is that sufficient data are very rarely available to  allow  sound extrapolations.
O btaining the necessary data to  assign accurately the probabilities associated with risk estim ation can be 
very problem atic. M uch o f  the data required in such circum stances may be com m ercially sensitive, 
especially  data regarding system  reliability  and safety records. There are how ever num erous sources o f  
data available in the published literature as well as various com m ercial and com pany databases (Lees, 
1980; Fryer & D avies, 1995). Experim ental testing can also give an indication o f  the reliability o f  
com ponents, som e exam ples o f  w hich are show n in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2 Example equipment failure rates.
Item Failure Rate (failures / 106 h)
Electric m otors 10.0
Pipe jo in ts 0.5
Control valves 30.0
Pressure valves 3.0
(after Lees, 1980)
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V alues other than probabilities can be attributed to  the tree branches (o r branching nodes) but the units 
m ust be consistent throughout the tree. Fault trees are prim arily used in engineering studies to prepare 
quantitative risk assessm ents (e.g. Crossland et al, 1992; D epartm ent o f  the Environm ent, 1995) but can 
be equally useful in preparing qualitative assessm ents by using qualitative labels on the branches such as 
‘h igh’, ‘m edium ’ or ‘low ’ probability o f  occurrence.
Fault trees can also be used to  establish the m inim um  num ber o f  events needed to  cause a hazard 
(Dickson, 1991). Estim ating the m inim um  num ber o f  events needed to  cause the top event can be done 
easily on sim ple fault trees, how ever w here com plex trees are developed w ith several layers this becom es 
m ore difficult. The m inim um  num ber o f  events can be determ ined m athem atically, but this is only 
appropriate w here the tree branches are attributed num erical values. An alternative m ethod is the use o f  
m atrices (D ickson, 1991). The calculation o f  the m inim um  num ber o f  events using m atrices begins by 
listing all the gates in the fault tree, their type (AND / OR) and the num ber and nam e o f  their inputs. A 
series o f  m atrix charts are then drawn up in w hich individual gates can be substituted by their inputs. 
This is continued until all the gates are represented by base events, at which point the m inim um  num ber 
o f  these required to  cause a hazard (and w hich events they are) can be identified from  the matrix. Such 
inform ation is potentially useful w hen determ ining and prioritising risk m itigation measures.
E vent trees, as described previously, em ploy a ‘bo ttom -up’ approach. The tree progresses by a series o f  
binary branches w hich connect together individual nodes. The nodes represent a com ponent o r system 
and the frequency o f  an occurrence can be calculated by com bining the frequencies o f  nodes 
m athem atically. Again frequencies can be derived from  historical data o r they m ay be the result o f  a fault 
tree analysis o f  the system  or process represented by the node. U nlike a fault tree, a com plex event tree 
can potentially  display the existence and frequency o f  a num ber o f  outcom es (Lees, 1980). In w ater 
quality studies event trees can therefore be used to  estim ate m ultiple possible outcom es o f  a pollution 
event.
E stim ates o f  probability  will vary depending on the im pact being considered. The m ethod o f  transfer to 
the recipient is often  described as the ‘pathw ay’ section o f  the source-pathw ay-receptor model described 
earlier i.e. precisely how  a receptor com es into contact w ith a hazard. Inform ation on the hazard 
pathw ays should be evident from  the earlier assessm ents, particularly if  fault and event trees are used. 
The nature o f  the pathw ay(s) by w hich a hazard takes effect will have a significant im pact on the 
probability  o f  occurrence. F or exam ple a gaseous chem ical release into the atm osphere may affect a 
m uch w ider spatial area and be transported at different rates than a liquid spill to  an im perm eable, bunded 
area. S tonehouse & M um ford, (1994) recom m end the use o f  m athem atical m odels to  describe the hazard 
pathways. The PR A IR IE  approach to pollution risk assessm ent utilises a m athem atical model to  describe 
the pathw ay section o f  the assessm ent. H ere a com bination o f  M anning 's form ula and the D Y N U T 
aquatic dispersion model represents the spatial and tem poral dispersion o f  a pollution incident 
dow nstream  (W elsh, 1992). Sim ilar m odels have also been developed to  the assess the risks o f  pollutant 
dispersion in m arine w aters (Ganoulis, 1991) and the atm osphere (C ham bers et a!, 1991)
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The use o f  logic tree  structures can also help in the sim plification o f  pathway estim ates by subdividing the 
pathw ay into know n constituent parts. Once a receptor com es into contact with the hazard then the 
im pact on the receptor is governed by both the toxicity  o f  the hazard (for chemical and public health 
hazards) and its acceptability. These are considered in the follow ing section, although these differing 
im pacts may necessitate individual assessm ents o f  probability.
W hilst being identified by m any w orkers as established tools for risk assessm ent (e.g. Kates, 1978; 
D ickson, 1991; Royal Society, 1992; D epartm ent o f  the Environm ent, 1995; Eddow es, 1995; Fryer & 
Davies, 1995; Cullen, 1996), fault and event trees have not previously been used to assess risks to  surface 
w ater intakes. The use o f  logic tree structures will therefore form a novel, but im portant facet o f  the risk 
assessm ent m ethodology described in  this research.
Risk Evaluation
Risk evaluation is the process o f  determ ining the significance or value o f  the identified hazards and 
estim ated risks, to  those concerned w ith or affected by them  (Royal Society, 1992). Once the nature and 
frequency o f  a hazard have been determ ined, some indication o f  its consequences is necessary in order to 
assess the risk (Section 4.2.1). Risk evaluation (also called consequence analysis / m odelling) utilises the 
output from  both the hazard identification and hazard estim ation activities.
The evaluation o f  the estim ated risk is a key elem ent o f  the risk assessm ent as it involves a judgem ent 
about how  significant the identified hazards are. As w ith  other stages o f  an assessm ent, the results o f  this 
evaluation m ay be expressed either qualitatively o r quantitatively, depending on the expertise o f  the 
assessors, the m ethodologies used and the intended audience (M acgill & Snowball, 1982). Rim m ington 
(1995) considers it to  be at this stage w here the broadly scientific process o f  risk assessm ent interacts with 
the social, econom ic and politic inclinations o f  the decision makers.
In econom ic theory, evaluation judgem ents are made w ith respect to  the m onetary value o f  the dam age 
(potentially) caused by the hazard. In term s o f  environm ental risks such valuations are plagued with 
difficulties and environm ental risks are m ore often quantified in term s o f  their potential effect on the 
future sustainability o f  the environm ent (Departm ent o f  the Environm ent, 1995). The study o f  pollution 
hazards to  drinking w ater adds the further dim ension o f  hum an health and toxicity judgem ents must 
therefore be considered.
There are a num ber o f  effects that undesirable w ater quality m ay have on human receptors. These range 
from  unpleasant tastes and odours, through gastrointestinal infections to  severe effects requiring medical 
attention and possibly death. H ow ever, the data required to  form ulate dose-response relationships for 
drinking w ater and hence estim ate risk are either poorly understood or very sparse (Stanw ell-Sm ith, 1993; 
Fryer & N ixon, 1995). D ata on the human toxicity o f  chem icals in general are sparse and m ost available 
inform ation refers to  a substance’s toxicity to  animals. These are norm ally expressed in term s o f  the L D 50 
(the Lethal D ose in m g/kg bodyw eight for 50% o f  the test population), w hich for use in w ater quality
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studies can be extrapolated to  Lethal C oncentrations (LC 50). L C 5 values (the lethal concentration for 5% 
o f  the test population) have also been used in w ater quality studies to represent the ‘dangerous dose’ 
specified by the H ealth  &  Safety E xecutive (Health & Safety Executive, 1989) as a dose with the 
potential to  cause death (Fryer &  N ixon, 1995). F ryer & N ixon (1995) recom m end an extrapolation 
factor o f  one hundred to  convert an anim al LC to  a  hum an LC. O ther com m on m ethods o f  expressing 
toxicity  to  hum ans are 7-day and 24-hour SNARLs (Suggested N o A dverse Response Levels) and 
N O EL s (No O bservable E ffect Levels) both  o f  w hich can be used to  indicate potential levels o f  concern 
for a substance (Suckling et al, 1992; F ryer & Davies, 1995).
The Environm ent A gency’s approach to  hazard evaluation is based on the com parison o f  the lethal 
concentrations m entioned earlier. The significance o f  a hazard is m easured in term s o f  the LC50, the LC5 
and the 7-day and 24-hour SNARLs (Eddow es, 1995; Fryer & N ixon, 1995). Lethal concentrations are 
also used by Lamb & K eller (1987) in their PARI m ethodology to  determ ine hazard acceptability, but as 
w ith the risk assessm ent m ethodology described by F ryer &  N ixon (1995), this procedure is intended for 
application to  existing or proposed industrial sites w here the concentrations o f  chem icals stored are 
known. Potential m axim um  concentrations can therefore be calculated and com pared to  the acceptable 
concentrations and hazard frequencies specified by organisations such as the H ealth & Safety Executive.
Section 2.2 stated that the use o f  the chem ical and biological standards specified in the drinking w ater 
regulations address both  toxicity and the financial and legal im plications o f  a pollution incident in a 
supply catchm ent. These regulations are therefore used as the benchm ark for both hazard estim ation and 
risk evaluation. The probability o f  a com pliance failure o f  these regulations can be used to  estim ate risk 
occurrence and m agnitude. (Estim ates o f  m agnitude can be based on the extent to  w hich the standards 
are exceeded and toxicity levels). The use o f  treated w ater standards such as these not only introduces a 
safety factor (M orrey et al, 1995; Pollard et al, 1995), but also allows the m ethodology to be easily 
revised to  incorporate new  legislation. H azard estim ation using the standards specified in the drinking 
w ater regulations is discussed further in later chapters.
R isk evaluation at a societal level needs to  be carried out in com bination w ith an understanding o f  risk 
perception. R isk perception involves the consideration o f  peop le’s beliefs, attitudes, judgem ents and 
feelings as well as the underlying social and cultural values. The social acceptability  o f  a risk will vary 
greatly  depending on the v iew s o f  the person studying the risk assessm ent output with individuals 
form ing their ow n unique assessm ent o f  the significance o f  risks as a result o f  their personal know ledge 
and experiences. A  num ber o f  factors are know n to  influence p eop le’s perception o f  a risk including 
fam iliarity, control, spatial and tem poral proxim ity, the ‘d read’ factor and scale (D epartm ent o f  the 
Environm ent, 1995).
The perception o f  risks also influences the effectiveness o f  risk com m unication. R isk m anagem ent 
decisions m ust take into account the sociological dim ensions o f  risk perception and it is therefore not 
possible to  simply split risks into ‘acceptable’ and ‘unacceptab le’ categories but they m ust be considered 
on a rolling scale that includes factors such as fam iliarity and scale.
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C onsidering the risks o f  w ater quality in particular, people are less likely to  be aw are o f  the limited 
statistical data regarding the health effects o f  drinking w ater quality and may therefore base their 
perceptions on secondary sources o f  know ledge Thus ‘h igh-profile’ media issues such as 
m icrobiological and viral contam ination o f  w ater and m ore recently speculation that Bovine Spongiform  
E ncapolopothy (B SE - linked to  the hum an brain disease CJD) can contam inate drinking w ater supplies 
may significantly  influence the pub lic’s perception o f  drinking w ater quality (Anon., 1996).
Risk Management
Risk m anagem ent can be considered as the fundam ental reason for carrying out a risk assessm ent. Unless 
the risks identified can be categorised as either negligible, tolerable or requiring action, and decisions 
m ade about their future then the assessm ent procedure will have little tangible output. Risk m anagem ent 
is the process o f  im plem enting decisions about tolerating o r altering risks (D epartm ent o f  the 
Environm ent, 1995). H ow ever, the im plem entation o f  all such decisions should take into account the 
principles that there is no such thing as zero risk and all risk reduction activities should be considered in 
term s o f  the benefits gained. R isk m anagem ent decisions are often taken by different people to those who 
conducted the original assessm ent and the possible im plications o f  the decisions should be fully 
understood before any action is taken. The risk m anagem ent process is therefore influenced by issues 
external to  the original assessm ent remit.
U nderpinning all d iscussions o f  risk m anagem ent is risk acceptability. There are m any w ays to  judge risk 
acceptability, in the U K  the A LARP (As Low  As Reasonably Practicable) principle has been advocated 
as the preferred m ethod o f  governing w hether a risk is acceptable o r not (D epartm ent o f  the Environm ent, 
1995; Fryer & Davies, 1995; G errard, 1995). This principle is based around the idea that zero risk is 
unachievable and therefore risks should be reduced to  ‘as low  as reasonably practicable’, but only w here 
they are intolerable o r w here the cost o f  reducing them  further is still reasonable given the benefit(s) 
gained. In order to  do this a crude cost-benefit assessm ent is carried out. There are three areas to  the 
A LA RP principle, in one region the risks are deem ed intolerable and m ust be reduced regardless o f  the 
costs activity term inated At the other end o f  the scale the risks are deem ed negligible and no action to 
reduce them  is necessary. The m iddle section is called the ALARP region. R isks w hich fall w ithin this 
category should be reduced if  the cost o f  doing so is reasonable in relation to  the activity concerned and 
the benefits gained. The ALARP principle is thus supposed to be an ever-im proving risk reduction device 
that can em brace new technologies to  assist in the reduction o f  risk consequences (G errard, 1995).
D ecisions to  to lerate a risk m ay be taken w here a risk is identified as negligible or w here the possible 
im plications o f  activities to  alter the risk are considered to  outw eigh the benefits o f  risk alteration. A 
m anagem ent decision to  tolerate an environm ental risk may also be conditional on additional m onitoring 
being im plem ented or re-assessm ent assured in order to m onitor w hether the risk rem ains tolerable. 
Some concentrations and frequencies considered ‘acceptab le’ based on these approaches are shown in 
Table 4.3 below.
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Table 4.3 Acceptable SNARLs (Suggested No Adverse Response Levels) and Lethal Concentrations 
for drinking water intakes based on the hazard posed by an industrial installation.
Effect at intake Acceptable frequency (per site per year)
7-day SNARL 2.0 x 10'*
24-hour SNARL 9.0 x 10'4
l c 5 1 x 10'6
L C 50 1 x 10'7
(after Fryer & Nixon, 1995)
There are tw o stages to  be undertaken if  a risk is to  be altered, im plem enting the change and m onitoring 
the change. The im plem entation o f  a change should ideally be carried out in association w ith the 
assessors w ho form ulated the original assessm ent. This ensures that the possible im pacts o f  the activities 
causing the changes can be assessed relative to  the original risks and the perceived benefits. All changes 
should be m onitored, either by direct m onitoring o f  the altered system  elem ent o r by regular re­
assessm ent. This ensures that the w hole process o f  risk assessm ent and m anagem ent becom es iterative. 
It is therefore im portant to  set targets fo r m anagem ent activities, to  assess the perform ance o f  activities 
against these targets and to  carry out regular re-assessm ents o f  the risks.
4.3.5 Uncertainty in risk assessment & management
The process o f  risk assessm ent will involve som e inherent uncertainties as a result o f  assum ptions or 
generalisations m ade and inaccuracies in the data used. These uncertainties are w ide ranging and can 
occur throughout the  assessm ent process. Som e uncertainties are quantifiable by established techniques 
(such as M onte Carlo analysis) w hereas others are less tractable (Royal Society, 1992). The m ajority o f  
the uncertainties that are experienced in risk assessm ents stem  from  the absence o f  vital inform ation and 
the consequent reliance on inference (Y oungren & Tardiff, 1991).
A  m ajor source o f  potential uncertainty is the initial hazard identification stage, nam ely w hether all 
significant causal sequences have been identified and described E rrors at this stage will be reduced as 
m ore risk assessm ents are carried out as long as a ‘corporate m em ory’ is m aintained by the assessm ent 
team. Inaccuracies may also occur in the hazard estim ation and risk evaluation stages. Probability data 
are inherently im precise as the accuracy o f  statistical estim ations decreases away from  the m ean value. It 
is these extrem es (e.g. unlikely but severe occurrences) and the interpretation o f  their consequences that 
are o f  most interest to the risk assessor and uncertainties in the data often exist as a result (S tonehouse & 
M um ford, 1994).
U ncertainties in probability  and consequence data can be treated  by established m ethods w here the data 
sets are com plete, how ever it is m ore often the case that data are incom plete and insufficient for these 
purposes and uncertainties o f  a less quantifiable nature exist through the need exercise judgem ent in the
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data. This can be a particular problem  w here fault and event tree techniques are used (as proposed in this 
work). As such, the use o f  the best available data is the only way to  m inim ise these uncertainties. The 
m agnitude o f  uncertainties involved in risk assessm ent may seem unusually high to  those interpreting the 
results (e.g. errors o f  tw o or three orders o f  m agnitude) but when the frequencies under consideration are 
extrem ely low  (e.g. o f  the order o f  10'8 tim es per year) such errors are less significant (Royal Society, 
1992). A reduction in uncertainty to  the absolute m inim um  is aspired to  by many assessors, but a careful 
balance is required betw een the desire for accuracy and the available resources. Y ounger & Tardiff 
(1991) and K letz (1992) recom m end the use o f  cost-benefit analyses to  resolve this conflict and achieve 
the m ost realistic reduction o f  uncertainties. In many risk assessm ents, the lim iting factor on reducing 
uncertainty is the financial cost o f  the initial data sources and the techniques em ployed in their 
assessm ent.
4.4 Summary: risks - definition, assessment & management
This chapter has introduced the concepts o f  hazards, risks and risk assessm ents and highlighted some o f 
the com plexities involved in their study. The im portance o f  the precise definition o f  the term s and stages 
involved in any assessm ent has been  discussed and the specific term inology o f  this research presented. 
D ifferent types o f  risk have been identified, ranging from those that occur rarely and influence 
individuals, to  risks that im pact on w hole populations on a regular basis. The difference betw een w illing 
risk takers and involuntarily v ictim s is also discussed. Risk perception has been identified as the key to  
com m unicating the findings o f  a risk assessm ent, and the way in w hich drinking w ater pollution may be 
perceived in relation to other risks has been theorised.
Risks to  public w ater supplies are identified as being involuntary and societal in nature. The supplies 
from  a single source may affect a large com m unity and given the difficulty in detecting many pollutants 
and the fact that drinking w ater in the U nited K ingdom  is assum ed to  pose little risk to  hum an health, 
consum ers are often unaw are o f  any risk that may exist from  their w ater supplies. Risks from  drinking 
w ater pollution w hen plotted in know n -  dread factor space are predicted to  have m edium  (signal) 
potential for propagating the im pacts o f  risk both  spatially and tem porally (within, and across populations 
and industrial sectors).
The source - pathway - receptor model that form s the basis o f  m any risk assessm ents has been introduced 
and som e approaches to  environm ental risk assessm ent discussed. The study o f  a variety o f  risk 
assessm ent techniques in th is chapter has failed to  identify an existing m ethodology that is suitable for 
application to  an upland w ater supply catchm ent. It has how ever illustrated a general structure com m only 
applied in environm ental risk assessm ents and identified a w ide range o f  techniques that can be utilised in 
carrying out such an assessm ent.
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C om m on them es from  previous assessm ent m ethodologies have been identified and sum m arised as a 
generalised four stage risk assessm ent process involving:
•  hazard identification,
•  hazard estim ation,
•  risk evaluation, and
•  risk m anagem ent.
The activities involved in each o f  these four stages have been discussed in detail and techniques such as 
checklists, H A ZO P studies, FM E A  and fault and event trees described. The im portance o f  logic tree 
structures (such as fault and event trees) has been highlighted due to  their potential application to  several 
stages o f  the assessm ent procedure. A lthough com m only applied to  probabilistic risk assessm ents in 
process industries, these trees can potentially  be adapted to suit the m ultitude o f  hazards faced in a w ater 
supply catchm ent. A ttention has also been drawn to  the im portance o f  uncertainties in the assessm ent 
process.
The four stage risk assessm ent fram ew ork and the use o f  logic trees (which are both flexible and generic 
in nature) will therefore form  the basis o f  the generic m ethodology for assessing pollution risks to water 
supply intakes. The theoretical fram ew ork o f  a m ethodology based on these conclusions is described in 
detail in the follow ing chapter.
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Chapter 5 
Theoretical framework of the methodology
5.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the theoretical fram ew ork o f  the risk assessm ent m ethodology developed in this 
research.
The first section o f  the chapter discusses the approaches taken by previous w orkers carrying out risk 
assessm ents o f  pollution risks to  drinking w ater supplies. These m ethodologies are com pared to  the four 
stage structure described in C hapter 4. F our o f  the m ethodologies (Cole et al, 1988; Baron, 1989; Keller 
& W ilson 1992 and Eddow es, 1995) are then investigated in m ore detail. The techniques used in each o f 
these m ethodologies are discussed and their potential for application in this study assessed. Shortfalls are 
identified and the need for a new  approach to  pollution risk assessm ent in upland supply catchm ents, such 
as those in Y orkshire, is highlighted.
The second section o f  the chapter describes the structural fram ew ork o f  the RASCAL (R isk A ssessm ent 
o f  Supply C atchm ents And Land) m ethodology developed in this research. It describes the theoretical 
basis o f  the techniques that will be used in identifying, estim ating, evaluating and m anaging risks in the 
follow ing chapters.
5.2 Assessing risks to potable water supplies:- some past approaches
M any o f  the studies are site-specific assessm ents w ith very little attention paid to  the developm ent o f  a 
generic approach or structured m ethodology. Here, six risk assessm ent case studies taken from the w ater 
industry are com pared to  the four stage general fram ew ork described in Chapter 4 (see Figure 4.8). This 
categorisation o f  previous approaches allow s the identification o f  com m on them es and the potential o f  
such techniques to  be evaluated.
Table 5.1 sum m arises how  the m ethodologies are partitioned into the four stage approach and identifies 
the m ain techniques used in each stage.
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The hazard identification stage o f  these studies has com m only involved a com bination o f  field or site 
visits and audits, and the creation o f  an inventory o f  potential hazards. Study o f  historical data are 
also used to  give an indication o f  the potential problem s to  be faced in a catchm ent. Historical data 
are also used in the hazard estim ation stage, often com bined with m odel-based determ inations o f  flow 
regim e and pollution transport.
H azard estim ation techniques include the extrapolation o f  estim ates from  historical frequency data 
(Cole et al., 1988; Baron, 1989; Eddow es, 1995; Pollard et al., 1995; W Rc, 1996), thus assum ing that 
the factors affecting w ater quality rem ain relatively constant. In contrast, K eller & W ilson (1992) 
com bine scenario-specific estim ates w ith know n constant values such as solubility.
In evaluating risks to  the quality o f  drinking w ater, the above studies use a variety o f  techniques to 
com pare predicted or calculated values to  levels o f  acceptability. A cceptability in term s o f  drinking 
w ater pollution is not form ally defined in the w ater industry, but the drinking w ater quality 
regulations are com m only taken to  be the m ajor benchm ark for the com parison o f  risk estimates. 
Cole et al (1988), B aron (1989) and Pollard et aI (1995) all com pare estim ated levels o f  w ater quality 
param eters to  the relevant drinking w ater regulations. Keller & W ilson (1992) and Eddow es (1995) 
com pare their estim ates to toxicological values extrapolated from m am m alian lethal doses or the level 
o f  ‘no adverse response’ in humans. W R c (1996) com pare their estim ated values o f  various 
param eters to  both toxicological values and drinking w ater regulations. The novel approach o f  
creating a risk index to  interpret the ratio o f  the m axim um  predicted value to the m axim um  acceptable 
value by K eller & W ilson (1992) provides an im m ediate evaluation o f  risk significance. Such an 
approach greatly  facilita tes the com m unication o f  risk assessm ent findings, especially to  those not 
fam iliar w ith the specifics o f  toxicology or w ater quality regulations.
Pollard et a! (1995) also evaluate risks in term s o f  their frequency (return periods o f  occurrence). 
A gain no benchm ark levels o f  acceptability exist w ithin the w ater industry in general, but the authors 
com pared their findings to  benchm arks from  other application areas (civil engineering and insurance), 
finding the ir estim ated risk probabilities to  be greatly in excess o f  the 1 in 100 derogation events 
com m only used as a benchm ark in other studies. The issue o f  acceptability should be addressed by all 
organisations in the w ater industry. Conducting risk assessm ents using a consistent generic approach 
will assist in such discussions by providing m ore exam ples o f  the kinds o f  values produced by 
‘typ ical’ assessm ents. The findings o f  this research can therefore be used to  suggest the levels at 
w hich risk estim ates are com m only found and identify potential benchm ark values.
The lack o f  agreed levels o f  acceptability also means that the level at w hich m anagem ent actions are 
recom m ended varies betw een studies. Some researchers (e.g. Cole et al, 1988; W Rc, 1996) suggest 
very general actions show ing little detail o f  how  these should be carried out.
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F or exam ple, statem ents such as ‘prevent pollution reaching the river’ are put forw ard with little 
inform ation about m ethods to successfully carry this out, o r the resultant im pact on risks. 
A lternatively, project-based assessm ents often result in very specific recom m endations for 
m anagem ent action (e.g. Eddow es, 1995).
D espite the lack o f  detailed, generic risk  m anagem ent recom m endations in the six assessm ents 
investigated, the im proved understanding o f  catchm ent processes that can be gleaned from a risk 
assessm ent presents a  valuable opportunity  to  develop effective catchm ent m anagem ent strategies to 
optim ise w ater quality and yield. This im proved know ledge can therefore provide opportunities for 
pro-active risk m anagem ent through catchm ent control activities.
F our o f  the above case studies (Baron, 1989; Cole et al, 1988; K eller & W ilson, 1992 and Eddowes, 
1995) have particular relevance to  th is research and are investigated in m ore detail below.
Cole et al. (1988) —  Pollution risk assessment o f  surface water intakes
Cole et al. (1988) conducted w hat can be considered as the first exam ple o f  published research that 
recom m ends a fram ew ork for the assessm ent o f  pollution risks to  surface w ater intakes rather than 
presenting a risk assessm ent case study. Their w ork rem ains one o f  the few  published papers in this 
field, despite the increasing popularity o f  risk-based w ork and aw areness o f  w ater quality issues.
As w ith other applications o f  risk assessm ents, Cole et aI (1988) apply regional and national statistics 
to  the prediction o f  pollution events. The authors recom m end using a com bination o f  the exam ination 
o f  historical records describing w ater quality, pollution incidents and effluent discharges, together 
w ith independent exam inations o f  the catchm ent area to  determ ine site-specific w eightings and 
hazards. The au thors’ approach to hazard identification takes an im portant step rarely seen in other 
studies (e.g. K eller & W ilson, 1992 and Eddow es, 1995) in that they consider potential hazards from 
both  point and non-point sources. This is extrem ely im portant w hen considering upland w ater supply 
catchm ents such as those in Y orkshire w ith m any potential non-point sources o f  pollution (see 
C hapter 2).
In preparing estim ates o f  hazard frequency, Cole et al. (1988) recom m end extracting values from 
annual reports o f  the w ater authorities (as they w ere at the tim e) and national reports on pollution 
incidents, road traffic accidents and landfill sites.
Cole et al (1988) also describe the use o f  tracer experim ents to  predict the tim e o f  travel and 
dispersion o f  pollutants. Initially used in hazard estim ation, the results o f  these experim ents w ere 
then used in the subsequent evaluation stages w here predicted values are com pared to m aximum 
adm issible concentrations (M A Cs) at the intake site.
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D espite the potential o f  the hazard identification techniques used by C ole et al (1988) to highlight 
unforeseen hazards, the case study described focussed on those param eters routinely m onitored in the 
river, and criticised the lack o f  data on param eters such as hydrocarbons and pesticides. This dearth 
o f  inform ation m eant the m ethodology w as not able to  identify w hether such substances had 
previously been found in the river, or prepare probabilistic assessm ents o f  their occurrence. No 
account w as taken o f  param eters and substances not routinely m onitored in the river. The study was 
based on EC M AC values stipulated in the EC D irective on the quality o f  w ater to be abstracted for 
potable supply (75/440/EEC ), as national legislation to adopt these standards had not been enacted in 
the UK at that time. Im proved m onitoring follow ing the adoption o f  both The Surface W ater 
(C lassification) R egulations 1989 (HM SO , 1989b) and the W ater Supply (W ater Quality) Regulations 
1989 (HM SO, 1989a) should help to  facilitate both hazard identification and estim ation from 
historical records.
A num ber o f  general risk m anagem ent recom m endations are proposed by the authors such as:
“ - develop procedures to miniwise the likelihood o f polluted water being abstracted.
- to monitor key aspects o f  river water quality. ”
(C olee ta l,  1988 p.608)
M ore specific recom m endations include the establishm ent o f  an efficient com m unication system  for 
the notification o f  pollution incidents in the supply catchm ent.
C arrying out a generic risk assessm ent can aid com m unication by identifying incidents and locations 
o f  prim ary concern to  abstractors. Initiatives such as the E nvironm ent Agency tree em ergency 
telephone line will also be beneficial to  the incident reporting and com m unication process. The risk 
m anagem ent recom m endations m ade by C ole et a! (1988) w ere very general in nature although they 
do highlight many o f  the issues to  be considered in reducing risks in intake catchm ents.
Baron (1989) —  Assessment o f  the frequency o f pollution incidents affecting the Elvington river 
intake
B aron (1989) is an exam ple o f  a site-specific case study risk assessm ent. The project contributed to 
an operational decision on bankside storage at a river intake by assessing the pollution risks in the 
intake catchm ent. The extent to  w hich the storage schem e reduced these risks w as then identified. 
Baron (1989) considered a risk purely as the frequency o f  a derogation event occurring. A derogation 
w as defined as a failure o f  the EC M A C value (EC D irective 80/778/EEC ) for a particular param eter 
in untreated river w ater at the intake site.
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Potential sources o f  contam ination w ere identified from  historical pollution incident data for the 
catchm ent and through extensive catchm ent surveys. This involved collaboration with local pollution 
prevention s ta ff  and detailed questionnaires distributed to  industrial sites in the catchm ent, a task 
w hich w ould  involve considerable w ork  i f  conducted for a large num ber o f  intake sites or in a large 
catchm ent area. Point sources (industrial sites only) w ere then evaluated using the ADZ com puter- 
based w ater quality model. A  com bination o f  the am ount and location o f  polluting material and 
know ledge o f  the river flow  regim e allow ed the calculation o f  pollutant concentration and duration at 
the intake site. Sources w hich could potentially result in a contam ination above the M AC values w ere 
then subject to  a probabilistic risk assessm ent The frequency o f  a pollution incident occurring was 
estim ated by com bining estim ates o f  operational failures gleaned from  previous studies and generic 
data.
B aron (1989) briefly  considered pollution risks from  non-point sources o f  pollution in the catchment. 
H azards posed by agricultural activities w ere identified and estim ated by ADAS (the Agricultural 
D evelopm ent and A dvisory Service) from  approxim ations based on stock holdings and crop figures. 
These estim ations involved applying ‘assum ed’ usage and storage rates to the local data, thus 
providing an  indication o f  the potential hazards present. Only the m ost w idely used pesticide varieties 
w ere considered and no account w as taken o f  chem icals used on the extensive areas o f  vegetable 
crops. R isks from  transport w ere assessed by a small traffic survey o f  the local m ajor roads. 
Pollution from  ‘m iscellaneous sources’ w as estim ated to  be betw een 0.032 (1 in 31 years) and 0.5 (1 
in 2 years), although no explanation o f  the m ethods used or sources investigated is given.
The final assessm ent o f  risk is described by sum m ing the frequency o f  occurrence o f  each o f  the 
categories o f  pollution. This therefore com pounded any uncertainties resulting from  the variety o f  
data sources used. Each frequency value w as com pared to  an assessm ent o f  only those risks that 
w ould cause the intake to  be closed for m ore than tw o days (the num ber o f  days supply in the 
proposed storage system ) to evaluate the im pact o f  the bankside storage schem e on supply security. 
The frequency o f  intake closure w as expected to  be reduced from  three per year to  once every three 
years follow ing the com pletion o f  the scheme.
B aron (1989), as other studies (K eller & W ilson, 1992; Eddow es, 1995), restricted the majority o f  the 
assessm ent to  ‘quantifiable’ industrial sites and consideration o f  non-point sources was especially 
poor. The study did not consider risk m anagem ent options to  reduce the risks in the catchm ent and 
focussed purely on engineering a solution to  reduce the im pact on the distribution network. This 
illustrates the  re-active approach to  w ater quality m anagem ent discussed in C hapter 2 (Section 2.5.1).
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Keller & Wilson (1992) - Potential Abstraction Risk Index (PARI)
The PA R I (Potential A bstraction Risk Index) originally developed by Lam b & K eller (1987) and 
refined by K eller & W ilson (1989; 1992) has been used to  rank the potential risk  o f  chemical 
installations situated in  river catchm ents that contain w ater supply intakes. As with B aron (1989), 
only those w ith the potential to  exceed a predeterm ined value at the intake (in this case a PARI rating 
> 1) are investigated further.
The PA R I m ethodology is based on the w orst-case scenario, in that the total stock o f  a site is assum ed 
to  enter the w atercourse, undergo no physical o r chem ical degradation in the river and be abstracted 
directly into supply. O nly the peak storage values o f  chem icals are considered, taking no account o f  
fluctuating stock levels. The hazard identification stage o f  this approach, as with Baron (1989), 
therefore requires extensive field surveying or access to accurate stock records and is lim ited to the 
assessm ent o f  existing industrial sites. Such an approach may be suitable for generalised assessm ent 
o f  risk from  industrial prem ises, for exam ple over the w hole o f  a supply com pany operating area, 
given access to  vast quantities o f  (potentially com m ercially sensitive) inform ation, but takes little 
account o f  the m any w ater quality problem s seen in upland catchm ent areas.
The risk posed by a site is evaluated by calculating the pollution abstraction risk index (PA RI) value. 
The PARI is defined as the ratio o f  the m axim um  potential concentration to  an acceptable 
concentration derived from  the substances’ toxicity. The m axim um  potential concentration takes into 
account the volum e o f  w ater likely to  be affected and substance solubility. The acceptable 
concentration is based on the lethal dose (LD ) value o f  the substance, the average body w eight o f  the 
receptor, the am ount o f  w ater consum ed and a safety factor (Keller & W ilson, 1992). A PARI rating 
o f  g rea ter than unity  (one) indicates that a hazard to  hum an health from  drinking w ater quality exists.
In an unusual step to  accom m odate the hazard posed by substances that are not necessarily toxic, but 
m ay im part undesirable tastes, odour or appearances to  drinking w ater, tw o form s o f  the PARI system 
have been developed. The PA R I H azard or PA R I(H ) is based on the toxicity considerations discussed 
above, and the PA R I A cceptability  o r PAR I(A ) is based on the organoleptic properties o f  a substance. 
In calculating the PA R I(A ) the LD 50 (m am m alian) value is replaced by the low est known 
organoleptic value and the safety factor is rem oved. Thus, the PAR I(H ) considers direct threats to 
health and the P A RI(A ) relates to  the acceptability o f  the w ater for drinking and food processing.
K eller & W ilson (1992) therefore go beyond m any other assessm ent studies by considering im pacts 
on the appearance, taste and odour o f  the w ater as well as toxicity (although these are also considered 
w here the risks are evaluated against the drinking w ater regulations), but again they only consider 
w orst-case scenarios from  industrial point sources in  the catchm ent area. No assessm ent is m ade o f  
non-point source pollution risks. L ittle consideration is given w ithin the PARI m ethodology for risk 
m anagem ent actions, either through the provision o f  recom m endations o r iterative re-assessm ents to 
m onitor changes in the risks present.
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Eddowes (1995) - Pollution Risk from Accidental Influxes into Rivers and Estuaries (PRAIRIE)
R isk from substances accidentally introduced to  rivers and controlled w aters are o f  concern to  the 
Environm ent A gency (form ally the dom ain o f  the NRA). The establishm ent o f  W ater Protection 
Z ones under Section 93 o f  the W ater R esources A ct 1991 also requires an established m anner o f 
quantitatively assessing the risk o f  operational plant and facilities (Fryer &  Nixon, 1995). In an effort 
to  protect hum an health from  risks associated w ith  the supply o f  unw holesom e drinking w ater, the 
form er N R A  (in collaboration w ith  A EA  Technology), developed a m ulti-level risk assessm ent tool to 
assist in the creation o f  W ater P rotection Zones. PR A IR IE  is intended to  assess the risks posed to 
drinking w ater abstraction points as a result o f  an accidental discharge into a w atercourse from 
operations at an industrial site o r plant.
L ike K eller & W ilson’s (1992) study, th is p rocedure was developed for the R iver Dee (W ales), where 
significant am ounts o f  high quality historical data are available. Inform ation about the storage o f  
chem ical substances w ithin the proposed W ater Protection Zone, and previous pollution incidents 
w ere particularly im portant in th e  developm ent o f  the approach. Again however, PRA IR IE is only 
used to  assess the risk o f  an existing industrial site and no assessm ent o f  non-point sources is 
conducted. Thus it can be considered a m ore com plex, but fundam entally sim ilar approach to  the 
PARI m ethodology.
H azard identification involves site visits to  industrial installations in the catchm ent (or proposed water 
protection zone) to  obtain inform ation on chem ical storage facilities and stock levels. It is then 
assum ed that the total chem ical store on the site is released at the 95 percentile flow  (the volum e at or 
above w hich the d ischarge is m aintained in the river for 95%  o f the year) and the concentration at the 
nearest dow nstream  intake calculated using the PR A IR IE  com puter model. PRA IR IE (based on a 
com bination o f  M anning 's form ula and the D Y N U T aquatic dispersion m odel) represents the spatial 
and tem poral dispersion o f  a pollution incident dow nstream  to assess the concentration and tim e 
period o f  a pollutant at a specified dow nstream  point (W elsh, 1992). This form s the initial screening 
stage o f  the assessm ent, during w hich sites show n not to  contain sufficient material to  contam inate the 
intake are rem oved from  the assessm ent. The acceptability o f  these values is evaluated against 7-day 
and 24-hour SNA RLs (Suggested N o A dverse R esponse Levels) and Lethal C oncentrations (LC50 and 
LC 5) at the intake site.
The second stage o f  the approach involves a probabilistic assessm ent o f  contam ination occurrence at a 
site. This m edium  level risk assessm ent uses general failure rates for the type o f  equipm ent on site, 
thus reducing the need for site-specific failure inform ation and surveys. Again the calculated values 
w ere com pared to  the N RA  acceptability criteria based on SNARLS and Lethal Concentrations.
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Those sites and substances that are still considered to  present an intolerable hazard to  the nearest 
dow nstream  intake are then subject to  an extended risk assessm ent (ERA). The ERA takes into 
consideration site-specific data such as on-site m itigation and control m easures, chemical changes in 
the river and the use o f  site-specific failure data. Again data are com pared to  the acceptability criteria 
in o rder to  prioritise risk m itigation m easures. This stage therefore requires detailed, site-specific data 
necessitating access to  the site itse lf  and the operating com pany’s records.
The PR A IR IE  study does not consider incidents not arising from  non-industrial operations (e.g. 
agricultural sources) o r diffuse pollution sources outside o f  an industrial site as they are not subject to 
the regulations pertaining to the establishm ent o f  a w ater protection zone -  the initial aim o f  the 
m ethodology. Eddow es (1995) does not suggest generic risk m itigation scenarios due to  the site- 
specific nature o f  the approach.
Summary
This section has highlighted som e o f  the approaches used in past studies but has also shown that none 
o f  the m ethodologies is suitable for generic applications to rural upland catchm ents. Cole et al. 
(1988) is probably the only published research to  date that considers the m ethodology o f  assessing 
risks rather than m erely describing a case study assessm ent. H ow ever, the actual structure o f  the 
m ethodology w as not defined in a form  that could be easily transferred for application to  other intake 
sites. Only lim ited assessm ent w as m ade o f  the physical environm ent o f  the catchm ent area and no 
consideration w as given to  characteristics such as soil type, land cover, topography and their effect on 
w ater quality. This research w ill therefore enhance the w ork o f  Cole et al. (1988) by form ally 
evaluating and describing generic techniques for intake risk assessm ent. It will also incorporate the 
use o f  novel technologies (G IS) to  m anage data describing the physical environm ent and facilitate the 
risk assessm ent process.
There has been considerable research into the application o f  GIS technologies to the prediction o f  
w ater quality and quantity  (see C hapter 3) although, as yet there have been no specific applications o f  
GIS to  pollution risk assessm ents o f  surface w ater intake sites. The intrinsic capacity o f  geographical 
inform ation system s (G IS) to  store, analyse and display such data makes them ideal tools for assisting 
in such assessm ents and therefore form  the basis o f  this m ethodology, as described below.
O nly Cole et at. (1988) and B aron (1989) contain any consideration o f  non-point sources and here 
their assessm ent is particularly poor. The research o f  non-point sources in general from  a risk 
assessm ent perspective is grossly lacking in the current scientific and hydrological literature.
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All the hazard identification techniques described above rely heavily on the availability o f  historical 
data or intensive catchm ent field surveys, thus requiring considerable effort i f  assessm ents w ere to be 
carried out for several catchm ent areas. N o use is m ade o f  autom ated hazard identification 
techniques. Progress in GIS developm ent and increasingly available digital spatial data allow areas o f 
land to  be searched for potential w ater quality hazards using digital data  and spatial queries (Foster et 
al, 1997). This rem oves the need for extensive historical data requirem ents o r field surveys. GIS 
have the potential to  assist in the other stages o f  the assessm ent, for exam ple, in the spatial analysis o f  
pollution incident locations and m odifying catchm ent inform ation to  predict the impact o f  risk 
m itigation m easures. The potential o f  such approaches are explored in th is study
5.3 The Risk Assessment of Supply Catchments And Land (RASCAL) 
methodology for assessing pollution risks to water supply intakes:- theoretical 
framework
C onsideration o f  m any o f  the approaches taken in environm ental risk assessm ent has lead to  the 
definition o f  a new  m ethodology for assessing the risks to  surface w ater intakes. In the assessm ent 
and m anagem ent o f  risks associated w ith the contam ination o f  drinking w ater, the key issues are the 
protection o f  hum an health and the efficient use o f  w ater resources. This focuses the attention o f  the 
study on the risk o f  contam inated w ater being present at the point o f  abstraction (the river intake), as 
proposed by C ole et al (1988) and K eller & W ilson (1992). Such a m ethodology can also be used to 
assess the im pact o f  contam ination on the natural environm ent in and around the river prior to 
abstraction. The R A SC A L approach is sim ilar to  a traditional ‘technical risk assessm ent’ in that it 
w ill involve elem ents o f  actuarial assessm ent (a basic estim ate o f  the relative frequency o f  occurrence 
averaged over a  tim e period), toxicological and epidem iological assessm ents (where causal 
relationships are explored and m odelled) and probabilistic assessm ents (w here the probability o f  
individual features o f  a system  are predicted and com bined, given insufficient inform ation on the 
operation o f  the system  as a whole).
F igure 5.1 show s the interrelation o f  the 4 stage R A SC A L m ethodology, together with exam ples o f  
the techniques to  be used in each stage. The approach shown in F igure 5.1 is fundam entally a 
probabilistic one, but the analysis involved in any one o f  the different stages m ay be quantitative, 
sem i-quantitative or qualitative, depending on the nature o f  the w ater quality param eter under 
consideration. This is in keeping w ith recom m endations m ade by acknow ledged authorities in applied 
risk assessm ent and w ater m anagem ent such as B anyard (1995). The application and developm ent o f  
this m ethodology is seen throughout the rem aining chapters o f  the thesis. The different stages o f  the 
RA SCA L risk assessm ent process are outlined below.
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Figure 5.1 Fundamental elements of the RASCAL process
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5.3.1 Hazard Identification
H azard identification involves the process o f  looking at the w ater quality history and the catchm ent 
characteristics and m aking a decision as to  the potential hazards to w ater quality. The legislation 
governing the quality o f  w ater abstracted and distributed for drinking w ater specifies Prescribed 
C oncentration V alues (PC V s) for several param eters (HM SO, 1989a; HM SO , 1989b). A nalysis o f  the 
perform ance o f  the river w ater quality against such values can be used to  give an indication o f  the 
com m on sources o f  contam ination for a particular supply source. The improved reporting o f  
incidents follow ing privatisation o f  the w ater industry in England and W ales and creation o f  the NRA, 
has lead to  m ore w idely available historical data concerning the nature and frequency o f  pollution 
incidents (see for example, N ational R ivers Authority, 1995; E nvironm ent Agency, 1996). The 
preparation o f  catchm ent m anagem ent plans and LEA Ps (Local Environm ent Agency Plans) has also 
im proved the availability o f  catchm ent-specific data, although rarely in sufficient detail for risk 
assessm ent purposes Pollution incident data, both national and catchm ent specific may also assist in 
the identification o f  potential contam inant sources (C hapter 2).
C atchm ent auditing and spatial analysis in a geographical inform ation system  (G IS) will be used to 
identify hazards in the catchm ent through the use o f  know n relationships between catchm ent 
characteristics and w ater quality (e.g. Kay &  Stoner, 1988; M itchell &  M cDonald, 1992; H ornung et 
al, 1994; M itchell & M cDonald, 1995). Logic trees will be used to  com bine the physical 
characteristics resulting in potential pollution sources and therefore predict their spatial distribution 
using GIS (i.e. they form  the basis o f  the creation o f  hazard maps).
Fault trees will be used in the identification o f  causal activities in the catchm ent that may result in an 
undesirable concentration o f  a particular substance reaching the intake. Event trees are then used as 
one m ethod o f  assessing the significance o f  the consequences o f  such concentrations at the supply 
intake. The term s Source Trees and Consequence Trees respectively, are m ore applicable to  their use 
here and are therefore used in preference to  the usual fault and event tree titles. U sing the 
term inology com m only applied to  these tree structures, the root o f  the diagram  is representative o f  the 
riverine concentration in each case and the leaves determ ine the catchm ent inform ation or GIS data 
needs for the  Source Trees and possible outcom es for the Consequence Trees. Com binations o f  fault 
and event tree type structures are often referred to  as cause-consequence diagram s (Lees, 1980; 
Beattie &  A nderson, 1996).
T he schem atic basis o f  these tree structures is show n in F igure 5.2. The use o f  such Source Trees 
com bined w ith hazard m apping is the prim ary m ethod o f  hazard identification in the RASCAL 
m ethodology.
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Figure 5.2 Schematic logic tree for risk assessments of potable water supply intakes
Source Tree Consequence Tree
Riverine
Concentration
The tree structures are inherently flexible and can be m odified according to the level o f  understanding 
o f  the processes involved. F or exam ple, the configuration o f  the structure will vary betw een the 
categories o f  point, quantifiable non-point and unquantifiable non-point pollution sources (these may 
in turn  lead to  quantitative, sem i-quantitative and qualitative results). Careful construction o f  the 
logical structure describing a process m ay allow  com m on-cause elem ents to be highlighted. The 
preparation o f  such trees for hazard identification stage is a fundam entally im portant part o f  the whole 
risk assessm ent as it necessitates an open m inded view o f  the potential pollution hazard scenarios in 
the catchm ent and may therefore highlight problem s previously unidentified
The output from  the creation o f  the Source Trees will be used to  model catchm ent relationships in the 
GIS. H azard m aps w ill be created, identifying potential w ater quality hazards in the intake catchm ent. 
As these m aps will be based on inform ation from  historical events and the characteristics o f  a 
catchm ent that m ay result in a particular w ater quality problem , their validity will be investigated 
using raw  w ater sam pling data.
5.3.2 Hazard Estimation
The calculation o f  hazard probability m ay com bine the use o f  historical data, logic trees and spatial 
analysis o f  catchm ent characteristics using the GIS.
Cole et al (1988) recom m end using historical data to  determ ine hazard probability in supply 
catchm ents but stress the im portance o f  catchm ent specific surveys and the incorporation o f  local 
statistics to  qualify the national averages that are used. Care must be exercised in the application o f  
this approach to  a generic m ethodology as pollution incident data is not w idely available for all 
catchm ent areas.
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W here pollution incident data is available for the study catchm ent, the frequency o f  occurrence o f  
these incidents can be used to  give an indication o f  the probability o f  point and non-point source 
pollution hazards being realised. G eo-referenced pollution data can be used to  do this in a GIS The 
frequency o f  occurrence in d iscrete spatial un its (e.g. catchm ent or sub-catchm ent areas) can then be 
determ ined. The frequency o f  individual param eters exceeding the regulatory levels can also be used 
to  predict hazard probability  from  existing records, but is dependant on the raw  w ater sampling 
regim e in place.
Spatial statistics obtained from  analysis in the GIS, together with know n relationships between 
catchm ent characteristics and w ater quality can also be used to  predict the frequency o f  hazard 
occurrence. It is beyond the scope o f  this study to  determ ine absolute values o f  stream  w ater 
chem istry for all param eters concerned, although a num ber o f  studies (Boon et al., 1988; Kay & 
Stoner, 1988; M itchell & M cD onald, 1992; Heal, 1996) have used regression techniques to predict 
stream  w ater quality from  the spatial distribution o f  catchm ent characteristics. It is also im portant to 
note that risks may be realised from  either d iscrete events o r from  a continuous process and the 
probabilities can therefore either be additive o r m ultiplicative. This is extrem ely im portant when 
considering risk  probability, especially for w ater quality w here m any param eters are interdependent. 
The use o f  logic trees in the estim ation o f  probability can potentially address this problem  by 
identifying com m on cause relationships. The probability values assigned to  the branches o f  the 
Source Trees that are used to  assess hazard frequency can be w eighted in term s o f  hydrological 
factors such as the distance and tim e o f  travel upstream  o f  the intake site. Additional raw  w ater 
sam pling (C hapter 8) m ay also  be used to  create estim ates o f  hazard frequency.
W here individual point sources are considered, generic failure data will be used, thus facilitating the 
system atic application to  other catchm ent areas. W here site-specific data is widely available (and 
therefore accessible for other catchm ents) this w ill be used in preference to  generic o r national data 
sources. In the event that quantitative assessm ents, such as those described above, cannot be made, 
subjective assessm ents o f  frequency will be em ployed.
5.3.3 Risk Evaluation
N o predeterm ined levels o f  risk (either acceptable or unacceptable) have been uniform ly agreed by 
the U K  w ater industry (Pollard et al., 1995). Target levels for perform ance (not including the w ater 
quality regulations m entioned above) refer to  supply quantity  and not quality. M orrey et al. (1995) 
and Pollard et al. (1995) suggest a  benchm ark o f  acceptable risk to  be around 1 in 100 derogation 
events per intake per year as being com parable to  other engineering and insurance studies. In such 
cases, a derogation or risk occurrence can be taken as a failure o f  the drinking w ater regulation 
standards at the point o f  abstraction. D iscussions w ith w ater supply m anagers have indicated that 
zero derogations are desired, but the im pacts on  supply are m ost inform ative if  expressed in potential 
loss o f  yield resulting  from  intake closure as well as failure o f  the drinking w ater quality regulations.
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F or w ater supply intakes not directly at risk from  an industrial installation, the H SE ‘acceptable’ level 
o f  risk is not applicable as th is is specifically designed for exposure relating to  industrial installations 
only.
Risks to  w ater supply intakes are therefore best evaluated in term s o f  failures o f  the drinking w ater 
regulations, loss o f  yield and potential im pacts on public health. Values can be com pared to two 
m ajor pieces o f  legislation governing the quality o f  drinking w ater that is abstracted, treated and 
distributed for public supply, against w hich risks can be evaluated. The Surface W aters 
(C lassification) R egulations specify the quality standards o f  the w ater that must m aintained given the 
treatm ent facilities in place and are based on the European C om m unity D irective 75/440/EEC 
(HM SO, 1989b). They theoretically  take account o f  the expected efficiency o f  the treatm ent 
processes. The W ater Supply (W ater Q uality) Regulations determ ine the quality o f  w ater required for 
potable supplies after treatm ent (HM SO , 1989a).
These regulations take into consideration both health and aesthetic considerations and are the prim ary 
legislation driving the supply activities o f  the w ater undertakers. The consequence o f  a hazard can 
therefore be m easured against a failure o f  these regulations as they may result in financial costs for 
the w ater undertaker (due to  increased treatm ent costs or fines im posed for regulatory non- 
com pliance) o r public health im pacts for consum ers at the tap. This approach is sim ilar to  one o f  the 
few  quantitative risk assessm ents carried out on w ater supply abstractions (albeit a groundw ater 
source) to  date described by M orrey et al (1995) and Pollard e ta l  (1995).
The use o f  treated w ater standards to assess risks in raw w aters does suggest a num ber o f  problems. 
F irstly  it assum es that the w ater in the river is o f  drinking w ater standard which is unlikely, but 
consequently th is approach results in a large ‘safety factor’ in the consideration o f  (Baron, 1989; 
Pollard et al, 1995). Secondly, it assum es that the current legislation is com prehensive in term s o f  the 
toxicological param eters and standards set. The regulations are soon to  be updated (see Section 2.2.1, 
C hapter 2), bu t the current standards do cover any substance that is considered to  prevent the w ater 
from  being ‘w holesom e’ i.e. contains no elem ent, organism  o r substance detrim ental to public health 
(HM SO, 1989b). U sing the drinking w ater regulations allow s the financial and legal consequences o f  
risks to  be assessed as past experiences o f  regulatory failures can give som e indication o f  the level o f  
financial penalty. As new  legislation is enacted the m ethodology can be easily updated to take 
account o f  im proved know ledge o f  the public health im pacts o f  drinking w ater and the new  standards 
o f  service to w hich suppliers have to  conform. Thus, in this approach the need for transparency to 
changes in regulations identified in C hapter 2 (section 2.2.1) is achieved.
The potential consequence o f  sources o f  contam ination can potentially be assessed using a modified 
version o f  the PA R I m ethod defined by K eller & W ilson (1992). Instead o f  using the LD 50 
concentration as the acceptable concentration, the standards defined by the UK regulations can be 
used and com pared to  the predicted concentrations at the river intake to  create an index (ratio) value.
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Loss o f  yield estim ates can be based on m axim um  abstraction quantities and the predicted im pact on 
the supply network. I f  insufficient w ater quality data exist to  carry out quantitative assessm ents, such 
as those described above, the  param eters will undergo a qualitative (subjective) assessm ent o f  risk
5.3.4 Risk Management
Risk m anagem ent involves identifying and carrying out risk reduction actions and should include 
regular m onitoring and re-assessm ent. The risk m anagem ent stage therefore has the im portant role o f  
ensuring that the risk assessm ent process becom es iterative (hence the feedback loop seen in F igure 
5.1). It is im portant to  set targets for m anagem ent activities to  achieve, to  assess the perform ance o f  
activities against these targets and to  carry out regular re-assessm ents o f  risk in the catchment.
Two types o f  risk m anagem ent options can be considered in studies o f  supply intakes. Firstly the 
m anagem ent o f  the intake itself can be evaluated and recom m endations put forw ard to  reduce the 
potential im pacts o f  risks to  supply. Secondly, catchm ent m anagem ent options to  reduce the initial 
hazards can be suggested. This second approach m oves aw ay from  the re-active approach com m only 
taken in previous studies (e.g. Baron, 1989) and will result in pro-active m anagem ent actions to 
reduce the risks to  surface w ater intakes. The im pact o f  these actions can also be predicted using GIS 
m odelling and re-assessm ent. This potentially  allow s the location and nature o f  risk m anagem ent 
options to  be optim ised.
5.4 Conclusions
At present no  w idely accepted catchm ent-scale m ethodology for the broad assessm ent o f  pollution 
risk to  potable w ater supply intakes exists. Practical applications o f  risk assessm ent techniques have 
been conducted, but are m ainly carried out w ith respect to  individual industrial installations w ithin a 
catchm ent area. It is the aim o f  th is research to  extend beyond these past approaches to assess 
pollution risks from  all hazards in a catchm ent and to  develop a fram ew ork for application to  the 
w ater supply catchm ents in Yorkshire. U nlike many previous approaches, the m ethodology 
introduced in this chapter (and developed throughout the thesis) will allow  the assessm ent o f  both 
point and non-point sources o f  pollution. The fram ew ork includes the use o f  Source and 
Consequence Trees (sim ilar to  the m ore com m on fault and event trees) in identifying hazards and 
evaluating their probability and consequences. The use o f  geographical inform ation system s (GIS) 
throughout the  risk assessm ent procedure is also introduced although this is described in greater detail 
in later chapters. The use o f  historical data (both generic and catchm ent specific) is identified as a 
m ajor source o f  inform ation, but raw  w ater sam pling and analysis are suggested to corroborate the 
inferences m ade from  such data. W here no such data exists the com bination o f  qualitative 
(subjective) m ethods o f  risk assessm ent are proposed.
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M anagem ent actions for risk m itigation m ay include traditional re-active proposals for intake 
operation and treatm ent activities, but recom m endations should focus on pro-active actions both for 
catchm ent m anagem ent and intake operation.
The procedural fram ew ork defined this chapter will be used in the follow ing sections o f  the research 
to identify and test a clearly defined m ethodology that can be used to  assess the pollution risks to 
surface w ater public supply intakes.
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Chapter 6 
Hazard identification in the Upper Wharfe catchment (1): 
using historical data
6.1 Introduction
H azard identification is the initial and one o f  the m ost im portant stages o f  the risk assessm ent process. 
This chapter describes the identification o f  pollution hazards in a w ater supply catchm ent using 
historical data.
Section 6.2 in troduces the study catchm ent, its physical geography, and describes how this area was 
divided into hydrological sub-catchm ents to  facilitate the follow ing investigations. Section 6.3 
reports on the use o f  historical data  to identify potential pollution sources, hence creating an initial 
checklist o f  possible hazards as proposed in C hapter 5. The characteristics o f  the individual sub­
catchm ents are described as they form  the fundam ental drivers behind the potential pollution 
scenarios. H istorical data describing w ater quality trends and pollution incidents are then used to 
identify potential problem  issues w ithin the catchm ent. These secondary data w ere com bined with 
field surveys to  audit potential pollution sources.
6.2 The Upper Wharfe Catchment
6.2.1 Physical characteristics
The R iver W harfe rises close to  R ibblehead in the N orthern Pennines and its m ainstream  is form ed at 
the confluence o f  the O ughtershaw  and Langstro thdale B ecks at B eckerm onds (Environm ent 
Agency, 1997c). The river then flow s southw ards past K ettlew ell and G rassington, before turning 
east past Iikley, entering the  R iver Ouse 13km south w est o f  York. The study area o f  th is research is 
the U pper W harfe catchm ent (above the Lobw ood w ater supply intake, 9.5km  east o f  Skipton (NGR: 
SE 0755 5190)), as shown in F igure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1 Location of the Upper Wharfe catchment, North Yorkshire 
(showing Major roads and selected settlements)
The area under investigation (show n above) upstream  o f  the Lobw ood intake, is approxim ately 416 
km 2. The elevation o f  the land surface ranges from  80 to  700m above m ean sea level (a.s.l.), although 
m uch o f  the area is m ore than 600 m a.s.l. The average annual rainfall varies from about 600 mm  per 
year in the low er reaches to  2000 mm  per year around the headwaters. The predom inant geology o f  
the area is C arboniferous L im estone, w ith areas o f  M illstone Grit in the southern and eastern reaches. 
M uch o f  the catchm ent lies w ithin the Y orkshire D ales National Park and contains several Sites o f  
Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) including parts o f  the river itself.
6.2.2 Hydrology o f the Upper Wharfe catchment
The geology and topography o f  the catchm ent area have a significant im pact the hydrological 
response o f  the River W harfe. The lim estone sub-surface o f  the catchm ent affects both the baseflow 
and storm flow  com ponents o f  the R iver W harfe’s hydrograph. A  considerable proportion o f  the 
W harfe’s baseflow  discharge is directly fed from  groundw ater (Oakes, Pers Comm). V ariations in 
discharge (upstream  o f  G rim w ith reservoir) are therefore heavily influenced by the level o f  the local 
w ater table and variations in groundw ater flows.
In m any catchm ent areas, the overland flow  com ponent o f  a rainfall event dom inates the stormflow 
hydrograph. The fissured structure o f  lim estone lithology in areas such as W harfedale can also result 
in rapid throughflow  w ith flow  through the vadose (unsaturated) zone also contributing significantly 
to the rising limb o f  a hydrograph (Richards, 1982; Jennings, 1985). Such flow s are also considerably 
quicker than soil o r saturated zone throughflow  (Kirkby, 1978; H ardw ick & Gunn, 1996). The 
relationship betw een the hydrograph peak and w ater quality will be influenced by antecedent m oisture 
conditions and groundw ater and throughflow  characteristics (W alling & Foster, 1975).
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Subsurface flow  patterns w ithin the catchm ent are also influenced by the legacy o f  underground mine- 
w orkings (Environm ent Agency, 1997c) and flow  pathways are therefore very difficult to predict. 
Further dow nstream , the baseflow  o f  the river is partially regulated by the release o f  flow  from 
Grim w ith reservoir. This has the effect o f  ‘sm oothing’ the baseflow  hydrograph for the lower 
sections o f  the catchm ent, although storm  events still result in rapid rises in discharge.
The steep narrow  valleys coupled w ith rapid overland flow  and flows through underground fissures 
cause the river to  respond quickly to  rainfall events. Thus, storm flow  hydrographs for the river 
com m only have a steep rising limb. N um erous exam ples o f  this can be seen throughout 1996 in 
F igure 6.2 below. H ydrograph peaks typically lag six to  tw elve hours behind large rainfall events 
(Oakes, Pers Comm, Tarbotton, Pers Comm), w ith peak discharges o f  up to  70m3s '1.
Figure 6.2 River W harfe discharge hydrograph -  Mean Daily flows during 1996
at Addingham Weir
D espite the im portance o f  groundw ater contributions to  the R iver W harfe, the prim ary hydrological 
com ponent considered in this study is overland flow (see Section 7.2.1). The overland flow process 
has the greatest potential to  transport pollution hazards from  the land surface o f  the catchm ent to the 
intake site. It is hazards situated on the land surface and w ithin the soil layers o f  the catchm ent that 
can be influenced directly through catchm ent and land m anagem ent practices.
The R iver W harfe represents a m ajor w ater resource in the Y orkshire region There are two public 
w ater supply intakes in the catchm ent w ith a total licensed abstraction in excess o f  250 m egalitres per 
day (M id). The catchm ent also contains G rim w ith reservoir, the largest river regulating reservoir in 
the Y orkshire region, from  w hich w ater is released to  augm ent dow nstream  abstractions. Following 
abstraction at the Lobw ood intake, w ater is pum ped to  Chelker reservoir (1.5km  away) w here it is 
blended w ith  w ater from the Barden reservoirs.
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Som e o f  the w ater is pum ped to  Silsden Treatm ent W orks, treated  (by coagulation, filtration, 
d isinfection and pH  correction), and distributed for supply in the small tow n o f  Silsden. The majority 
o f  the w ater is pum ped from  C helker a further 19 kilom etres to Chellow  H eights W ater Treatm ent 
W orks (W TW ) w here is it blended w ith supplies from  the N idderdale catchm ents and Stubden 
reservoir. At Chellow  H eights W TW , alum inium  sulphate is added as a coagulant, follow ed by 
clarification (flocculation) in sedim entation tanks. The w ater is then filtered through ASG rapid 
gravity filters (containing anthracite, sand and gravel m edia), disinfected with chlorine and the pH 
corrected using lime. Since D ecem ber 1995 the w ater has also been dosed w ith orthophosphoric acid 
to  reduce plum bosolvency, controlling subsequent contam ination by lead pipes. Once treatm ent is 
com plete the w ater is distributed to  custom ers in B radford, Batley, D ew sbury and Cleckheaton, as 
well as supplying the  Y orkshire W ater grid system.
D ue to  the population o f  the areas supplied by Y orkshire W ater’s grid system, any contam ination o f 
the U pper W harfe raw  w ater supply has the potential to  affect a large num ber o f  the com pany’s 
dom estic and industrial custom ers.
6.2.3 Division into sub-catchments
In order the facilitate the analysis o f  historical and digital data w ithin the U pper W harfe catchm ent, 
the area w as divided into sub-catchm ents based on the m ajor tributary streams. The use o f  these sub­
catchm ents will also help in later investigations into relationships betw een catchm ent characteristics 
and w ater quality. This also allow s the sub-division o f  large digital data files into sub-catchm ent 
specific data sets, therefore considerably reducing the processing tim es required for GIS queries, 
analysis and display.
The sub-catchm ent polygons w ere created using the W INGS on-screen digitising facility (System s 
O ptions L td ., 1995). The 1:50,000 scale river netw ork and catchm ent boundary data (created by the 
Institu te o f  H ydrology) w ere displayed over the 1:50,000 scale O rdnance Survey (OS) raster 
background m aps and 1:50,000 scale contours. The m ajor tributary stream s w ere identified and the 
sub-catchm ent w atersheds estim ated from  the raster map features such as stream  netw orks and the 
contour features.
In the absence o f  surface slope tracing softw are such as the  techniques described by M cCorm ack et 
al. (1993) this m anual approach w as considered appropriate given the scale o f  the source data 
(1 :50,000). The ability to  align individual boundary links w ith m apped features and contour lines also 
enhances the process. Som e inaccuracies in the resultant boundaries are inevitable as a result o f 
errors in the source data and approxim ations resulting from  the digitising. Local surface conditions 
and geology will also influence the flow  pathw ays o f  the sm aller stream s (not shown on the 1:50,000 
m aps), although the sub-catchm ents should represent the m ajor hydrological w atersheds in term s o f  
surface flows.
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The eleven sub-catchment areas (named after tributary streams or geographical features within the 
areas) are shown in Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.3 Sub-catchment areas of the Upper W harfe
The upper reaches o f  the catchment (Littondale and Langstrothdale) are characterised by pastureland 
and open moorland, with upland sheep farming dominating the land use. Further downstream, cattle 
grazing is more common and the catchments are traversed by several major roads (e.g. A65, A59). 
Figure 6.4 shows the land cover o f  the sub-catchments, based on the Institute o f  Terrestrial Ecology 
25m Land Cover map o f Great Britain.
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Figure 6.4 Land Cover in the Upper Wharfe sub-catchment areas
1TE Land
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Inland water 
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Suburban /  Rural D eve lopm en t
T ille d  Land
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U p land  Bog
Figure 6.4 clearly shows the predominance o f  upland bog and bracken, moorland shrub and grasses, 
together with large areas o f  managed pasture and grassland. This is associated with the sheep farming 
seen in this area. Significant amounts o f  woodland are also evident in the upper reaches o f the 
catchment area. In terms o f pollution risk therefore, initial study o f the land cover data suggest that 
water quality problems associated with forestry, upland soil characteristics and grazing animals may 
be experienced in this area. A summary o f  the physical characteristics o f each o f  the eleven sub­
catchment areas is given in Table 6.1 below.
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Table 6.1 Physical characteristics of the 11 sub-catchments in the Upper Wharfe
Sub­
catchment
Area
(km2)
Length o f  
stream  
(km)
Drainage 
density 
(km /  km2)
Dominant
geology
Dominant 
land use
Dominant 
soil type
Other major 
features (e.g. 
urban areas)
Upper &
Barden 13.78 6.19 0.45 Millstone Grit Moor Peat
Lower
Barden
reservoirs
Grimwith 35.85 15.89 0.44 Millstone Grit Moor
Surface 
water gley
Grimwith
reservoir
Halton 14.52 9.19 0.63
Carboniferous
Limestone
Pasture
Surface 
water gley
Howgill 17.17 5.09 0.3 Millstone Grit
Pasture / 
moor
Surface 
water gley
Kex Beck 14.26 5.56 0.39 Millstone Grit
Pasture / 
moor
Surface 
water gley
Langstrothdale 102 41.76 0.41
Carboniferous 
Limestone, 
some 
Millstone Grit
Moor Surface water gley
Kettlewell & 
Starbotton 
villages
Littondale 85.59 40.8 0.48
Carboniferous
Limestone
Moor Lithomorphic
Arncliffe
village
Main River 1 84.52 26.42 0.31
Carboniferous
Limestone
Pasture / 
moor
Lilhomorphic Grassington
town
Main River 2 14.18 6.03 0.43 Millstone Grit
Pasture / 
moor
Surface 
water gley
Main River 3 22.1 6.2 0.28 Millstone Grit
Moor / 
pasture
Surface 
water gley
Main River 4 3.66 0.57 0.15 Millstone Grit Pasture
Surface 
water gley
Chelker
reservoir
Further details o f how the physical characteristics o f  these sub-catchments relate to water quality are 
given in later chapters.
6.3 Initial hazard identification from historical data and catchment audits
As discussed in Chapter 5, historical records o f  water quality can inform risk assessors o f  the potential 
sources o f  pollution within a catchment area. Historical records may also have a role in the initial 
scoping o f  the hazard identification process in order the focus the assessment on those issues of 
particular importance at an individual intake site. There is a need to identify both discrete pollution 
incidents and the background fluctuations in water quality that may affect potable abstractions. This 
section assess the potential o f  a number o f  historical data sources to identify these hazards. The data 
investigated are from widely available sources to enable the generic application o f  such approaches to 
other catchment areas. General river quality assessments are investigated, as are results from routine 
monitoring carried out at the intake, and pollution incident records.
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6.3.1 W ater quality history of the upper River Wharfe
The upper reaches o f  the River Wharfe are monitored at several points by the Environment Agency. 
W ater samples are assessed against the chemical GQA (General Quality Assessment) standards, 
grading water according to dissolved oxygen levels, biochemical oxygen demand and total ammonia. 
Within the study area the whole river except one tributary was graded as Class 1A (very good) in the 
1995 assessment. The remaining tributary (Hambleton Beck) was categorised as Class 2 - fair 
(Environment Agency, 1997c). The location o f the major Environment Agency sampling points 
together with the GQA grading o f  each river reach for 1995 are shown in Figure 6.5. Between 1990 
and 1995, much o f  the river was unclassified, however a few reaches were classified as fair and a 
number o f  tributaries were categorised as class C or 3 (poor). Thus a small improvement in the 
overall quality o f  the river is evident in the 1995 results. Before 1990, water quality was assessed 
against the National W ater Classification system, the precursor to the GQA system, again ranging 
from 1A (very good) to 4 (polluted). The majority o f the defined river reaches in the Upper Wharfe 
were classed as 1 A, with only Flambleton Beck classed as category 2. No GQA assessment has been 
carried out since 1995.
Figure 6.5 Environment Agency sample points and 1995 GQA grades in the Upper Wharfe
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These data show that the quality o f  the Upper Wharfe is generally very good, as illustrated by the 
considerable stretches o f  Class 1A river. However, GQA data give little indication o f either any 
seasonal fluctuations in water quality or o f  pollution scenarios that may be experienced in a particular 
catchment. It is much more suited to broad-scale comparisons o f  general water quality on regional or 
national scales. The summary information available from GQA grades is not therefore suitable for 
identifying pollution hazards in discrete catchment areas. More detailed information is required.
Archived water quality data for individual sample points within the Upper Wharfe is held by the 
Environment Agency and YWS. These data were investigated to assess whether they have a potential 
use in the identification o f  events that may affect potable supply abstractions. To highlight 
parameters that may present a hazard to such abstractions, the data were compared to standards 
stipulated in the 1989 Surface W ater (Classification) and the 1989 W ater Supply (Water Quality) 
Regulations. These regulations were identified in Chapter 4 as suitable indicators o f hazard presence. 
The DW2 values were used for comparisons to the Surface W ater (Classification) Regulations due to 
the treatment processes in place at the works fed from the Lobwood river intake, as described above 
(HMSO, 1989a).
Raw water quality data held by the Environment Agency was obtained for four key sites upstream o f 
the Lobwood intake for the period 1991 to 1996. In general most parameters monitored were well 
below the values stipulated for raw waters to be abstracted for use as potable water. At the 
downstream site, levels o f  lead approaching the raw water standards were experienced, indicating a 
potential pollution hazard. The sources o f  this contaminant should therefore be investigated and 
identified. Alkalinity and hardness values found in the river were well in excess o f the drinking water 
standards as would be expected from a limestone catchment. However, as liming and pH correction is 
involved in the treatment processes, these parameters are considered to be o f  minimal risk to drinking 
water quality. Changes in alkalinity or hardness in the catchment may however affect the 
mobilisation o f other elements such as trace metals, consequently affecting treatment costs and 
efficiencies.
YWS records o f  water quality during 1995 at the Lobwood intake were compared to the standards 
stipulated in the water quality regulations in order to give an initial indication o f  potential problems 
that may be experienced. Raw water at the intake site is sampled approximately three times a week. 
Samples are analysed for the eight parameters seen in Figure 6.6 plus Ammonia-N. Levels o f  
Ammonia-N were frequently below the limit o f detection during 1995, with only 10 samples having 
measurable quantities. The maximum level detected during 1995 was 0.05 m g f1 which is well below 
the 1.5 m g f1 level set in the Surface W ater Regulations and 0.5 m gf1 as stipulated by the standards 
for treated drinking water. Ammonia-N may indicate the presence o f  other potential pollutants and 
may therefore warrant further investigation.
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In Figure 6.6, the variation o f water quality parameters (shaded grey area) are plotted against the 
standards set in the surface water regulations (red line) and the drinking water supply regulations 
(solid black line). Where one o f  the lines is omitted from the graph no standard is stipulated for that 
parameter in the related regulations. The standard for pH in drinking water has a minimum o f 5.5 and 
a maximum o f 9.5, hence the two lines shown in Figure 6.6 c).
Levels o f discoloration seen in the raw intake water during 1995 (Figure 6.6a) were frequently above 
the 20 Hazen unit standard o f the water supply regulations. Although levels did not reach the 
maximum permissible level for DW2 raw waters o f  100 Hazen units, values o f  more than 50 Hazen 
were commonly seen during the late summer and autumn months. The discoloration o f water could 
therefore prove a potential problem especially if  difficulties were experienced with treatment 
processes, as levels in the raw supplies are consistently too high for drinking water. Factors 
promoting the discoloration o f  water in the catchment (especially during the summer and autumn 
months) therefore warrant further investigation and should be investigated in any risk assessment o f 
this intake site.
Figure 6.6 Quality of raw water at the Lobwood intake during 1995 compared to the 1989 
W ater Supply (W ater Quality) and 1975 Surface W ater (Classification) Regulations
a) Colour (Hazen units) b) Turbidity (FTU)
04/01105 15/0265 22/03j95 21/04(95 01/06(95 30/06(95 04/08,95 08/09(95 16/1065 20/11/65
(Source: YWS raw water daily monitoring samples)
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Figure 6.6 continued.
c) pH (max 9.5, min 5.5) d) Conductivity (|aS c m 1)
e) Aluminium (m gl'1) f) Iro n (m g r')
04/01 £5 20/02/95 30/03/85 10/05/95 28/06/95 04/08J95 14/09/95 01/11/95 19/12/95
g) Manganese (m gl'1) h) Total coliforms (per 100ml)
(Source: YWS raw water daily monitoring samples)
Turbidity levels during 1995 were below the 4 FTU (formazin turbidity units) level for drinking water 
for much o f  the year, but peaked at higher levels on numerous occasions (Figure 6.6b). One such 
sample has a turbidity o f ten times the acceptable level in drinking water. As with discoloration, the 
potential therefore exists for turbidity problems in drinking water to be experienced as a result o f high 
levels in raw waters, but with the major potential impacts being on treatment process efficiency and 
costs.
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Turbidity is often considered as an indicator for other potential pollutants as highly turbid water can 
indicate an increase in overland flow in the catchment (and hence the mobilisation o f polluting 
material).
Hydrogen ion (pH) levels at the intake are well within the drinking water standards (Figure 6.6c). No 
standards are stipulated for raw waters as the pH is changed to optimise the performance o f  several 
stages o f the treatment process. Levels o f  conductivity (Figure 6.6d) are considerably less than the 
drinking water standards (the annual average must not exceed 1500 |aS cm '1) and do not indicate the 
presence o f a hazard to supply quality.
High levels o f  Aluminium, Iron and Manganese are seen at the intake site and could potentially affect 
supplies (Figures 6.6e -  g). Aluminium peaked above the O.Zmgl'1 level stipulated in the drinking 
water regulations on several occasions (no standard is set for raw waters). Iron and Manganese also 
exceeded their respective drinking water standards on several occasions and Manganese peaked above 
the 0.1 mgl'1 stipulated for raw waters. Factors causing elevated levels o f these metals in river water 
at this site should therefore be investigated further.
Coliform levels are consistently above the standard for drinking water (0 coliforms per 100ml) and 
peaked well in excess o f the raw water standard (set only in the EC Directive not the resulting UK 
Regulations) on one occasion (Figure 6.6h). Potential sources o f  coliform bacteria should also be 
investigated further.
The variations in riverine concentrations o f  several parameters over a short period o f  time discussed 
above, has indicated some o f the potential causes for concern in the catchment. A number o f water 
quality issues have been identified and investigation into their sources recommended in later stages of 
the hazard identification. Hazard identification from historical records o f routine monitoring 
programmes is however constrained by the limited number o f  parameters that are routinely monitored 
at intake sites. M ore intensive monitoring o f known risk parameters following a risk assessment 
could help reduce this problem.
The following parameters have been identified as potential pollutants requiring further investigation: 
aluminium, colour, iron, manganese, lead and faecal bacteria (coliforms). The potential impact o f 
overland flow events has also been highlighted. Whilst these indications o f  ‘background’ levels o f  
water quality are useful in the identification o f  several parameters as potential hazards, these data do 
not inform us o f  the nature or sources o f  actual pollution events. In order to address this shortfall, 
information about discrete pollution incidents was also considered in the scoping o f  the hazard 
identification stage.
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6.3.2 Pollution incidents in the Upper Wharfe catchment
As discussed in Chapter 2, the reporting o f surface water pollution incidents has varied widely in 
recent years. The Environment Agency currently hold three different databases o f  pollution incidents 
for the study area. The first covers the period from the creation o f  the NRA (m id-1989) to the end of 
1993 and the second from the beginning o f 1994 to m id-1995. The third database covers the period 
from the start o f 1995 to  the present, overlapping the second for a period o f  several months (Lambert, 
1996). Chapter 2 concluded that catchment specific data are required in order to identify pollution 
hazards to supply intakes. Incident data must therefore be spatially referenced. Early pollution 
incident records are only available as summary information but these can be queried at the major 
catchment scale. In the area covered by the North East region o f  the Environment Agency geo­
referenced pollution incident data are only available from the April 1994 and are in two separate 
formats representing the two reporting periods.
For incidents prior to 1994, only summary data are available, reporting the number o f pollution 
incidents in the catchment area by their source, as shown in Figure 6.7. Whilst this information is 
limited in detail and covers the whole o f the Wharfe catchment, it is o f use at this stage for the initial 
scoping o f the hazard identification process as it indicates the major types o f pollution present in the 
catchment. Major /  severe incidents are o f  particular interest as these represent incidents which may 
result in the closure o f potable supply intakes (see Chapter 2 for further definitions).
Figure 6.7 clearly shows the impact o f  agriculture, and in particular cattle, on water quality in the 
catchment. Agricultural sources account for some 15% o f all incidents, and a large proportion (45%) 
o f  all severe incidents between 01/07/89 and 31/12/93 were from cattle related sources. The potential 
hazard posed by waste water activities is highlighted by the large number o f  pollution incidents from 
both sewage treatment and sewerage sources. The significant proportion o f incidents classed as 
‘other’ or ‘miscellaneous’ (37% o f all incidents and 22% o f severe ones) indicates an inherent 
weakness in the summary data. Some 158 incidents remain unclassified, providing no indication of 
their possible sources or impacts on water quality.
No consideration is given to non-point sources unless a direct impact on the river has been caused. 
These data only refer to pollution incidents for which a source has been identified and do not consider 
the contribution o f  contaminated runoff known to cause problems in upland areas (Mitchell, 1991).
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Figure 6.7 Surface water pollution incidents in the River Wharfe by source
(01/07/89 to 31/12/93)
a ) A l l  in c id e n ts  ( to ta l 4 1 2 )
b) Agricultural incidents (60)
Sheep dip0%
Piggery
5%
Cattle silage 
17%
c) Severe incidents (9)
Cattle
34%
(Source: Lambert -  Pers Comm)
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Consideration o f these summary data therefore suggests a number o f potential hazards in the Wharfe 
catchment, primarily cattle farming and silage making, waste water collection and treatment, and oil 
spillage /  contamination (13% o f  incidents). However, these data give no indication o f  the precise 
geographical location o f  the primary hazard source areas.
Since April 1994 pollution incident reports have included national grid references enabling their 
spatial distribution to be investigated. This was done by importing the data in the M aplnfo GIS. 
Pollution incident data were originally obtained from the Environment Agency as hard copy printouts. 
Those incidents with a grid reference within the catchment boundary were then inputted to a 
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet where the grid references were converted for use in the national co­
ordinate system. Using M aplnfo, point features were created from the co-ordinate columns and 
mapped. Attribute information describing the incident date, location, watercourse affected, category, 
cause and precise sources were stored in the associated M aplnfo table.
M aplnfo was used for this because o f  its capacity to  read data directly from an Excel spreadsheet and 
create point features from the columns o f  X and Y co-ordinates automatically. The display o f these 
features in WINGS would involve the creation and editing o f  several text files, the manual creation of 
point features and attribute designation. Using this approach the data layer can be transferred between 
the software automatically using MIFMERGE - a program that converts M aplnfo import/export files 
( * . M I F )  to WINGS import files ( * . IM P )  for use in WINGS. The location o f  pollution incidents 
occurring in the Upper Wharfe catchment during 1994 and 1995 is shown in Figure 6.8.
Figure 6.8 Pollution incidents in the Upper Wharfe 1994 -  1995
(by source)
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A significant number o f  these incidents were from sources in or near domestic properties. The 
majority o f  these were located around Grassington, the largest village in the study area. 
Contamination from domestic properties also occurred in the headwater villages o f  Kettlewell and 
Starbotton, as well as in less populated areas adjacent to tributary streams. Pollution from industrial 
premises occurred in three o f  the tributary streams, two o f which were oil related and the third 
unclassified. The premises associated with these spills are not named in the incident records available 
and the location given is the site o f  the reported pollution, not the exact source.
In accordance with the information gained from the summary data (for 1989-1993) the main pollution 
problems are sewage, cattle sources on farms and oil spills. Interestingly there was one incident of 
natural river turbidity (noted in the previous discussion o f  general water quality), that was considered 
severe enough to  be reported as a pollution incident.
Pollution incident data from the third database (1st January 1995 to 30lh July 1997) no longer contains 
reference to the precise source o f  the incident, but does group incidents by sub-types (Figure 6.9). 
These sub-types again illustrate the variety o f pollution sources in the catchment and give some 
indication o f the location o f pollution hazards.
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Figure 6.9 Pollution incidents in the Upper W harfe 1995 - 1997
(by sub-type)
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The impact o f  agricultural sources such as cattle slurry, yard washings and silage liquor is once again 
evident from these data. The main other pollution types are oils and sewage /  sewerage sources. The 
sub-type o f  a large number o f  the incidents were not identified, giving no indication o f the 
contaminating material, the severity o f  pollution or their possible sources.
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Pollution incidents in the Upper Wharfe appear to be concentrated in the Main River 1 sub-catchment 
area. This is likely to be because Grassington village, the largest in the study area, is within this sub­
catchment. The potential for pollution incidents to be reported by residents and visitors is therefore 
much greater in this more densely populated area.
The reliance o f  previous studies (such as that by Cole et al., 1988) on historical data was criticised in 
previous chapters as historical records only identify known hazards. In the Upper Wharfe the 
additional problem o f  data reliability has meant that information describing previous pollution 
scenarios is limited to a little over two years. Prior to this period pollution sources were largely 
unknown or poorly reported in the summarised data and inferences from routine water quality 
monitoring are the only indicator o f  the spatial distribution o f water quality problems.
Pollution incident data available from the Environment Agency give no indication o f non-point 
sources, nor o f  potential hazards that have not been witnessed as actual incidents in a watercourse. 
The use o f  pollution incident data as they currently exist is therefore limited to highlighting a 
selection o f  potential types and locations o f  pollution seen historically. In addition, the grid reference 
location shows where the pollution was reported in the river and does not identify the actual source 
which may be some distance upstream. Pollution incident data are not therefore suitable for 
identifying all areas o f  potential hazard to water quality.
6.3.3 Catchment auditing exercises
In the initial stages o f  the project several visits were made to the catchment area, during which 
physical inspections o f  the land were carried out in order to identify potential sources o f  water 
pollution. As was evident from the historical data, the primary pollution hazards are posed by 
agricultural activities due to  the dominance o f this land cover type in the catchment. The following 
hazards were also noted in the catchment area:
•  Fish farming
• Caravan parks
• Road network
• Parking areas
• Quarrying
•  Forestry
•  Urban areas
The villages in the study area were investigated in turn and the location o f  any sites considered to 
pose a potential pollution hazard (e.g. petrol stations) were noted. These point sources are used in 
later hazard mapping exercises (see Chapter 7). In addition, the catchment area was searched using 
the Electronic Yellow Pages (available via the Internet). No industrial sites were found apart from 
Swinden quarry. Interrogation o f  the public listing o f  Integrated Pollution Control (1PC) registered
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sites listed only the quarry in the study area (again accessible via the Internet). No reported releases 
to water have occurred at this site to date.
The search for industrial premises was particularly easy in this catchment due its rural nature. If a 
more urbanised catchment were to  be assessed, the use o f postcode address files combined with the 
relevant postcode sectors would identify all industrial and commercial premises within a catchment 
boundary.
6.4 Summary
Historical records have been used to give an initial indication o f potential pollution scenarios in the 
Upper Wharfe catchment. Records o f  water quality for the river reaches, obtained from the 
Environment Agency can be compared to parameters stipulated in the Environment Agency’s 
classification system and for drinking water. No information about possible pollution threats can be 
gleaned from the general classifications assigned by the Environment Agency as these indicate the 
overall condition o f  the river water. M ore detailed investigation o f  historical records is therefore 
required. The best approach to  the initial scoping o f hazard identification was found to be the 
comparison o f  historical quality records with standards set in the various water quality regulations 
introduced in previous chapters. However, this is constrained by the limited number o f parameters 
that are routinely monitored at intake sites. More intensive monitoring o f known risk parameters 
following a successful risk assessment exercise could help reduce this problem.
Early pollution incident records are only available as summary information but can be queried at the 
catchment scale, therefore providing some indication o f  the pollution history o f  a river catchment. 
Grid-referenced data are available for incidents since July 1994 and the reporting format was only 
standardised in 1995. This has limited the analysis o f geo-referenced data to a period o f just over two 
years. This information can be used to give an indication o f  the types o f  pollutants recently 
experienced in the catchment and help define the scope o f hazard identification activities. Pollution 
incident data also have the potential to provide information about hazard probability. This is 
investigated further in Chapter 9.
Chapter 2 identified a number o f  drinking water pollutants that are o f  national and regional 
significance, namely pesticides, faecal bacteria, Cryptosporidia, manganese, polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons (PAHs) and trihalomethanes (THMs). In addition, the study o f  catchment-specific 
historical data in this section has identified several additional parameters for concern (discoloration, 
lead, aluminium, iron, manganese and pollution incidents from agricultural, oil and sewage sources).
Together with the catchment auditing exercises briefly described above, this has lead to  the following 
list o f  potential pollution hazards in the Upper Wharfe catchment (Table 6.2).
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Table 6.2 Potential pollution hazards & parameters for concern
Agricultural
Animal pens - faecal material Cryptosporidium spp.
Storage o f  agricultural chemicals Crop spraying (pesticides & fertilisers)
Sheep-dips (phenolics & pesticides) Silage stores (phenolics)
Surface runoff from fields (pesticides & Yard washing (bacteria, Cryptosporidium,
fertilisers) pesticides)
Milk spillage
Industrial
Illegal discharges Consented discharges
Land-fill leachates Chemical stores (fire damage, leaks etc)
General
Road traffic accidents Storm drains /  combined sewer overflows
Leachate from soak-aways STW discharges
Surface runoff from roads Illegal dumping o f wastes (chemical drums,
animal carcasses etc.)
Drainage from mines Drainage from storm sewers & drains
Caravan / Camping sites Car parks
W ater discoloration Aluminium
Manganese pH
Iron Lead
Mine spoil Natural sediment / erosion o f floodplain areas
Precipitation inputs
The approach o f  previous studies (such as that by Cole et al., 1988) which relied heavily on the use of 
historical data has proved to be unsuitable for the Upper Wharfe, with historical records only 
supplying sufficient information for pollution hazards to  be theorised or at best summarised. As with 
all predictions based on historical data, only pollution hazards that have been previously witnessed 
can be identified. Historical information is o f  some use in clarifying the scope o f a pollution risk 
assessment, and identifies those parameters that should definitely be included in any assessment. 
However, this approach fails to identify the actual sources o f hazards or give sufficient flexibility to 
identify as many potential pollution hazards as possible. The need for more detailed hazard 
identification techniques has therefore been clearly illustrated.
There is therefore a need to widen the scope o f  the hazard identification process beyond the study o f 
historical records to avoid the failings o f  past studies caused by incomplete data. In order to identify 
as many o f the potential pollution hazards as possible the following chapter considers the actual 
physical characteristics o f  the catchment area. For reasons o f practicality, these are broadly based 
around the types o f  contamination seen in the historical records studied above, and problems 
experienced in similar upland catchments.
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Chapter 7 
Hazard identification in the Upper Wharfe catchment (2): 
using digital data & mapping
7.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the GIS-based approaches used in the identification o f  various point and non­
point source pollution hazards in the Upper Wharfe catchment area. Particular emphasis is placed on 
the creation o f Source Trees (introduced in Chapter 5) and using digital data within a GIS 
environment to automate the hazard identification process. GIS based hazard mapping has not been 
conducted for water quality parameters previously, but is potentially a very powerful tool. 
Throughout the chapter, the GIS techniques used are described to demonstrate the potential o f  GIS- 
based hazard identification.
Two geographic information systems have been used in this study, M aplnfo Professional™ (Version 
4.0) and W INGS™  (Version 2.4.1). Both systems operate under Microsoft Windows and were used 
with the W indows 95 operating system on a desktop Pentium PC. Whilst WINGS is an established 
package in use within YWS, its fundamental capabilities are only just being expanded beyond digital 
mapping and basic spatial querying. Maplnfo provides more advanced spatial analysis tools and is 
therefore expected to have greater potential for the creation and analysis o f  catchment hazard maps.
There is little evidence o f  GIS-based water quality hazard mapping of this variety in the literature (see 
only Breach et al, 1994, Smith et al, 1996, Foster et al, 1997 and Foster & McDonald, 1998). 
However, this represents a significant potential application o f environmental digital data. The digital 
data used in the hazard identification stages were obtained from the Yorkshire Water GISLAB 
initiative described in Chapter 3. These include data describing river networks and catchments, land 
cover, agricultural census data, topography, road networks, soil data, point features describing 
discharges and camping sites, and OS vector and raster maps o f  various scales. Addition digital files 
were created within the GIS packages from machine readable and hard copy information supplied by 
various organisations including the Environment Agency and Edinburgh Data Library. A 
comprehensive list o f the data, their coverage, resolution (scale), licensing agreements, data types and 
associated attributes is given in Appendix A. These data are used to create hazard maps from the 
source trees developed for each water quality parameter.
The performance o f Y W S’ GISLAB application (built on a WINGS GIS platform) and Maplnfo GIS 
are compared in section 7.3 and conclusions drawn as to the suitability o f  their use for catchment 
scale hazard identification.
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In the concluding section, the potential o f  GIS software and techniques for hazard identification are 
discussed and the characteristics o f  the hazard maps created for the Upper Wharfe catchment 
summarised.
7.2 Source Trees & GIS-based hazard mapping
The previous chapter identified numerous parameters o f concern to water supply abstractions from the 
Upper Wharfe catchment. In addition to the previous approaches, GIS-based hazard identification 
can be used to identify specific areas that may be the source o f known problems, and also identify 
other potential hazards from a knowledge-base o f  problems experienced in other upland catchments. 
For example, whilst neither Cryptosporidium nor phenolic compounds have been routinely detected 
this far upstream in the River Wharfe, contamination is known to exist in similar upland areas of 
Yorkshire (see for example, Mitchell, 1992, Foster & McDonald, 1996 and Marshall, 1997). The 
catchment characteristics likely to  cause such contamination can therefore be used to identify source 
areas for parameters about which no historical data are available. This represents a considerable 
advantage over the use o f historical data, (the approach used by previous authors) and addresses one 
o f  the major weaknesses o f  such approaches as identified in Chapter 4. The hazard identification 
stage could therefore be extended to consider all 56 parameters o f  the 1989 Water Supply (W ater 
Quality) Regulations. However, in this case, the parameters considered are limited by the types of 
digital data available at reasonable cost. In addition, limiting the assessment to key parameters to 
demonstrate the methodology will also enable verification fieldwork to be carried out.
The parameters being considered in this chapter represent a combination o f  the contaminants 
identified in Chapter 6 and those experienced in other upland catchments. These are: 
Cryptosporidium; pesticides; oils & greases; colour; trace metals; faecal bacteria; lead; nutrients; 
and phenolic compounds.
Source trees are used to relate the characteristics o f  the sub-catchment areas to potential water quality 
hazards. In this way the areas o f  land that are o f particular concern can be identified and mapped 
using the GIS. This potentially allows risk mitigation strategies to be targeted at the key areas (see 
later chapters). The source trees form the basis o f  the GIS data models, identifying the necessary data 
layers and how they are combined. Where generic, published values (such as infection or application 
rates) exist these are used to help quantify the relative importance o f contributory factors and hence 
sources areas. GIS overlay and map algebra techniques are used to combine these data to produce 
the hazard maps. The aim o f  this approach is not to quantify exact amounts reaching the river or 
model flows to the intake site, but to look at the relative contribution o f  potential source areas in terms 
o f  their level o f  hazard.
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7.2.1 Runoff Potential Index
A key factor governing the impact o f  diffuse pollution hazards present on the land surface is the 
y g  sponse o f  a catchment area. The nature o f  water movement around the catchment will
b f  h A \ lty r thC SUrfaCC 3nd gr° undwater' and subsequent abstractions downstream. A 
y gical processes operate in a river catchment These include runoff across the land
ace (overland flow), seepage int0 the soil layers and to groundwater (infiltration) and lateral 
movement through the ground f t h m , ^  ^
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th g  0> any hazar£,s present on the catchment surface Hazards located on or near
these areas will therefore have orator ,
, P n ia to cause an impact on the downstream water quality,
and consequently the supply intake.
s influenced by a number o f  parameters, the most important o f which are the slope of
e permeability o f  the land surface. Precipitation is the driving force behind catchment 
y  r o o g y  an d  m u s t a ls o  b e  ta k e n  in to  c o n s id e ra tio n  w h e n  d e te rm in in g  th e  p o te n tia l fo r  r u n o f f  to  
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before reaching a watercourse A runoff p„,e„ ,ial indKt (RPI) has , herefore been ^  on
geographic variables determined from the digital data, namely effective rainfall, soil 
p ^  ea i ity, average slope and proximity to  a watercourse, as shown in the diagram below (Figure
Figure 7.1 Components of the Runoff Potential Index (RPI)
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The runoff potential index (RPI) o f  an area o f land is defined on an ordinal ranking scale o f five 
points, as follows:
RPI ranking of: 1 = very low runoff potential /  no data
2 = low runoff potential
3 = moderate runoff potential
4 = high runoff potential
5 = very high runoff potential
The effective annual rainfall data were ranked into five categories, as were average slope1, and 
proximity to a watercourse and then combined using Maplnfo. The soil permeability ranking was 
based on the description given in the Hydrology o f Soil Type (HOST) classification as defined by 
Boorman, Hollis & Lilly (1991) and was again represented on a five point scale. The rationale o f the 
ranking o f  HOST classes was that soils described as having freely drained surface layers, high 
permeability and moderate to high subsurface storage capacities were ranked 1 (very low) for surface 
runoff. W ater-logged or permanently wet soils with negligible subsurface storage capacities were 
ranked 5 (very high) for surface runoff potential. The full range o f  ranks and descriptions o f  soil 
HOST codes is given in Appendix B.
The ranking boundary values used in the creation o f the RPI are shown in Table 7.1 below. Five 
equal ranges o f  rainfall data were selected from those seen in Wharfedale. This was based on the 
1941-1970 long term average and whilst not ideal, it represents the most recent data available in 
digital format. For the slope values, the boundaries o f the lower rankings were derived from literature 
on catchment characteristics and water quality (Boon et al., 1988; Mitchell & McDonald, 1995) with 
the remaining classes forming roughly equal category sizes up to 32°, beyond which the slope is 
considered to be the dominant factor. A watercourse is as defined by the 1:50,000 Institute o f 
Hydrology digital data. Proximity ranks were determined by creating buffers around the rivers data. 
M aplnfo can then select cells within these buffer regions (based on the position o f  the cell centroid).
Table 7.1 Rank classification boundary values for components of the RPI
Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3 Rank 4 Rank 5
(Very low) (Low) (Moderate) (High) (Very high)
Effective rainfall 
(mm y r ')
4 2 4 -6 1 8 6 1 9 -8 1 3 81 4 -1 0 0 8 1009- 1204 1205- 1399
Slope (degrees) > = 0  and < 8
>=8 
and <16
>= 16 
and <24
>=24 
and <32
<NCOIIA
HOST data 1,2, 3 ,5 4, 16,
6, 7, 10, 14, 18, 20,21, 9, 12, 15,25, 26,
(HOST classes) 17, 19 8, 13,22, 23,24 27, 29
Proximity to watercourse 
(m)
1500-5000 5 0 0 -  1500 100 -5 0 0 11- 100 0 - 1 0
1 Average slope was determined by creating a Triangular Irregular Network (TIN) surface from the 
1:50,000 OS contour data using ARC/INFO.
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The individual ranks for each area o f  land were then summed to give an overall ranking o f  runoff 
potential (RPI) o f between 4 and 20. These are calculated for the smallest spatial unit o f  the datasets 
used, the slope TIN, in order to minimise the spatial approximations. Some approximations were 
unavoidable as data o f  various resolutions were being combined so coarser scale data are subdivided 
by those o f  finer resolution. An example o f  the spatial variability in RPI values in part o f Upper 
Wharfedale can be seen in Figure 7.2. The RPI ranking developed here is specific to the Upper 
Wharfe catchment as the rainfall ranks are based on local maxima and minima. For the RPI to be 
truly generic, data would be required for the whole region and/or country, depending on the area of 
application.
Figure 7.2 Runoff Potential Index (RPI) for part of the Upper Wharfe catchment
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From Figure 7.2 the impact o f  local slope angle on runoff' potential can be seen in the tributary 
valleys, where the high RPI values show the steep valley sides. Closer to the main river channel, 
shallow-sloping floodplain areas highlight the influence o f  soil type on the potential for runoff. In 
these areas the larger scale (100m) soil data dominate the map, highlighting one o f the initial 
problems found when using data o f varying scales from a number o f  sources However, even within 
these areas, the importance o f  slope, rainfall and proximity on the RPI values is shown by the red 
flecked areas within the grey ‘blocks’.
The RPI is similar in principle to the approach taken in the development o f the Farm Animal Pollution 
Risk M anagement System (FARMS). FARMS, developed by WRc, provides a national view o f 
pollution potential from livestock farming (Woodrow, 1993). However, FARMS was intended only 
to give a national ranking o f large scale catchments so that further investigations could be carried out 
on the ground.
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The data used in the study were coarse in spatial resolution due to the large volumes o f computer 
storage space required for a national dataset. The FARMS project did not consider risks other than 
the impacts o f  slurry spreading in rural catchments (Oakes, 1996 - Pers Comm.) and did not take into 
account proximity to a watercourse as a variable when estimating the runoff potential o f  a particular 
area of land.
The RPI is fundamental to the hazard mapping carried out in the following sections, highlighting 
those areas o f  land from which hazards are most likely to reach the watercourse.
7.2.2 Cryptosporidium  
Introduction and background
Cryptosporidium parvum is a protozoan parasite that can cause self-limiting diarrhoea in human and 
animal populations. Cattle and sheep are particularly susceptible to infection and can excrete large 
numbers (>1010 animal'1 day '1) o f  cryptosporidial oocysts onto catchment areas (Kay & McDonald, 
1991). The oocysts are environmentally robust, spore-like forms 4-6|im  in diameter that may readily 
enter raw water supplies from catchments but are extremely difficult to remove by conventional 
drinking water treatment. Children and elderly people are most affected by the resultant disease, 
cryptosporidiosis, and fatalities may occur in immuno-suppressed populations. This disease is 
believed to  have an effective dose as low as ten oocysts (Smith, 1992).
Cryptosporidium therefore represents a diffuse source o f  pollution that is a major potential hazard to 
public health through the contamination o f  water supplies obtained from British upland catchments, 
primarily due to the large numbers o f cattle and sheep grazing in these areas. Seager et al (1992) 
describe the identification o f  areas at high risk from farm wastes pollution by combining animal 
stocking densities, climate, soil type and catchment topography. A similar approach is taken here.
No enumeration o f  protozoan oocysts is required by the 1989 W ater Supply (Water Quality) 
Regulations, but as they are more resistant to contemporary treatment processes, the absence o f other 
faecal bacteria cannot be relied upon to indicate their absence.
Present knowledge o f  potential source areas
Cryptosporidium oocysts are deposited on the ground in animal faeces and subsequently washed off 
the land surface by overland flow events. At the time o f writing, concerns about Cryptosporidium 
contamination o f  groundwater is increasing following an outbreak o f cryptosporidiosis in the UK 
believed to be linked to borehole water. In this study however, transport by overland flow is assumed 
to be the major input mechanism for Cryptosporidium oocysts contaminating surface waters, with 
throughflow and groundwater inputs o f  Cryptosporidium being minimal. This has been illustrated by 
other work in the Wharfe catchment (Marshall, 1996).
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Building o f  Source Tree & CilS data modeI
The production o f  a Source Tree has two roles. Firstly, to facilitate the GIS-based modelling of 
pollution hazard and secondly to  ensure that as many possible hazard sources are considered. The 
creation o f  source trees for Cryptosporidium considers all possible sources o f the known causal 
activity -  the production o f animal faecal waste. Both point and non-point sources o f  these inputs 
may exist within a catchment as shown in the Source Tree in Figure 7.3a).
Figure 7.3 a) Cryptosporidium Source Tree
GIS-based modelling o f Cryptosporidium source areas has not been attempted previously. In this case 
it is carried out through the combination o f  several spatial data sets as illustrated by the data model in 
Figure 7.3b). The most recent Agricultural Census data available digitally for the study area (1995) 
were taken and the number and type o f  farm animals in each 2km by 2km grid square extracted from 
these. All grid squares partly or wholly within the catchment boundary were selected. Stocking 
densities were then weighted in terms o f  the faecal production rates o f  the animal species and 
estimated average Cryptosporidium infection rates.
The location o f the animal grazing and holding areas were then obtained at a finer resolution by 
combining the agricultural census data with the ITE land Cover data. At a resolution o f 25m these 
data allow the sub-division o f the 2km grids into smaller spatial units -  i.e. narrowing down where 
exactly in the 4 sq. km the animals are likely to  be located. Areas o f  land that are, or may be grazed 
were identified as those falling into either o f the five following land cover classes: grass heath (ITE 
class 5); improved grassland (ITE class 6); intensively managed grassland (ITE class 7); moorland 
grass (ITE class 9) and open shrub moor (ITE class 10). Areas o f  grazed land identified from these 
were then assigned the Cryptosporidium loading ranks from the agricultural census grid square they 
fell within. This assumes that all the animals counted in the census graze on areas o f land suitable for 
grazing and not other land cover types (e.g. tilled land).
This produced a data map o f  the potential oocyst loading for each 25m grid square o f  the catchment 
area. The loading was then geographically combined with the RPI developed earlier to show areas 
where oocysts are most likely to  be transported overland to  a nearby watercourse.
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This was done by selecting all the RPI ranked TINs that fell within the geographical confines o f  each 
25m ‘grazed land’ grid square and assigning to that TIN the previously determined Cryptosporidium 
hazard rank. The resultant hazard map therefore represents the Cryptosporidium hazard potential of 
each TIN within the catchment area. The map is displayed as a ranking on a five point scale in 
accordance with the standard protocol o f  the research (five equal range divisions ranging from very 
high to very low/negligible hazard).
In addition to non-point sources (i.e. faecal deposition), potential point sources were identified from 
the OS vector maps. Locations such as stock holding areas, farm yards and buildings were selected 
from the maps using one o f  two techniques. For much o f the catchment data could be obtained using 
the automated techniques described below. The remainder were identified from visual inspection of 
the 1:10,000 OS map layer held in GISLAB
Whilst total coverage o f the study area with OS Landline maps was prohibitively expensive (as these 
data were not complete in GISLAB), some automated searching o f these data enabled the work load 
involved in locating o f  point sources to be greatly reduced. As the maps are stored within WINGS as 
vector data structures, the textual components o f the map are searchable. Thus specific text strings 
can be searched for using the functionality o f  the WINGS GIS. This removed the need for extensive 
visual searches o f the catchment areas, and was done within WINGS due to the unique way in which 
the data were stored within GISLAB It would be possible to carry this out in Maplnfo, but would 
require the vector maps to be re-imported separately. Only the resultant data files o f  the point sources 
were therefore exported to Maplnfo. Such techniques are excellent for re-assessment as they only 
require updated map layers to be purchased and the routines repeated using the newer data, thus 
removing the need for labour intensive re-examination o f  paper or raster map layers.
Where the Landline data was not available manual on-screen searches o f  the 1:10,000 raster 
background maps were carried out in order to identify potential point source pollution hazards. Points 
were created on the map at the identified sites and a digital file o f  the locations and attributes stored in 
the GIS.
Due to the predominance o f  overland flow activities in the transport o f these oocysts to the 
watercourses, these point sources areas were also geographically overlain on the RPI map created 
previously. The combination o f the non-point and point source maps therefore showed where all 
potential source areas coincided with areas liable to transport oocysts into the watercourse, hence 
identifying the relative hazard o f the catchment land areas. The resultant ciyptosporidium hazard map 
for the Upper Wharfe catchment is shown in Figure 7.4 This approach does not identify the number 
o f oocysts transported to the watercourse as this will be dependant upon a number o f contributing 
factors including transport mechanism and is beyond the scope o f hazard identification. It does 
however, illustrate the relative contribution to contamination that different parts o f the catchment may 
make, therefore identifying the hazard to water quality.
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Figure 7.4. Cryptosporidium hazard map for the Upper Wharfe catchment
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The above hazard map clearly shows the impact o f  pastoral agriculture on Cryptosporidium hazard 
potential. The upper reaches o f  the catchment area show much higher hazard rank due to the large 
number o f  animals grazing on steep slopes close to the smaller tributary streams. These also represent 
the area with highest rainfall and the poor draining soils. The Kex Beck sub-catchment in the south 
east o f  the study area also represents a significant Cryptosporidium hazard due to the large number of 
potential point sources (farms and animal holding areas) in this area (see Figure 6.3 for key to sub­
catchment names).
A Cryptosporidium hazard map such as this has immense potential for assisting in the targeted 
reduction o f  risk in the catchment. If  Cryptosporidium problems are experienced in the raw water, 
then a map such as this can be used to identify the areas most likely to be the source and hence 
prioritise the location o f any remedial actions. The small pixel size o f the map enables the hazard 
rank o f  individual fields or farms to be compared to neighbouring land areas. Thus the avoidance of 
grazing in certain fields or sub-catchment areas (o f greatest hazard for oocyst transport) during 
periods o f  high rainfall is an example o f a potential management scenario that could be identified with 
data at this scale. Further discussion o f  the potential risk management strategies highlighted by the 
maps are discussed in later chapters.
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7.2.3 Pesticides 
Introduction and background
Pesticides represent a significant problem for water supply companies due to the very low 
concentrations that represent a failure o f  the W ater Supply (W ater Quality) Regulations 1989. 
Fielding & Packham (1990) identify drinking water as the primary source o f potential pesticide 
exposure for many humans. Pesticide compounds are classed as either insecticides, herbicides, or 
fungicides and are used to kill specific pests or a broad range o f  species (Gray, 1994). The 1993 UK 
Pesticide Usage Survey lists 498 pesticide compounds in use in the UK and the number o f  different 
types and quantities o f  pesticides applied to agricultural land are continuously increasing. In humans, 
pesticides can cause rapid poisoning, with acute effects including nausea, giddiness and restricted 
breathing. M ore commonly they cause short-term irritations to the skin, eyes or gastric tract. Older 
more persistent compounds (such as organochlorines) have been shown to cause cancer, tumours, 
birth defects and immune system damage following long term exposure (Gray, 1994). 
Organophosphorous compounds also combat their hosts by attacking the nervous system but are 
rapidly broken down in the environment and are hence rare in surface or drinking waters. Little is 
known as to the potential long term effects o f  the newer pesticides at levels currently considered safe 
in drinking water supplies.
The regulatory standard specified in the W ater Supply (Water Quality) Regulations for total pesticides 
is 0.Sjugl"1, with the maximum permissible concentration being 0.1 ugl"1 for any individual pesticide. 
At a level o f  one part in ten billion this is an effective standard o f  zero (Skinner et al., 1997), but 
much criticism has been levelled at these regulations as they take no account o f  differences in toxicity 
o f  the individual compounds. They do however represent one o f the more stringent drinking water 
quality standards. W ith such minute concentrations required to  breach the water supply regulations, 
the elimination o f  these compounds from source waters will greatly reduce the need for extensive 
treatment and reduce the chances o f  compliance failure. The standards may be amended with the 
changing regulations highlighted in Chapter 2, but as yet no new limits have been stipulated. 
Pesticide contamination also produces adverse organoleptic effects (taste and odour problems) but as 
these are at higher concentrations than the public health limits these are rarely considered a problem.
A recent study by the Environment Agency investigated pesticide concentrations at 3500 surface and 
groundwater sites across the UK over a period o f  2 years (EA, 1995). It reported low concentrations 
o f  a wide range o f  pesticides in many environmental waters. Whilst pesticides are commonly 
considered to be a problem with lowland surface waters problems have been experienced in the 
uplands o f Yorkshire. Williams et al (1991) found simazine levels o f7 0 p g r ' in surface waters and 
Skinner et al. (1997) cite atrazine as the pesticide most commonly breaching the 0.1 ugl'1 limit in 
water due to its high solubility and environmental persistence.
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Breach & Porter (1995) found the most commonly detected pesticides in the supply catchments of 
Severn Trent W ater to be the non-agricultural herbicides, atrazine, simazine and diuron, and the cereal 
herbicides mecoprop and isoproturon and Croll (1991) reported atrazine, simazine, mecoprop, 
dimethoate, isoproturon and chlortoluron in numerous surface waters.
Pesticides can be effectively removed by the use o f  granular activated carbon (GAC) or a combination 
o f  ozone and GAC, but both o f  these treatment options have both high capital investment and 
operating costs associated with them These compounds are o f  major concern to water supply 
companies due to their environmental persistence, the cost o f  treatment involved in their removal and 
the serious potential public health impacts associated with their ingestion
Present knowledge o f potential source areas
Pesticides are usually targeted at particular problems or suspected problem areas. In addition, 
growers and land managers may apply pesticides in a precautionary manner to avoid the occurrence 
o f  an infestation. The potential sources o f  these can therefore be deduced from an understanding of 
the agricultural cropping patterns and other agricultural activities taking place within a catchment 
area. The most common method o f application is by spraying o f a pesticide solution onto the desired 
area (usually commercial crops). In addition, herbicides are often combined with fertilisers and 
spread directly onto crops and as a result, vast quantities o f  herbicides are used in agriculture each 
year. Herbicides are also commonly used on railway lines, roadsides and footpaths to control weed 
growth. O f the many thousands o f  pesticide compounds that are in use or persist in the environment, 
it is herbicides that are most often found in UK drinking water (Gray, 1994).
Point sources o f  pesticide account for very few pollution events, with by far the greatest proportion of 
contamination being from surface and drainflow runoff from fields and from spray drift (Anon, 1993; 
Skinner et al., 1997). The contribution o f other sources o f pesticides, such as road and railway weed 
control have been more difficult to establish (Skinner et al., 1997), but are known to exist and 
therefore must be considered in the identification o f hazards.
Many pesticide compounds are bound within the soil layers due to their affinity to soil organic matter 
(Gray, 1994). The percentage o f  pesticides actually transported from fields to watercourses is 
dependant on a number o f  factors. The pathway o f  pesticides from land to water is also difficult to 
identify conclusively (Gomme et al., 1991, 1992) although numerous models have been developed 
that predict the mobilisation o f  pesticides to  surface waters (see for example, Court et al., 1995). 
However, all o f  these models are extremely data intensive for their input parameters and relate only to 
predicting the concentrations o f  pesticides transported from a land area. They are therefore 
excessively complicated for hazard identification, as only the potential source areas within the 
catchment are under consideration here.
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Building o f  Source Tree and GIS data model
In order to predict the occurrence o f  potential source areas, it was assumed that pesticides are applied 
at the average rates identified by the British Pesticide Usage Survey Report (MAFF, 1994). These 
application rates were combined with the crop information available from the agricultural census data. 
This subsequently produced the relative input o f pesticides to the land surface for 2km grid squares in 
the study catchment. The application rates estimated from the literature were ranked on a scale o f 1 to
5 (negligible to very high), allowing the 2km by 2km data to be subdivided into smaller spatial units 
using the ITE data. As with Cryptosporidium hazard identification, these large cells were then 
subdivided using the ITE Landcover data.
ITE classes 18 (arable) and 19 (ruderal weed) were used to identify areas o f  agricultural arable land 
that could potentially have pesticides applied to them. Using this method the relative contribution o f 
each cell area could be determined, rather than relying on absolute values from the larger resolution 
agricultural census data. Thus errors o f  scale could be minimised. The areas should not be 
subdivided prior to this ranking process as the original agricultural census data would be over 
representative o f  the small areas o f  actual agricultural land within each cell. Areas in ITE classes 5 
(grass heath), 6 (mown/grazed turf), 7 (meadow/verge/semi-natural) and 9 (moorland grass) were 
combined in a similar way with estimated application rates from the 1993 British Pesticide Usage 
Survey Report (MAFF, 1993) to determine the impact o f  grassland applications. These were then 
combined with the arable inputs from above.
These data identified the hazards presented by all hydrological pathways, but as discussed earlier, the 
rapid mobilisation o f  compounds by surface runoff poses the greatest potential hazard to the quality o f 
the surface water in the catchment. The pesticide hazard maps were therefore combined using 
geographical overlay (the “WITHIN” function in Maplnfo) techniques with the RPI map to identify 
areas where the pesticides could potentially be transported from the land surface by overland flow / 
runoff.
Although less extensive than the diffuse input from agricultural land and weed control, point sources 
such as sheep-dips also present a pollution hazard to surface waters. Littlejohn & Melvin (1991) 
found organophosphate compounds in a watercourse 400m from their sheep-dip source, illustrating 
just one example o f  the potential for contamination from such installations. Particular problems may 
occur where pesticide residues are transported from surface storage areas or agricultural buildings. 
Techniques similar to those used when identifying point sources for Cryptosporidium were used to 
identify these. Automated text string searches were again used where OS vector maps are available 
and manual searches o f  the 1:10,000 raster maps carried out in the remaining areas. Agricultural 
buildings (potential pesticide stores) and sheep dips were thus located and stored in the GIS as digital 
data layers.
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This source identification process is represented by the Source Tree shown in Figure 7.5 a) below, and 
the GIS data model in Figure 7.5b).
Figure 7.5 a) Pesticides Source Tree
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Figure 7.6 Pesticide hazard map
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The pesticide hazard map shown above again illustrates the potential significance o f runoff from the 
steep valley sides. The main hazards are found in the Langstrothdale sub-catchment in the north-east 
o f  the study area. This is due to the combination o f agricultural practices and land liable to results in 
surface runoff. In addition, large numbers o f  potential point sources in the southern sub-catchments 
indicates a high potential hazard in these areas. The potential for major contamination due to a 
significant spill from a point source (e.g. a sheep dip) is therefore greater in these areas.
The majority o f  hazards are the result o f  managed grassland areas where pesticides may be applied 
(note the difference in distribution o f  hazard compared to Cryptosporidium as open shrub moors are 
not applicable in this case) Significantly lower hazard has been identified in the Main River 1 
catchment and the south-western sub-catchments o f  Barden and Halton due to less managed grassland 
and fewer point sources.
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7.2.4 Oils & greases 
Introduction /  background
Oils and greases were identified as hazards due to their proliferation in past pollution incident records. 
Their primary impact on drinking water is the adverse effect on taste and odour in very low 
concentrations. In larger concentrations, oils and greases have potential public health impacts due to 
their toxicity. However, the associated taste and odour problems usually prevent customers from 
drinking any water contaminated with oil or grease compounds. No specific standards are stipulated 
in the water supply regulations for general oil and grease compounds, but contamination would be 
covered under the requirement to supply water that is “wholesome” (see Chapter 2).
Present knowledge o f  potential source areas
Oils and greases are the result o f anthropogenic activities and various sources can be identified as 
potential hazards. These substances are primarily associated with road and rail transport activities, 
although static stores may exist within a catchment area. As well as being used in industrial 
processes, oils and greases are stored for use at garages, farm holdings and commercial premises. All 
such buildings could therefore be a potential hazard. The identification o f commercial and industrial 
premises within the catchment was a priority. Additional possible point sources are car parks and 
vehicle standing areas and consented discharges with oil and grease restrictions. Such restrictions are 
usually set as zero, but the existence o f  the restriction indicates the presence o f a potential hazard at 
the consented site.
Building o f  Source Tree and GIS data model
The limited types o f  sites on which oils and greases may be expected, such as those identified above, 
can be summarised by the source tree in Figure 7.7 a). Point sources were identified using the same 
methods as described above, i.e. a combination o f  automatic text string searches o f the vector 
Landline maps and manual inspection o f large scale raster background maps. Consented discharges 
with oil-based consent conditions were identified from the paper records obtained from the 
Environment Agency. Point features created from original text files in M aplnfo allowed licensed 
discharges to be easily interrogated by consent conditions.
Non-point source risks from the road network in the catchment were determined from the Strategi® 
and Basedata information available through GISLAB. Individual road link features were assigned a 
hazard rank based on their proximity to a watercourse and the classification o f the road. As with the 
RPI, proximity was determined automatically by buffering the river network in Maplnfo. This rank 
was then added to a rank o f  accident probability. The accident ranking was based on potential for 
accidents to happen from statistical records (adapted from Cole & Lacey, 1988). This is discussed 
further when estimates o f  risk frequency are considered in later chapters. Figure 7.7 b) shows the 
structure o f  the GIS data model and the resultant oils and greases hazard map is shown in Figure 7.8.
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Figure 7.8 Oils & Greases hazard map
Due to the nature o f  the potential sources, the oil and greases hazard maps only identifies surface 
features that present a hazard rather than assigning a rank to all land areas. Emergency sewer 
overflows (ESOs) and consented discharges are identified, as are garages likely to contain stores of 
fuel and oils. No account is taken o f domestic storage o f  such materials as quantification o f  such 
hazards is likely to  be grossly inaccurate. However, the input o f  spills via urban drainage systems 
will be identified by a combination o f  ESOs and consented discharge sites.
The potential inputs from roads are identified by calculating the hazard o f  a road traffic accident (the 
most significant source o f  large quantities o f oils) and car park sites. This could be further improved 
by increased used o f  local accident figures and visitation rates for car park sites. However, such 
information is not widely available, or even collected for many catchment areas and therefore belies 
the generic approach that is being sought after in this methodology.
The hazard map shows that the greatest hazards exists in and around the settlements in the catchment, 
especially Grassington. As the largest village in the catchment this has numerous car parks and 
garages as well as consented discharges nearby. In addition, the potential impact o f the major roads, 
and minor roads that run close to watercourses in the headwater areas, can be seen.
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7.2.5 Colour
Introduction /  background
Discoloured surface waters are the result o f  the decomposition o f  organic matter forming products 
such as humic and fulvic acids. The resulting dissolution o f  organic matter can present a serious 
hazard to the quality o f  drinking water (Mitchell, 1991). The major impact on consumers is the 
unpleasant tainting o f  the water, resulting in a considerable number o f  complaints to the supply 
companies. More significantly, the chlorination o f  coloured waters can result in the formation of 
trihalomethanes (THMs) such as chloroform, which are suspected carcinogens {Lancet, 1981). The 
treatment o f  discoloured water to reduce these impacts involves considerable operational cost, making 
discoloration avoidance measures such as catchment control favourable for the sustainable 
management o f water resources and quality.
The Water Supply (W ater Quality) Regulations specify a maximum level o f discoloration o f  20 mgl'1 
Pt-Co (equivalent to approx. 1.5 absorption units per metre at a wavelength o f  400nm), which is 
readily visible to the naked eye.
Present knowledge o f potential source areas
Considerable research has been conducted into the identification o f  colour source areas, mobilisation 
trigger conditions and the prediction o f  colour levels based on catchment characteristics. Work 
throughout the upland catchments o f  northern England and Wales has shown colour to be consistently 
related to a number o f  physical catchment variables (McDonald & Naden, 1987, 1988; Boon et al., 
1988; Mitchell, 1991; Mitchell & McDonald, 1995). High colour values have been found in water 
draining winter hill peat, particularly where the peat is located on shallow, south facing slopes which 
promote suitable microbiological activity. Naden & M cDonald’s (1989) study o f  the long term trends 
in discoloured water in the Nidd valley (adjacent to the Upper Wharfe) found that seasonal peaks in 
colour were associated with large moisture deficits during the previous months and were also 
associated with autumnal flushes, and high soil moisture deficits during the previous year’s summer.
Recent increases in the extent o f  discoloration seen in upland surface waters have been associated 
with severe drying o f peat commonly experienced during drought years. Consequently Mitchell & 
McDonald (1992) suggest that whilst peat erosion is not directly responsible for increase colour 
production, it will increase the amount o f  surface drying and thus enhance organic decomposition and 
lead to the production o f  discoloured water. The increased surface exposure and lower albedo o f 
eroded, burnt and mechanically exposed peat were found to locally increase discoloration from small 
upland catchments. M ore recent research has related colour to the soil characteristics o f  catchments 
and to  catchment morphometry with the specific aim o f  identifying relationships to form the basis o f 
hazard maps to  assist in catchment management (Mitchell & McDonald, 1995).
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Catchment characteristics that have been found to promote the production and mobilisation o f colour 
causing compounds can be summarise as: areas o f  W inter Hill and M aw peat soils; areas o f shallow 
slopes (<8°) - as low hydraulic conductivity due to  minimal gravitational drainage allows maximum 
pick up o f  the colour causing solutes; south facing slopes; areas o f  eroded, ditched, burnt or drained
Building o f  Source Tree & GIS data model
The source tree for colour was built up from two contributing factors, those providing the store of 
colour causing organics in a catchment area, and those promoting the mobilisation (release) o f the 
discoloration. As can be seen from Figure 7.9 a), the soil type, slope and aspect will determine 
whether organic decomposition can take place, hence producing a colour store within the catchment. 
The release o f this store to the surface waters will be dependant on the drying and drainage o f  the 
organic soils. This will also be enhanced by exposed peat surfaces that may result in increased 
microbial activity in the soil horizons.
The GIS data model in Figure 7.9 b) shows how the considerable knowledge base on colour 
production and mobilisation resulting from work in Derbyshire and Yorkshire catchments can be 
transferred into hazard maps in a GIS. As before, the slope TINs created from the OS contour data 
were used to identify slope ranks. These were based on the same values as the RPI shown in Table 
7.1, but the rankings were reversed. As shallow slopes promote the breakdown o f organic matter 
these were ranked 5 for colour production potential, and similarly, steep slopes given a low ranking o f 
1. The ARC/INFO TINs also identified slope aspect in degrees, these could therefore be ranked 
according to  their relative contribution to colour production. The boundary values for the revised 
slope and aspect ranks are given in Table 7.2. Peat soils were mapped from the 100m resolution soil 
data, completing the necessary data for the production o f a colour store area within a catchment.
Table 7.2 Rank classification boundary values for components of the catchment colour store
Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3 Rank 4 Rank 5
(Very low) (Low) (Moderate) (HiRh) (Very high)
Slope (degrees) V it to >= 24 and <32
>= 16 
and <24
>=8 
and <16
> = 0  
and < 8
Aspect (degrees) North 0-45° & 315-360° -
East & West 
45-135°& 
225-315°
No aspect 
( -1 )
South
135-225°
As described above, factors promoting the release o f  this colour store include high drainage density, 
rainfall, exposed peat soils and areas o f  moorland burning. Drainage density can be easily determined 
in the GIS from the river network and sub-catchment area data. Areas o f  exposed peat were identified 
by selecting all areas o f  bare ground (from the ITE Landcover data) within the peat soils o f  the 100m 
soil map data. These were ranked 5 (very high). Areas where burning practices may take place were 
again identified from the ITE Landcover data (classes 10 and 11) and one point added to the rank o f 
these areas.
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The rainfall data available gave insufficient detail to  determine periods o f  high rainfall preceded by 
seasonal deficits in moisture levels and could therefore not be incorporated in the hazard mapping 
variables. However, this becomes more important when considering the timing o f colour release 
rather than just to potential for such a release to take place as is being identified here. The resultant 
colour hazard map is shown in Figure 7.10.
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Figure 7.10a) Colour hazard map
Pollution hazard
I  V e ry  h igh  
H ig h
M o d e ra te  
H  L o w
N e g lig ib le  /  no  d a ta
W a te rc o u rs e
S u b -c a tc h m e n t
b o u n d a ry
This picture gives the overview for the catchment. Areas o f  “Very High” hazard can be seen around 
the edges o f  the catchment and the high moorland areas o f  the headwaters. These results from the 
large expanses o f  peat soils combining with conditions suitable for colour generation and mobilisation 
(such as south facing slopes). The following image (Figure 7.10b)) provides an illustration o f how 
the hazard maps can be used to identify localised colour source areas within sub-catchment areas.
Figure 7.10b) Sub-catchment scale colour hazard map
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Such a map can be used to clearly identify particular fields or moorland areas liable to produce 
discoloured water. W here available catchwater turn-out schemes can be identified so these waters are 
not used for potable abstractions, or colour-enhancing activities, such as ditching and surface erosion 
can be reduced by alternative management practices.
7.2.6 Trace Metals 
Introduction / background
Trace metal elements are those which occur at levels o f below lm g l'1 in natural waters, for example 
aluminium, manganese, copper, lead and mercury. These can exist in various different forms (or 
species) with varying toxicity. For example, free aqueous copper (Cu1 (aq)) is the most toxic form of 
copper.
These elements are o f  particular importance due to their abundance in the natural environment and 
relatively little knowledge o f  their mobilisation factors in upland water gathering grounds. They are 
so ubiquitous in nature that many water supplies will be influenced by their presence, but upland 
surface waters are particularly vulnerable due to the lithology and pedology o f the catchment areas.
As seen in Chapter 2, over recent years trace metal elements have accounted for a high proportion of 
failures o f the Drinking W ater Regulations in the YWS operational area, especially in the early 
1990's. Those o f  greatest significance are Iron, Manganese, Aluminium and Lead. Lead failures are 
usually associated with the uptake o f  contamination from old mains and service pipes and can usually 
addressed by a mains replacement programme or by dosing trace levels o f  orthophosphoric acid to 
reduce plumbosolvency. However, some investigation o f lead pollution hazard is carried out later due 
to specific problems seen in the Wharfe catchment. Elevated levels o f  iron, manganese and 
aluminium in drinking waters may result from elevated levels in source waters.
Iron (Fe) is a commonly found element in rocks and soils and can be incorporated into passing water 
where reducing conditions convert the insoluble ferric iron (Fe3+) to form soluble ferrous iron (Fe2+) 
(Gray, 1994). As a result iron is commonly associated with groundwater sources where it is present 
in the soluble ferrous form. In upland catchment areas wet, acidic conditions promote the reduction 
o f  the insoluble ferric iron and release o f  mineral ions into the hydrological system. The oxidation of 
a proportion o f  these ions in the surface waters can then result in the presence o f  insoluble ferric iron 
particles as well. The primary problem associated with iron is the discoloration o f  supplies to 
consumers, which can lead to levels o f  service failures and complaints, especially where the 
discoloration o f washing or food results. The presence o f ferric iron in drinking waters can lead to the 
deposition o f  ferrous particles in the distribution network.
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Iron has a low taste threshold and can cause taste problems, especially in beverages made with water 
direct from the tap (Gray, 1994). As an essential element iron is unlikely to  cause health problems at 
the levels experienced in UK drinking waters. The threshold o f  taste is approximately the same (0.3 
mg/1) as the guideline level o f  the World Health Organisation. The EC Drinking W ater Directive 
MAC level is 0 .2m gr’ (200p.gr1), as is the UK prescribed concentration value.
Manganese
Manganese (Mn) is also naturally occurring in ores and rocks and like iron is brought into solution in 
reducing conditions. High concentrations o f  manganese often occur in association with elevated 
levels o f  iron due to the similarities in behaviour o f  the two metals (Heal, 1997). However, 
manganese is generally more mobile than iron due to the less extreme pH and redox potential 
conditions required to reduce the insoluble Mn(IV) to the soluble Mn(II) form. In recent years, 6% o f 
customers supplied by Yorkshire W ater Services Ltd. experienced failures due to manganese (The 
Times, 1995) and the significant number o f  failed samples was highlighted in Chapter 2. A 
particularly high number o f failures due to manganese have also been experienced in Scotland where 
the majority o f  supplies are from surface waters (Scottish Office, 1993).
As with Iron, the oxidation o f  soluble manganese to the insoluble form can lead to manganese 
deposition in the distribution network. Staining caused by manganese contamination is more severe 
than that associated with Iron as the particulate manganese is brown or black in colour. As a result a 
much stricter PCV o f 0.05m gr’ (SOiigl'1) has been set. The low taste and discoloration threshold o f 
manganese ensure that contaminated water will generally be rejected by consumers long before 
adverse health effects are experienced (Gray, 1994) although high levels have been associated with 
neurological disorders. The WHO recommended health-related guideline is 0.1 m gf1.
Aluminium
Like iron and manganese, aluminium (Al) is an extremely common naturally occurring element. It is 
found in all types o f  soil, plant and animal tissue and is frequently present in solute form in water 
draining from a variety o f  soil and rock types. Aluminium is particularly prevalent in surface waters 
where acidification in poorly buffered soils increases the amount leached. High levels o f  salt in 
precipitation can also enhance aluminium leaching (Gray, 1994).
Elevated levels o f  aluminium in surface waters are known to be toxic to salmonids (Stoner et al., 
1985) and have also been linked with Alzheimer’s disease (a degenerative neurological disorder) in 
humans (Forbes & MacAiney, 1992). The Water Supply (W ater Quality) Regulations 1989 stipulate 
a prescribed concentration value o f 0.2 m gf1 for drinking waters, the same as the WHO recommended 
limit. No limit is set for aluminium in the regulations regarding the quality o f  surface waters 
abstracted for drinking water, probably because aluminium sulphate (alum) is commonly added as a 
coagulant in the treatment o f surface waters.
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Present knowledge o f  potential source areas
Due to the reducing conditions that are required for the soluble form o f  all these metal ions to exist 
within soils, wet, acidic conditions are generally required to mobilise these metals. The three soil 
characteristics having greatest control over trace metal availability and release are therefore pH, 
organic content and moisture content.
Soil characteristics are known to be the controlling factor over the release o f  trace metals from upland 
catchment areas. Grieve (1985) found a strong positive correlation between iron and dissolved 
organic matter and Boon el al., (1988) found a significant positive correlation between iron levels and 
the area o f  peat in a catchment. Iron is therefore closely linked to the organic content o f the soil, as 
well drained, alkaline soils encourage the iron to remain in the immobile ferric form. Soil conditions 
that favour the release o f  iron will also favour the release o f  soluble manganese due to their similar 
chemistries. Concurrent findings were also reported by Mitchell & McDonald (1992a; 1995) who 
found iron and manganese levels in North Yorkshire catchments to be related to the extent o f  organic 
soils.
Recent work by Heal (1997) has provided an increased understanding o f  the chemical and 
microbiological processes determining the release o f manganese in upland areas. It was found that in 
larger catchments, high surface water manganese levels were related to microbial activity in soils with 
high organic content (peats). Aluminium by contrast is not affected by redox reactions in the same 
way as iron and manganese and soil pH is likely to be the dominate factor controlling its release.
The source areas o f  all these metals may vary seasonally due to the important impact o f  soil 
hydrology on their mobilisation. However, the hazard maps created here are intended to give an 
overall scenario o f  where trace metal problems may come from within the catchment area. Source 
areas are therefore identified from the catchment and soil characteristics described above.
Building o f  Source Tree & GIS data model
The basic controls over the production and mobilisation o f aluminium, iron and manganese are the 
characteristics o f  the soil series within a catchment. Point source inputs o f  aluminium, iron and 
manganese are thought to be negligible in the Upper Wharfe catchment due to the high non-point 
source potential o f  large expanses o f  peat soils.
Rankings o f  the soil attributes describing organic content, pH and moisture content were constructed 
for each soil association in the catchment area from the descriptions given by the Soil Survey in the 
digital dataset key. For each trace metal, these rankings were then weighted to represent the relative 
importance o f organic matter, pH and moisture content on their production and mobilisation, hence 
identifying the potential store o f  iron, manganese or aluminium. The equations in Table 7.3 show 
how the relative importance o f  different factors is used to weight the rankings for the three metals.
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Table 7.3 Modelling equations for trace metal hazard map rankings
Trace element Modelling equation
Iron Fe rank = (soil pH rank x 1) + (soil moisture rank x 2) + (soil organic rank x 3)
Manganese Mn rank = (soil pH rank x 2) + (soil moisture rank x 1) + (soil organic rank x 3)
Aluminium Al rank = (soil pH rank x 3) + (soil moisture rank x 2) + (soil organic rank x 1)
Mobilisation is primarily controlled by the soil characteristics as discussed above, and the degree o f 
mobilisation is therefore inherent in the ranking created by the equation. Figure 7.11 a) below shows 
the simplistic source tree for trace metals and Figure 7.11 b) shows how these data were manipulated 
within the GIS to identify iron, manganese and aluminium hazard areas within the catchment.
Figure 7.11 a) Trace metals source tree
Fig 7.11 b) Trace metals GIS data model
The resultant hazard maps (Figures 7.12 a) to c)) are very similar for all three trace metals, although 
minor differences resulting from the ranking o f  soil characteristics can be seen in some places.
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Figure 7.12a) Iron hazard map
Pollution hazard
i  Very high y Watercourse
1 High ^ Sub-catchment
Moderate boundary
I  Low 5 km
Negligible /  no data < -------->
Figure 7.12 b) Manganese hazard map
Pollution hazard
Watercourse
I  Very high ^
High __ f  Sub-catchment
Moderate boundary
B  Low 5 km
Negligible /  no data < -------->
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Figure 7.12 c) Aluminium hazard map
These three hazard maps show very little difference between the potential source areas o f iron, 
manganese and aluminium. This was to be expected as they all occur under similar conditions. 
However, the different impact that soil conditions have on metal mobilisation can be seen in the lower 
(southern) sub-catchments where the land adjacent to the river presents a moderate hazard o f  iron 
mobilisation but low manganese and aluminium hazard In general, those sub-catchments 
representing the greatest hazard to water quality from trace metal contamination are in the headwater 
areas o f the Grimwith, Barden and the Main River 3 sub-catchments characterised by extensive 
moorland peats.
7.2.7 Faecal bacteria 
Introduction /  background
A number o f  bacteria are known to pose direct risks to public health if ingested via drinking water. 
Among these are salmonella, campylobacter spp. and escherichia coli. which can all cause serious 
gastrointestinal infections. Various indicator organisms are used to demonstrate the existence o f a 
faecal-oral pathway.
The EC Drinking Water Directive and the resultant UK Regulations require that faecal bacteria (total 
coliforms, faecal coliforms and faecal streptococci) be absent from drinking water, and there must be 
less than one sulphate reducing clostridia per 20ml.
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Disinfection processes during treatment are extremely effective at removing these bacteria prior to 
distribution, but many thousands o f  these bacteria may be present in a litre o f raw water. The 
existence o f  such bacteria illustrates a potential contamination source and therefore possible pathway 
for disease transmission.
Present knowledge o f  potential source areas
The basic source areas o f  faecal bacteria are associated with the location o f animal and human 
populations. Bacteria will be present in effluents from sewage treatment works (STWs) and in 
surface runoff from paved surfaces and urban areas (primarily due to domestic animal faeces). The 
primary source in rural catchments is likely to  be non-point source overland flow from agricultural 
land. This may carry faecal bacteria deposited as a result o f animal grazing or the spreading o f  wastes 
on the land surface. McDonald et al (1984) showed that bacteria concentrations were several orders 
o f  magnitude higher during storm hydrographs than in baseflow conditions, and were attributed to 
land stores mobilised by overland flow events. This research (McDonald et al., 1984) also highlighted 
the importance o f  channel bed stores during artificially induced hydrographs. McDonald et al., 
(1984) therefore stress the importance o f both land surface stores and bed stores in contributing to 
increased levels o f  bacteria during storm events.
The risk assessment approach taken in this study concentrates on identifying and managing the initial 
hazards in the catchment area. Whilst the potential hazard presented by existing channel bed stores o f 
bacteria is therefore recognised, consideration here will focus on the initial sources o f the faecal 
bacteria, i.e. the land store component o f  McDonald et al. 's  (1984) conceptual model o f bacteria 
flows and stores in a catchment area. (The potential for significant risk reduction exists with these 
sources as catchment management activities may mitigate the risks presented by these sources). 
McDonald et al., (1984) discount hydrological throughflow (except for macropore flows) as a 
transport mechanism for faecal bacteria due to the death rate o f organisms within the soil. They 
suggest that throughflow mechanisms result in organism filtering rather than transport. Overland 
flow or runoff can therefore be considered the dominant transport factor when considering impacts on 
water supply abstractions.
Microbial inputs to the stream baseflow may originate from sewage discharges and point sources such 
as drains, foul sewers, manure heaps and combined sewer overflows. During stormflow events, 
contaminated overland flow may make a significant contribution to the faecal indicator organism 
levels in a stream. These will therefore be related to the location o f urban areas (and effluent 
discharge points), animal grazing patterns and the spreading o f  animal wastes. W ork by Wyer et al 
(1996) also highlights the significance o f diffuse land sources to faecal organism levels in a stream as 
compared to the relatively minor input from a STW during high flows.
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Building o f  Source Tree and GIS data model
The discussion above has identified the importance o f both point and non-point sources o f faecal 
bacteria, as shown in Figure 7.13a). Non-point sources include runoff from urban areas as well as 
agricultural inputs from grazing animals and the spreading o f  animal wastes. Potential point sources 
include discharges to the watercourse from STWs and storm water overflows, as well as stores o f 
faecal material on agricultural land.
Figure 7.13 a) Faecal Bacteria Source Tree
Animal faecal material
Urban atnoff
Slurry spreading
Sewage treatment works
Storm water overflows
Slurry stores
sources
Faecal bacteria 
source areas
Point sources
The way in which the hazard maps were constructed can be seen in Figure 7.13 b). The agricultural 
census data were used in combination with loading rates from the literature (Heal, 1997 Pers Comm, 
MAFF, 1991) to identify the potential faecal input from animal sources The likely location o f these 
animals (i.e. grazing land) were identified from the ITE Landcover data as for the Cryptosporidium 
hazard map. In addition it was seen from field visits that the majority o f  slurry spreading activities 
took place on areas o f improved, or periodically grazed pasture. The loading o f  faecal bacteria will 
increase dramatically when calves and lambs are on the catchment, or when spreading activities are 
taking place. In order to address this, the total number o f  animals (including calves and lambs) and 
their associated faecal production rates are used. It was assumed that all faecal material produced is 
deposited on or near the animal grazing areas, either as direct deposition, or from slurry spreading 
activities.
Urban sources were identified from the Boundary data and the road network data used to locate roads 
and bridges. This enabled any points where roads or urban areas crossed watercourses to be 
identified. All inputs other than direct surface runoff from such areas should be addressed by 
consideration o f  point sources from the surface assets database. This holds information on combined 
and emergency sewer overflows and was combined with the discharge consent information for STWs.
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Figure 7.14 Faecal bacteria hazard map
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Generally the areas o f higher hazard can be found in the northern sub-catchments, although even here 
the hazard is not classified “Very High” . This is due to the high number o f animals in these areas, but 
as they are spread out over a large grazing area the potential hazard is reduced. Small areas o f  very 
high hazard are present in other sub-catchments (such as Main River 4) where high stocking density 
and high runoff potential are found together. There are a high number o f potential point sources o f 
bacteria in the catchment with numerous STWs and sewer overflows in the upper sub-catchments and 
several farms and animal holding areas in the southern reaches.
The hazard map is significantly different to the Cryptosporidium hazard map as the potential hazard is 
not influenced by infection rates (even a small number o f  young beasts can greatly increase 
Cryptosporidium hazard due to their high infection rates). The non-point source agricultural and 
animal inputs are based only on the stocking densities identified from the agricultural census data. As 
such the influence o f  the coarse 2km by 2km agricultural census data can be clearly seen on the map. 
Although these areas have been sub-divided using the ITE Landcover data the impact o f the coarse 
scale is evident, illustrating one o f the problems o f  using a variety o f  data sources for pollution hazard 
prediction.
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7.2.8 Lead
Introduction /  background
The current standard for Lead (Pb) in drinking water (as stipulated in the UK regulations) is SOpgf1. 
This may be reduced to lOngl'1 in the near future, as a result o f increasingly stringent European 
legislation. These changes are in response to a comparable decrease in the revised WHO guidelines 
(WHO, 1993a). Lead is easily absorbed by the human body. Young children and foetuses readily 
absorb lead and are therefore particularly at risk from increased ingestion through drinking water. 
Studies in Glasgow related high levels o f lead in mothers’ drinking water to increased numbers of 
stillbirths and mentally retarded children (Gray, 1994).
W hilst much o f the lead found in finished drinking water is a result o f contamination in the 
distribution system from lead pipes, increasingly stringent standards enhance the need to reduce initial 
inputs from catchment sources. The study o f  historical data in previous chapters has identified the 
Upper Wharfe as experiencing periodically high levels o f lead in the river water. Some o f the peaks 
seen in the raw river water were well in excess o f  the proposed revisions to the drinking water quality 
standards (up to 36 |ig r'). Following filtration these values were reduced by an order o f magnitude, 
indicating the importance o f iron bound to suspended particles.
Present knowledge o f potential source areas, building o f Source tree and GIS data model
There are three potential sources o f  lead in upland catchments, industry, mining spoil heaps and 
deposits and the underlying geology (Figure 7 .15 a). A number o f  industrial activities involve the use 
o f lead, although no such industry is known to exist in the study catchment (see previous chapter). 
Lead may be present in water as a result o f  water flow over galena bedrock, however the surface 
lithology o f  the Upper Wharfe is sandstone and millstone grit and the direct contamination o f surface 
from this source is therefore unlikely (hence absence from Figure 7.15 b).
An additional source o f contamination is from spoil heaps associated with lead mining activities. A 
number o f disused mines are known to exist in the Upper Wharfe catchment and these are therefore 
potential hazards. These sites were identified from automated and manual searching o f  the Ordnance 
Survey maps as they represent localised point sources. The high content o f  lead bound to suspended 
particles also indicates that the erosion o f  contaminated spoil heaps may present a significant hazard.
Recent work (e.g. Macklin, 1996; Macklin et al., 1997; Hudson-Edwards et a l, 1997) has illustrated 
the importance o f  alluvial floodplains as a source o f  heavy metals. Discharge events can lead to these 
sediments being reworked and incorporated into the suspended sediment content o f the river. 
Although these represent a significant source for riverine concentrations, they are not shown on the 
resultant hazard map as treatment processes (such as filtration) will remove suspended solids and as 
such these sources should have a negligible effect on the resultant drinking water quality.
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Figure 7.15 a) Lead Source T ree
Figure 7.15 b) Lead GIS data model
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Figure 7.16 Lead hazard map
The hazard map above identifies a number o f  potential point sources o f  lead contamination. 
Numerous mines are evident in the catchment and three spoil heaps from lead mine workings are 
located in the Langstrothdale sub-catchment. Interestingly, many o f the mine workings are located 
close to watercourses. The hazards identified on this map may be responsible for the high levels o f 
suspended lead identified in the sample results discussed in earlier chapters. No problems o f scale 
were experienced when identifying lead hazards as only point data were used
7.2.9 Nutrients 
Introduction /  background
Three nitrogen-related compounds are o f  concern to drinking water quality: nitrate, nitrite and 
ammonia. The oxidation o f  ammonia will form nitrite, further oxidation o f which will form nitrate. 
Similarly, the reduction o f nitrate forms nitrite and subsequently ammonia. Nitrites can therefore be 
formed from the contamination o f  source waters by ammonia, or nitrate.
Nitrates are a common element o f  many foodstuffs, especially vegetables, however drinking water 
can be a significant component o f daily nitrate intake (Gray, 1994). The major public health 
consideration o f  high nitrate levels in drinking water voiced in the literature is that o f 
methaemoglobinaemia in infants. This is also called ‘blue-baby syndrome’ as it can affect infants fed 
on bottled milk prepared with high nitrate water.
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When nitrate is reduced to nitrite, this can combine with the haemoglobin in the blood to form 
methaemoglobin (McDonald & Kay, 1988). This methaemoglobin is unable to carry blood around 
the body and therefore results in a blue tinge to  the skin. The progression o f oxygen deprivation from 
this condition can induce a coma and eventually lead to death, although this problem rarely occurs in 
modern bacteriologically pure mains water (Gray, 1994). High nitrate levels in drinking water have 
also been linked to the occurrence o f  cancer (Shuval & Gruener, 1972; Cantor, 1997). Health 
considerations related to nitrate are actually the result o f  the conversion to nitrite in the stomach. 
Nitrite can then form numerous carcinogenic compounds upon reaction within the stomach. Work is 
currently underway to  investigate the link between nitrate in drinking waters and early onset 
(childhood) diabetes.
Nitrate removal is not commonly available at works treating upland waters. The identification and 
minimisation o f  catchment area hazards is therefore particularly important.
In addition to nitrogen compounds, phosphates and potassium are also significant hazards related to 
agricultural activities. Algal blooms caused by increased nutrient levels can cause discoloration 
problems, may increase the cost o f  treatment activities and significantly reduce the amenity value of 
the source waters. I f  they contaminate drinking waters, the by-products from the breakdown o f these 
blooms can cause taste and odour problems. The maximum levels for nitrates in both drinking water 
and water to be abstracted for potable supplies is 50m gr' (as NO}), the same as the WHO guideline 
value. Nitrite levels must not exceed 0.1 m gl'1 in drinking water, although no value is stipulated for 
raw waters (WHO guideline 3 mgl"1). Maximum permissible ammonia levels in water are 0.5 mgl'1 
(drinking water) and 1.5 m gl'1 (DW2 raw waters). Neither phosphate or potassium standards are set 
for the quality o f  raw water abstracted for potable supplies, but PCV levels o f  2000 m gl'1 (as 
phosphorus) and 12mgl'' respectively, apply to treated waters.
Present knowledge o f  potential source areas
The general upward trend in UK nitrate levels has been correlated with the rise in agricultural 
intensification on numerous occasions. Nitrate fertiliser is the most widely used chemical supplement 
in farming (Gray, 1994) and thus runoff from agricultural land forms the primary source o f nitrates in 
raw source waters. In addition to arable fertiliser use, nitrogenous fertilisers are also used on 
moorland areas to promote the more palatable grasses for upland sheep grazing. The ploughing o f  
grasslands and spreading o f  manure may also increase nitrate and nutrient levels in upland waters. 
Animal wastes, whether deposited directly on the ground or spread as fertiliser are a significant 
potential source o f  nitrogen, phosphates and potassium compounds. Farming subsidies have also 
increased the number o f animals grazing in upland areas, hence adding to the nutrient loads (Mitchell, 
1991).
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Building o f  Source tree and GIS data model
Figures 7.17 a) and b) show how digital data were collated and assessed to identify various hazard 
source areas for nitrate, phosphates and potassium compounds.
Nitrate hazard areas can be predicted by identifying those areas where nitrate fertiliser may be applied 
to agricultural land. The transport of nitrates by surface runoff will also increase the potential for 
surface water contamination. The coarse resolution agricultural census data were again used to 
identify the types of crops present in the catchment. Average fertiliser application rates were then 
determined for each crop type from the British Survey o f Fertiliser Practice (HMSO, 1994). This 
enabled the relative contribution to nutrient enrichment of different crop types to be assessed and 
ranked on a five point scale. These areas were then sub-divided using the 25m resolution ITE 
Landcover data to identify areas within the 4 square kilometres where these crops will actually be.
Identifying source areas o f animal waste, both deposition through grazing activities and deliberate 
spreading for fertiliser applications, was done as for Cryptosporidium and faecal bacteria. Nutrient 
levels may also be increased by forestry activities (Mitchell, 1991), especially following pre- 
afforestation ditching and clear felling . These were therefore identified by selecting all areas of bare 
ground from the ITE Landcover data that were surrounded by areas o f managed forest. All non-point 
sources were then combined with the RPI to show which were most significant in terms of potential 
impact on surface water quality.
The extent of nitrate vulnerable zones (NVZs) and nitrate sensitive areas (NSAs), available as digital 
data from English Nature were also used to identify locations that were know to present a significant 
potential source of nitrate pollution.
Numerous potential point sources for these compounds also exist and were identified from the digital 
data. The primary potential sources are effluent discharges from sewage treatment works, combined 
sewer overflows and consented discharges. Caravan parks and camp sites were considered to 
represent a major hazard due to the high number o f portable and chemical toilet facilities that may be 
used and emptied on or near the sites. Many of these features were present in the various data held 
within GISLAB, as illustrated in Figure 7.17 b), but further hazards were identified from the unique 
data layers created from paper records o f discharge consents and from the OS maps using the 
automated and manual techniques described previously.
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Figure 7.17 a) Nutrients Source Tree
Where areas o f grassland ploughing and forestry management were identified, 5 points were added to 
the overall ranking total and 4 points were added if a cell fell within a Nitrate Sensitive Area (NSA) 
or Nitrate Vulnerable Zone (NVZ). (Although no such areas are officially identified in the Upper 
Wharfe and this weighting was therefore not used here, the NSA and NVZ variable has been 
incorporated in the Source Tree for completeness).
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Figure 7.18 Nutrients hazard map
In general, the potential hazard areas appear to be from non-point sources where grazing land is in 
close proximity to the watercourse, e.g. throughout Langstrothdale and Main River 1. The Main 
River 1 and Halton sub-catchments are identified as the greatest hazard to water quality, whereas the 
Barden sub-catchment contains only a very small contributing area (moderate hazard) and no point 
sources. There are a large number of potential point sources in some o f the other sub-catchments that 
may make a significant contribution to the nutrient load at the intake site. In particular the reach 
immediately upstream o f the intake contains a number of potential sources, as does the Kex Beck sub­
catchment.
7.2.10 Phenolic compounds 
Introduction /background
Although phenolic compounds are not routinely monitored in the Upper Wharfe and were not 
therefore identified in previous chapters as a potential hazard, a number of phenolic pollution 
incidents have occurred in upland drinking water catchments throughout the UK and these substances 
are o f particular concern to water supply companies (Foster & McDonald, 1996).
The term “phenolic compound” refers to any organic compound whose molecules contain one or 
more hydroxyl (OH) group bound directly to a carbon atom of a benzene ring. In their simplest form 
(phenol) the molecular structure contains 6 carbon and 5 hydrogen atoms bound in a ring, with an OH 
group directly attached to one of the carbon atoms (chemical formula: C6H5OH).
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Any compound which contains this structure anywhere in its molecular form can be said to be a 
phenolic. The family of phenolic compounds, is therefore huge with a diverse range of properties and 
associated impacts on drinking water quality and the environment as a whole.
The primary significance of phenolics in drinking water is their ability to cause unsatisfactory tastes 
and odours at extremely low concentrations. Several phenolics have the ability to impart tastes and 
odours to drinking water supplies and edible aquatic life at parts per billion levels ((ig l1) and have 
been shown to be toxic to aquatic life at parts per million levels (m gl1) (Buikema et al, 1979). The 
organoleptic properties of phenolic compounds have been the primary reason for stipulating such low 
compliance levels in drinking waters (EC MAC for total phenols = 0.5 (igl*1).
Phenolic compounds are also known to affect human health, and in some cases can be highly toxic. 
In high concentrations they can cause diarrhoea, nausea, vomiting, abdominal pains, mouth sores, 
dark urine and tissue bums in consumers ingesting contaminated water (Jarvis et al, 1985). High 
levels of phenolic compounds in freshwater can be mutagenic to Escherichia coli and toxic to 
microbes, algae, plants and animals (Buikema el al, 1979), and Milner & Goulder (1986) found that 
the activity of bacteria to be inhibited by increased levels o f phenolic compounds.
If phenolic compounds are present in water during chlorination they can react with free chlorine 
atoms. Phenol itself has been found to be the most reactive aromatic towards chlorine incorporation 
during treatment (Buikema et al, 1979). Chlorophenols (which have taste and odour thresholds below 
the level o f detection o f laboratory methods) can therefore easily form if phenolic compounds are 
present in raw waters (Horth el al, 1992). These adverse taste and odours are often detected first by 
customers at the tap, resulting in complaints to the supply company. Phenolics therefore present a 
excellent example of where catchment control has the potential to reduce the contamination of 
drinking water supplies, due to lack o f suitable monitoring technologies. Further detailed 
investigations into the monitoring of phenol in environmental waters can be found in Foster & 
McDonald (1996).
The precise phenolic compound causing taste and odour complaints is thought to vary between 
occurrences and is rarely identified (e.g. Horth et al, 1992). In the case of incidents in Yorkshire, 
phenol and para-cresol (4-methylphenol) have been detected in the upland waters at the time of 
customer complaints and thought to be the main precursors. The precise source and processes causing 
their mobilisation are unknown at present.
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Present knowledge o f potential source areas
Very little is currently known about the potential sources of phenolic compounds in upland water 
supply catchments. This has primarily been due to the lack of reliable monitoring equipment for 
environmental waters. However, some estimation of the potential source areas can be predicted. The 
occurrence of phenolics can be categorised into two sources. Synthetic compounds from 
anthropogenic activities and naturally occurring compounds in the environment. Synthetic phenols 
may come from road surfacing materials, wood preserving chemicals or effluent discharges. 
However, road surfacing materials are only thought to present a problem during the period of 
application (as it is the tar used that contains phenolic compounds), similarly wood preservatives 
present the greatest hazard when stored, prior to application.
The most likely sources of phenolics in upland catchments appear to be agriculture and the by­
products of organic decay. Several phenolics are used as pesticides, or are present in pesticide 
compounds, especially 2,4-dichlorophenol and pentachlorophenol (Kruus et al., 1991) and in the by­
products of their decay (Buikema et al., 1979). Sheep-dips are an acknowledged phenolic hazard in 
upland areas. Littlejohn (1987) and Littlejohn & Melvin (1991) found high concentrations of 
phenolics in the dipping solutions in use the Dee catchment in Scotland, and discovered hydrological 
pathways to local watercourses. However, they failed to find significant traces of the phenolics in 
local streams, illustrating the complex (and poorly understood) behaviour of these compounds.
Many incidents that have been traced to upland catchments are thought to originate from diffuse 
sources, and are therefore most likely to be from naturally occurring phenolics. Possible sources of 
naturally occurring phenolic compounds include animal waste products and decaying vegetation. 
Littlejohn & Melvin (1987) found significant amounts of phenolics in the effluent from dry and wet 
rotting grass under laboratory conditions and in silage effluents on farms. The amount produced 
varied greatly with the dry matter content of the silage. Rump (1974) isolated several phenolic acids 
from the urine of domestic farm animals, and cattle and pig slurry have subsequently been suggested 
as possible sources of phenolics (Littlejohn, 1994 - Pers Comm ).
Decaying vegetation can produce phenolic compounds. Rockwell & Larson (1978) identified leaf 
litter as the source of phenolics causing taste and odour problems whilst Ertel & Hedges (1984) found 
phenolics in the degradation of lignin substances from the decay of vascular plant material. Gordon 
(1990) found that the greatest amounts of phenol and para-cresol were formed from grasses with a 
high chlorophyll content. Small amounts of phenol were produced in by peat soils, but compounds 
such as para-cresol were not.
The above represents a summary of the limited current knowledge of phenolic compound source 
areas. The resultant hazard maps therefore represent a best guess scenario based on the current 
research base. As knowledge of phenolic compounds increases, so the hazard mapping can be refined 
and improved.
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Building o f  Source Tree and GfS data model
Several potential point and non-point sources have been identified from the literature and previous 
fieldwork. These are represented in the Source Tree shown in Figure 7.19 a) below.
Figure 7.19 a) Phenolic compound source tree
Figure 7.19 b) illustrates how these potential sources were identified in the GIS hazard mapping. 
Areas of pesticide application were identified as described in section 7.2.3, but only those areas where 
pesticides known to contain phenolic compounds may be applied were used on this occasion. 
Similarly, animal wastes and peat soils were identified as described previously from the agricultural 
census data, ITE Landcover data and waste production rates, and the soil series data respectively. All 
point sources were identified from automated and manual searches of the OS background maps. 
Sources associated with silage may be either point or non-point. They are represented only as non­
point sources here as any potential silage storage areas will be highlighted when agricultural buildings 
are identified as part of the sheep dip and agricultural pesticide point source survey. Phenolic 
compounds may contaminate water where grass has been cut and left to ferment on land liable to 
experience overland flow. These areas were therefore identified using a combination of the ITE 
Landcover data (managed grassland) and the RPI index.
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In order to represent the relative contribution of the different non-point sources of phenolics a 
weighting equation was applied to the ranking. As very little is known about the magnitude of 
phenolics from each source, this weighting is a simplistic one based on assumptions made from the 
limited research carried out in the field of non-point sources of phenolic compounds. The weightings 
applied are as follows:
Table 7.4 Modelling equation for phenolic compounds hazard map rankings
________________________________________________ Modelling equation____________________
Total non-point source rank = (Pesticide rank * 5) + (Decaying vegetation rank * 4) + (Animal waste 
__________________________rank* 3) + (Peat soil rank * 2) + RPI rank______________________
Figure 7.20 Phenolic compounds hazard map
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Figure 7.20 shows areas o f high a very high risk in numerous sub-catchments. In particular, a large 
area of “Very high risk” land can be seen in Littondale sub-catchment and also in the Main River 2 
sub-catchment. These represent areas with a high potential for pesticide application and/or decaying 
vegetation to be present that are on steeply sloping land or close to the watercourse (i.e. high RPI 
rank). In addition, a large number of potential point sources can be seen throughout the catchment, 
including several along the river in both Littondale and Langstrothdale, and a particular concentration 
in the Kex Beck sub-catchment. As mentioned previously with pesticide hazards, a high 
concentration of point sources as near to the intake site as Kex Beck represents a significant hazard to 
the quality o f the water abstracted.
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7.3 WINGS or Maplnfo for GIS-based hazard identification? -  The relative 
merits of two software packages
The need for two software packages came to light as much of the source data were made available 
through the WINGS-based GISLAB initiative at Yorkshire Water. However, the WINGS software 
package was known to have limited data manipulation capabilities, as the spatial analysis tools are 
still under development. Maplnfo was therefore selected to carry out the spatial analysis as this 
represented the leading PC-based desktop GIS software at the time of the study.
Use was made of GIS in both chapters six and seven to facilitate the investigation of historical data. 
Much of this was simple on-screen representation of digital historical data. The storage of catchment 
information in this way has a number of advantages over paper mapping as the data can be 
automatically interrogated easily for use in a variety of ways, and can easily be updated when more 
timely information or scientific understanding becomes available. In general, such data can be 
displayed equally well in either software package, although the creation of original data layers (or 
maps) was often easier in Maplnfo due to its simple tabular data structure and the ease of interaction 
with other packages such as Microsoft Excel.
The use o f “Mifmerge” software that enables data transfer from Maplnfo to the WINGS data format 
was a significant advantage. However, the reverse of this, when data were transformed from WINGS 
format for analysis in Maplnfo was not totally automated and involved considerable manual 
conversion using alternative software such as text editors and spreadsheets. The text files associated 
with the WINGS data structure had to be manually converted into the correct format for import to 
Maplnfo. Some of this was automated by the creation of text editing and data sorting macros in 
Microsoft Word and Excel, but considerable time was spent manually transforming and especially 
verifying the data. However, once these transformations had been carried out, interaction between the 
Maplnfo-based GIS analysis and the WINGS-based desktop mapping “front end” was not 
computationally intensive due to the use o f the Mifmerge software.
The limited spatial analysis tools available within WINGS meant that hazard maps could only initially 
be displayed as the largest spatial unit of the source data. This was because the cell-based data could 
not be dis-aggregated using higher resolution data as it could in Maplnfo. Experimental (beta release) 
polygon algebra functions were tested within WINGS, but found to be inferior to the Maplnfo overlay 
and analysis tools. The ability to select geographical areas contained within other spatial units in 
Maplnfo enabled the larger resolution data to be refined and mapped, based on their relative attribute 
values or location. This significantly enhanced the mapping procedure and allows the potential for 
the identification of individual field sites for remedial action to alleviate pollution risk.
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Whilst the display and interrogation of the resultant hazard maps has been possible in both WINGS 
and Maplnfo, the data processing capabilities of Maplnfo were found to be much more suitable for 
the analysis o f  digital data. The successful creation of new data layers through the combination of 
existing data was found only to be possible using Maplnfo. For example, the 25m ITE Landcover 
data could be used to identify which part of the catchment animal were likely to be grazing. Using 
Maplnfo’s SQL selection tools, the cells could then be assigned animal grazing intensity ranks in 
accordance with the rank of the 2km agricultural census data cell that they were geographically 
within. In all such cases cell rankings were utilised so as not to misrepresent absolute values when 
combining data of different resolutions. This was seen as a suitable method of addressing many o f the 
problems associated with approximating information from values transferred from data of several 
scales.
The table-based format of maps in Maplnfo allowed the combination of the different data layers based 
on either attribute data or geographical location, thus allowing true GIS analysis to be carried out to 
create the hazard maps. WINGS proved to have virtually no spatial analysis capabilities, but was 
proficient at desktop mapping and the visual representation of data layers created by Maplnfo. Data 
created in Maplnfo could be easily returned to WINGS for display purposes. The resultant hazard 
maps can therefore potentially be displayed across the corporate-wide mapping system in use at 
Yorkshire Water Services Ltd. Despite significantly increasing the size of the stored data files, these 
can still be easily held on the desktop PC and would not necessitate the purchase of large network or 
storage servers (Foster & McDonald, 1998).
The automated searching of digital data to identify potential point sources of pollution did make 
extensive use of WINGS’ capabilities. The Ordnance Survey Landline data were stored within 
WINGS in such a manner that text strings could be easily searched to identify features of interest 
using the WINGS “dump” feature. In addition, the 1:10,000 raster background maps were visually 
searched in WINGS for those areas where the larger scale vector maps were not available. This was 
also carried in WINGS to avoid the need for the large picture files containing the mapped information 
to be repeated in a format readable by Maplnfo.
The work described in this chapter could therefore have been carried out purely in Maplnfo, if all of 
the GISLAB data were successfully transformed. However, the need for results to be easily displayed 
via the WINGS-based GISLAB system necessitated the use of two GIS software packages. The was 
largely successful and enabled the unnecessary repetition of data to be avoided.
Future developments in GIS may well include the creation of OpenGIS specifications for the access 
o f digital geographic data over networked systems (Anon., 1997). The use of multiple GIS software 
systems as illustrated by this work may therefore become more common in future years, although 
wide adoption of such approaches still remains unproven. This work has shown the potential of a 
multiple-GIS based system and illustrated its use on a medium specification desktop PC.
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7.4 Summary and conclusions
This chapter has described the generation of hazard maps for a number of water quality parameters in 
the Upper Wharfe catchment. These have been created for parameters identified in the previous 
chapter and those known to cause problems to raw water supply quality in similar catchments. 
Hazard mapping of this variety is not evident in the contemporary literature but represents a 
significant potential application of environmental digital data. The digital mapping capabilities of the 
GIS have considerably improved the hazard identification process over those carried out in the past 
using inflexible data in paper format
Hazard maps were displayed using a five point ordinal ranking scale describing five levels of relative 
hazard from very high (5) to negligible / no data (1) for the following parameters: Cryptosporidium, 
pesticides, oils and greases, colour, trace metals, faecal bacteria, lead, nutrients and phenolic 
compounds. It was possible to identify extensive areas of potentially highly hazardous conditions 
within the catchment, and to determine particularly high risk sub-catchments from the resultant maps.
The chapter has illustrated how existing knowledge of water quality parameters can be harnessed and 
utilised within a GIS to create an interactive management tool. The best available data have been 
used to identify the potential hazards to the quality of water at the intake site. This enables the 
classification of areas of the catchment that are a potentially high risk for particular parameters. Only 
once these areas have been identified can the relative contribution o f the catchment areas be 
determined and realistic risk management strategies investigated. Such strategies are discussed in 
later chapters.
Hazard identification using GIS has primarily been done on a catchment scale, but as data are stored 
in geographically referenced tables, these were easily subdivided into sub-catchments. This enabled 
shorter computational processing times for analysing and drawing complex information and also has 
the potential for sub-catchment scale risk assessments to be easily completed. The resolution of the 
data and use of background Ordnance Survey maps enable areas of high risk to be clearly related to 
actual locations in the catchment. Such approaches could have significant potential uses for land 
management planning, local area plans, Environment Agency LEAPs and predictive modelling of 
environmental change scenarios.
One of the major challenges faced was the incorporation of a variety of data in terms of both quality 
and resolution. This has resulted in some hazard maps being dominated by certain data layers. For 
example the dominance of the coarser scale soil data can be seen when determining the runoff 
potential index for areas o f relatively low slope angle (see Figure 7.2). Whilst such situations can be 
used to illustrate the locally dominant environmental parameter, or to represent the controlling factor 
in a variety of scenarios, the approximations inherent in the coarser data layers represent a potential 
source o f error in the resultant hazard maps.
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This work has highlighted a scale-based problem inherent in the use of environmental data o f various 
resolutions and scales. This is perhaps one of the most significant challenges for the future 
exploitation of this approach to hazard identification. However, the stated aim of this research was to 
use generically available data in order to produce a methodology that can be transferred to other 
catchment areas. The techniques described here are considered to represent those best suited to the 
data available at the time of the research. If data resolution were standardised or improved, this 
would greatly facilitate future assessments of this nature.
Two GIS software packages have been utilised together here, each with individual strengths and 
weaknesses. The Maplnfo software proved vital in the analysis of the raw data due to the ability to 
combine cells based on their geographic location and/or their associated attributes. In addition, the 
desktop mapping capabilities of WINGS combined with the innovation of GISLAB provides realistic 
potential for the output from a pollution risk ‘expert system’ to be made widely available within 
YWS. Much greater use was made o f the Maplnfo software, due to the superior data analysis tools 
available, although the display o f the resultant hazard maps is equally good in either package as only 
basic desktop mapping capabilities are required for this. A summary o f the strengths and weaknesses 
of the two software packages used has shown the potential of a multi-system approach. The use of 
both software packages to facilitate the wider use of the hazard mapping techniques developed here is 
discussed further in Foster & McDonald (1998).
As well as creating visual representations of the areas of hazard to water quality in the catchment, data 
from which the maps were built can be used to provide statistical information about the relative 
hazard o f the sub-catchment areas for a particular water quality parameter. The following chapter 
makes further use o f this capability to determine exactly what proportion of the high / medium / low 
risk areas exist within any one sub-catchment, enabling contributory factors for the various water 
quality parameters to be investigated further.
The hazard maps created in this chapter have been based largely on the findings of previous studies 
and knowledge of water quality sources. It is necessary to determine the validity of this approach in 
relation to the water quality o f the study catchment. Investigations in the following chapter therefore 
describe the comparison of the hazard maps to raw water quality. Data collected are also compared to 
catchment characteristics determined using the GIS to obtain a greater understanding o f the relative 
significance of catchment dependant variables on water quality. If a catchment specific methodology 
were required then any assumptions made in the creation of the initial hazard maps could be 
minimised for conditions in the Upper Wharfe catchment to provide optimal mapping of the potential 
hazards to water quality.
GIS techniques have been used in a novel area of application to greatly enhance the hazard 
identification stage of the RASCAL risk assessment methodology put forward in Chapter 5. It is 
anticipated that further application of GIS techniques will contribute to the following stages of the 
risk assessment methodology.
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Chapter 8 
Raw water sampling programme
8.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the collection and analysis o f water quality data from the Upper Wharfe 
catchment. Samples were collected in order to validate the hazard maps, to assist in the preparation of 
descriptive relationships between water quality and catchment characteristics, and to provide input 
data for risk frequency estimates. Funding was secured from YWS to carry out an extensive sampling 
programme in the study area for these purposes.
The purpose o f this chapter is therefore twofold. Firstly, the validity of the hazard maps created in 
previous chapters will be assessed by comparison to the sample results. Secondly, information 
gathered as part o f this validation will be used to provide an increased understanding of the water 
quality within the Upper Wharfe catchments, and in particular about how the catchment water quality 
relates to the physical characteristics of the sub-catchment areas.
The sampling programme itself was established through a combination of GIS-based methods relating 
to the hazard maps presented previously. The next section therefore describes how sample site 
locations and analysis suites were determined using digital information on catchment characteristics. 
The following two sections of the chapter then go on to describe the contribution of the sample results 
to the development of the RASCAL risk assessment methodology. Individual sample results are 
given in Appendix C and detailed analysis of trends in water quality has been summarised in 
numerous reports elsewhere (Foster, 1996; 1997a; 1997b; 1997c). This chapter therefore focuses on 
how the water quality information is used to enhance the development o f the risk assessment 
methodology.
8.2 Design and implementation of a raw water sampling programme using 
hazard identification techniques and GIS
8.2.1 Sample point locations
The catchment area was divided into smaller sub-catchments based around the major tributary streams 
as described previously. This division allows detailed hazard mapping exercises and spatial analysis 
o f the physical characteristics to be carried out within each sub-catchment area and also facilitates the 
investigation of relationships between catchment characteristics and water quality. The hydrological 
boundaries of each sub-catchment were digitised into WINGS using the topographical information
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from the Ordnance Survey 1:50,000 contour data. Eleven major sub-catchments were identified, with 
potential for further division into smaller regions as necessary.
The physical characteristics of each sub-catchment have been investigated in the previous chapter to 
identify potential water quality hazards present. Recommendations for sample collection and analysis 
are made on the basis of these identified hazards.
The sample sites are located at the major outflows from each sub-catchment area, with additional sites 
on tributary streams that represent a significant potential hazard to water quality. These additional 
sites were located on Cowside Beck at Amcliffe (Site 1 in Figure 8.1), and Captain Beck at Linton 
(Site 4 in Figure 8.1). Cowside Beck was identified as being of particular concern due to the large 
number of animals located in the surrounding area and the high runoff potential of the steep-sided 
valley. Captain Beck was identified for additional sampling due to the location of Swinden Quarry in 
the upper reaches of this tributary.
The precise location o f the 13 sample sites were identified by field visits, although preliminary site 
locations were detected by buffering the river link features in the GIS to highlight all reaches within 
fifty metres of a road, or where roads cross a watercourse. The sampling extended significantly 
beyond the existing monitoring carried out by YWS operational staff and the Environment Agency in 
the catchment and thus greatly increases the knowledge base of water quality information for the 
intake catchment and its associated sub-catchment areas.
The location of sub-catchment areas and sample sites can be seen in Figure 8.1 overleaf.
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Figure 8.1 Upper Wharfe sub-catchment areas and sample sites
8.2.2 Sample analysis
The parameters measured at each site were determined by the upstream characteristics of the 
particular sub-catchment (or minor tributary). Four physical parameters were identified as standard 
measurements to carry out at each site. These were colour, turbidity, pH and conductivity. Analysis 
for nitrate, nitrite and several bacteria (total coliforms [TC], faecal coliforms [FC], faecal streptococci 
[FS], & Clostridia) also took place at all sites on a weekly basis. At some sites additional parameters 
have also been stipulated as a result of the hazards identified in particular sub-catchments. These 
include Cryptosporidium, pesticides, phenolics, BOD5 and a test for oils & greases These are 
summarised in Table 8.1 overleaf. Samples were analysed by the ALcontrol laboratory in Bradford. 
The laboratory, approved by the United Kingdom Accreditation Service (UKAS), carries out chemical 
and microbiological analysis for YWS and commercial customers.
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In all, 3228 samples were collected and 15202 results determined from these by the laboratory. The 
results of the samples can be found in Appendix C and have also been reported in detail elsewhere 
(Foster, 1996; 1997a; 1997b; 1997c) including consideration of general water quality trends and the 
identification of anomalous results. Rather than repeat this reporting here, it is intended to describe 
examples of the utilisation of the sampling data to assist in the refinement of the risk assessment 
process. Namely, to determine the success of the hazard mapping approach and investigate 
relationships between sub-catchment characteristics and water quality. The water quality information 
is therefore used to determine the degree of success of the approaches developed in earlier chapters.
As the hazard maps developed earlier are based on generic assumptions o f water quality relationships 
with geographical catchment characteristics, investigations are then carried out into relationships 
identified in the Wharfe catchment from these results. Such relationships can subsequently be used to 
improve the understanding of water quality hazards in the study catchment and hence refine the 
hazard mapping and risk assessment process in future iterations o f the methodology. Thus allowing 
the fundamentally important feedback loop of continual re-assessment identified in the 
conceptualisation o f the methodology (Chapter 5) to be completed. The data are also used in later 
chapters to assist in estimations o f risk frequency.
8.3 Utilisation of sample results to aid the evolution of the RASCAL 
methodology
8.3.1 Hazard map validation
Graphical comparisons
In order to assess the success of the hazard mapping exercises in Chapter 7, data describing the 
distribution of hazard ranks were compared to the water quality information. Examples are given in 
the following graphs for several parameters whose potential non-point sources were identified using 
the hazard mapping techniques described previously. Only results from 9 of the 13 sub-catchments 
were used in this comparison as these represented geographically distinct catchment areas. The 
intermediate “Main River” sub-catchments were not used due to influence of upstream catchments on 
the water quality at their outlets. The whole catchment area (represented by the “Lobwood” data) was 
also considered in the analysis. Where parameters where not routinely monitored in some catchments 
(e.g. pesticides) due to excessive analysis costs or a low predicted hazard, only those sub-catchments 
where sampling was carried out are shown on the graphs.
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The proportion o f each sub-catchment categorised in each of the ranking classes were extracted from 
the mapped data in Maplnfo and the results analysed in a spreadsheet software package (Microsoft 
Excel 97). Figures 8.2 a) and b) show water quality variations in relation to the predicted distribution 
of hazard in the various sub-catchment areas.
The graphs can be described as following. The stacked columns represent the total area of each sub­
catchment, with the colouring indicating the relative proportions of these sub-catchments identified in 
each hazard class (red = very high, grey = negligible). The solid line plot (on the secondary Y axis) 
displays the maximum values seen for the water quality parameter in question and the dotted line 
represents mean values over the sampling period. Maximum values are used to represent the 
maximum potential hazard of a sub-catchment witnessed during the sample period, whilst overall 
outputs from the sub-catchments are illustrated by the mean values.
Thus, if the hazard map predictions are correct then those columns with a greater proportion o f red 
and orange colouring (very high and high risk areas) will correspond to the greatest maximum and 
mean water quality values shown by the line plots. This is illustrated well in Figures 8.2 a) and b) 
showing the colour and aluminium results. In the Grimwith sub-catchment, the high proportion of 
land classified as “Very high” (43%) colour hazard potential and “High” (37%) coincides with a 
significantly higher mean and maximum colour level compared to other sites. Similarly in Figure 8.2 
b) sub-catchments with large proportions of the area classed as moderately hazardous and above have 
corresponding higher maximum and mean aluminium levels at the sub-catchment outlet sample 
points.
Figure 8.2 a) Distribution o f Colour hazard and observed values
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Figure 8.2 b) Distribution of Aluminium hazard and observed values
The general trend indicated by the graphs is that where more of the sub-catchments are classified in 
the higher rank categories, high maximum values are witnessed together with an elevated mean value 
for the sampling period as a whole. As such, the above figures indicate that the assumptions, 
weightings and data aggregation processes adopted in the source trees are broadly correct for colour 
and aluminium. For several parameters, insufficient water quality data are available to carry out 
meaningful statistical analysis. This is due to samples not being collected from all sites for particular 
parameters, or a high proportion of results being below the limit o f detection for numerous 
parameters. The overall performance of the hazard identification predictions for these parameters is 
therefore shown by further graphical analysis in Figures 8.3 a) to 8.3 d) below.
The distribution of total pesticides seen in Figure 8.3 a) is of limited value as the prohibitively high 
analysis cost meant that pesticides could only be sporadically monitored at a selection of sites. 
However, where pesticides were detected (these were generally insecticides such as Aldrin and 
Propham) there was a limited relationship to the predicted non-point source hazards. In Littondale 
where the highest concentrations of total pesticides were seen (0.09 and 0.10 ugl"1) there is the lowest 
proportion o f Rank 1 (“Negligible”) land area. However, in the other catchments monitored for 
pesticides no increase in pesticide concentration was seen with the increased areas of “Very high”, 
“High” and “Moderate” risk areas. This may either be due to impact of point sources in Littondale, 
(which may be the case as pesticides were only detected on two occasions), or that no pesticide 
compounds were used, spilt, or sprayed during or prior to the sampling visits.
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Figure 8.3 a) Distribution of total pesticides hazard and observed values
Figure 8.3 b) Distribution of Cryptosporidium hazard and observed values
Cryptosporidium sample results are inherently difficult to analyse over time series as they are 
effectively a measure of presence or absence due the limited accuracy o f current methodologies 
(Marshall, 1997). Cryptosporidium oocysts were detected on only one occasion, in a sample from 
Kex Beck (Site 12). The hazard mapping in the previous chapter suggested this sub-catchment was 
potentially hazardous due to the high number of point sources in the catchment.
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The positive Cryptosporidium result was obtained during heavy rainfall and was seen in conjunction 
with high turbidity and coliform results. This therefore indicates that surface runoff from a faecal- 
contaminated area is likely to be the source of the oocysts. In this case therefore, the dominant 
transport process appears to be overland flow, as predicted for the main river by Marshall (1997).
Phenol and />cresol (4-methlycresol) are parameters known to have caused problems before in similar 
catchment areas (Foster & McDonald, 1996) and were the only phenolic compounds detected during 
this sampling.
Figure 8.3 c) Distribution of phenol hazard and observed values
Phenol was detected in a sample from Littondale at a concentration of 0 47iJ.gr1 and on two occasions 
at the Lobwood intake site (at concentrations of 0.13fj.gl_1 and 0.18 (.igl1). These concentrations are 
considered high enough to produce taste and odour problems if present in the intake water. Little is 
known about the actual sources of phenolic compounds and three positive results here is not enough 
to identify trends or definitive sources. However, as no pesticides were detected at any of the sites on 
these dates is it likely that that sheep dip solution was probably not the source of this phenol. 
Potential sources are therefore likely to be related to the breakdown o f organic matter in the 
catchment. Large areas of forestry in Littondale would provide an ample source or such material.
In contrast to the incidents of phenol witnessed, para-cresol (Figure 8.3d)) was detected in 
Langstrothdale in January 1997. Again no pesticide contamination was seen around this time. 
However, slurry spreading activities were seen taking place in the Langstrothdale sub-catchment area 
and high levels o f  bacteria found in results from the same day. It is therefore hypothesised that the 
source of the para-cresol is animal urine as suggested by Rump (1974) and Littlejohn (1994 -  Pers 
comm).
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Figure 8.3 d) Distribution of para- cresol hazard and observed values
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Figure 8.3 e) Distribution of Oils & Greases hazard and observed values
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Figure 8 .3 a) shows the proportion o f roads in each sub-catchment in each of the hazard classes where 
oils and grease monitoring was carried out (oils and greases were also monitored at several 
intermediate points on the main river). The Halton and Kex Beck catchments were identified as a 
major hazard as the main A59 and A65 roads run adjacent to the streams in these areas. Captain Beck 
was identified as a potential hazard due to the location of Swinden Quarry in the upper reaches.
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Few samples contained oil and greases above the limit of detection, with the highest values (0.08 
mgl'1) found in Captain Beck and Kex Beck. On 30/10/96 oil and grease were detected at Captain 
Beck, Kex Beck and several of the intermediate sample points. This was following several days of 
relatively intense rainfall and was associated with extremely high coliform counts at all sites. 
Turbidity levels at this time were not unusually high, so it is thought that the oil and grease may come 
from surface drains from the roads, or the overflow of storm tanks. Again however, the source of the 
contamination is unknown, although it was those sub-catchments with the highest predicted hazard 
potential that produced the high sample results.
Where sufficient information is available from the sampling programme, statistical correlation was 
used to assess the predictive power of the hazard identification mapping exercises.
Pearson correlation analysis
Pearson product-moment correlation values were determined for comparisons o f observed sample 
results with the proportion of catchment classified into the five rank classes. Pearson correlation 
analysis can be used to measure the relationship between two data sets that are scaled to be 
independent of the unit of measurement. The calculation returns the covariance of two data sets 
divided by the product of their standard deviations. The analysis therefore determines whether two 
ranges of data move together.
Correlation coefficients were calculated for the mean, minimum and maximum values experienced at 
the outlet of each sub-catchment and related to the proportion of sub-catchment area in each hazard 
class and the number of point sources identified in the hazard mapping activities. The results are 
shown in Table 8.2 overleaf. For each water quality parameter, the sub-catchment proportion against 
which it is correlated is that calculated from the GIS for the parameter under consideration.
A statistically significant (p = 0.05) positive relationship is evident between the percentage of 
catchments classed as high colour hazard and the maximum colour levels seen at the sub-catchment 
outlets. Strong negative relationships also exist between %Low and both the mean and maximum 
observed colour.
Very few areas were categorised as “Very high” or “High” in the nutrient hazard maps that predicted 
possible sources of nitrate and nitrite hazard. The correlation coefficients for these will therefore be 
skewed somewhat by a lack of data (% Very High variable = 0 in many cases). However, significant 
positive relationships exist between %Moderate and maximum observed values. In addition a strong 
negative relationship (p=0.01) exists between %Negligible and the mean and maximum observed 
values for both nitrate and nitrite. The hazard maps therefore predict nitrate and nitrite levels well for 
the study sub-catchments.
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Table 8.2 Pearson product-nioment correlation coefficients for water quality variables 
v proportion of sub-catchment in each hazard rank
(p = 0.05; p  = M l )
Parameter Sampleresults
®//o
Negligible
%
Low
OS/o
Moderate
%
High
%
Very high
N° point 
sources
Colour
Min -0.074 0.025 1 0.150 0.247 -0.335
Mean -0.053 -0.610 -0.094 0.525 7  0.538
Max -0.088 -0.656 \ 0.033 0.693 0.400
Aluminium
Min 0.123 -0.411 - 0 . 111 0.045 0.677
Mean 0.589 -0.313 -0.122 0.181 0.179
Max 0.589 -0.313 -0.122 0.181 0.179
Manganese
Min 0.411 -0.763 - 0.503 0.643
Mean 0.435 -0.557 - 0.312 1 0.505 -
Max 0.671 -0.261 0.264 ; 0.055 -
"
Iron
Min -0.130 -0.057 -0.274 0.165 | 0.438
Mean 0.245 -0.729 0.420 0.296 0.386 -
Max 0.716 -0.706 0.893 0.152 -0.460
Bacteria
(Total coliforms)
Min 0.038 -0.682 0.236 0.980 0.133 -0.145
Mean 0.051 -0.631 0.310 0.623 0.395 -0.092
Max 0.097 -0.618 0.284 0.544 0.362 -0.194
Bacteria
(Faecal coliforms)
Min -0.075 -0.603 0.338 0.809 0.207 -0.165
Mean 0.220 -0.667 0.157 0.678 0.344 -0.261
Max 0.250 -0.660 0.118 0.681 0.336 -0.301
Bacteria
(Faecal streptococci)
Min -0.377 0.228 0.161 -0.030 0.213 0.656
Mean 0.043 -0.626 0.492 0.183 0.080 -0.247
Max 0.078 -0.627 0.509 0.059 -0.013 -0.269 ]
Nitrate
Min -0.639 0.611 0.611 0.117 0.555 -0.010
Mean -0.832 0.775 0.801 0.113 0.205 -0.038
Max -0.832 0.775 0.801 0.113 0.205 -0.038
Nitrite
Min -0. 702 0.616 0.685 0.033 -0.052 -0.134
Mean -0.802 0.767 0.768 0.036 0.175 -0.106
Max -0.737 0.647 0.719 0.057 0.141 -0.127
The coefficients calculated for aluminium and manganese are not so encouraging as significant 
relationships are evident between maximum water quality values and the %Negligible variable in both 
cases. In addition, positive relationships exist between %Very High and minimum metal levels. The 
format and weightings applied to the source trees in these cases therefore need to be reviewed for the 
Upper Wharfe sub-catchments. The Pearson coefficients for iron are more encouraging with 
%Moderate strongly correlated to mean and maximum values, and %Low negatively correlated to 
maximum values.
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At first glance, the relationship between bacteria levels and the predicted source areas appear poor. 
However, the relatively small set of variables used here (only min, max and mean values) will be 
affected by the numerous “spikes” in bacteria levels observed at several sites.
In summary, Table 8.2 shows that for parameters where the sources and transport mechanisms are 
well understood (e.g. nitrates and colour) the source trees and GIS data models used to predict hazard 
areas are an accurate representation of observed values in the Upper Wharfe catchment during the 
sampling period. The relationships indicated by the preliminary plots shown in Figure 8.2 a) and b) 
have been shown to be statistically significant for colour, nitrate and nitrite levels. The prediction of 
the major contributing sub-catchments for iron was also good.
For several of the parameters considered, there was no significant relationship between the proportion 
of source area within a hazard class and the observed values at sub-catchment outlets. However, this 
may due to the fact that results are only available for spot samples taken on 38 occasions during a 10 
month period and therefore general trends and extreme events may have been missed by the sampling. 
For those parameters where correlation coefficients were not calculated due to insufficient, zero or 
disparate sample results, general relationships between the mapped predictions and sample results can 
be illustrated by graphical representation o f the data.
The results may also have been skewed by poor performing catchments that under or over predicted 
the effect of non-point sources, or where point sources had extreme effects on sample results. For 
many parameters, such as oil, pesticides and Cryptosporidium, there are no background trend levels 
evident on which to base predictions. For these parameters, the fact that a positive (or above the limit 
of detection) result was obtained from a sub-catchment identified as a possible source is an indication 
of the success of the hazard identification process.
The identification of source areas for all parameters was deliberately based on generic principles and 
an understanding of potential sources and transport mechanisms in numerous similar catchments. The 
water quality o f the sub-catchments of the Upper Wharfe may therefore be influenced by additional 
factors not accounted for in the original hazard identification process.
In order to improve the prediction of hazard potential for future iteration of a risk assessment applied 
to this particular catchment area a better understanding of the relationship between catchment 
characteristics and water quality for the Upper Wharfe is required.
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8.3.2 Example catchment characteristics / water quality relationships in the Upper Wharfe sub­
catchments
As discussed above, for more accurate hazard identification predictions to be applied to the Upper 
Wharfe sub-catchments then the relationships between catchment characteristics and water quality 
need to be investigated further. This section shows some examples of relationships that can be 
identified from the observed sample data. The increased understanding of upland processes identified 
from these can therefore be incorporated into future generic risk assessments, or ones specific to the 
Upper Wharfe.
Mean and maximum water quality values were related to catchment characteristics using a stepwise 
multiple regression technique. The independent variables consisted of several values describing the 
morphometry of the catchment, land use type and animal populations. The morphometric variables 
were calculated in the GIS using the same definitions as those given by Mitchell & McDonald (1995). 
The thirteen variables used are summarised in Table 8.3 below.
Table 8.3 Independent variables used in regression analysis
Variable Units Definition
Basin area km2 Area o f catchment or sub-catchment
Main channel 
length km Length of highest order stream
Total channel 
length km
Total length of all channels (from Institute of Hydrology 1:50,000 
digitised data)
Drainage density - Total channel length / Basin area
% peat in 
catchment -
Percentage of catchment classified as peat soil (SSLRC class 10)
Relief ratio -
Basin relief (max elevation -  min elevation) / basin length (distance from 
mouth to farthest perimeter)
Area slope <5° km2 Area of slopes less than 5 degrees
Area of south (S) 
facing slopes km2
Area o f slopes with aspect of 135° -  225°
% Forestry -
Percentage of land area in ITE Class 16 (coniferous), 15 (deciduous) or 
23 (felled)
% Arable - Percentage of land area in ITE Class 18 (tilled)
% Pasture -
Percentage of land area in ITE Class 7 (meadow/verge/semi-natural), 6 
(mown/grazed turf), 8 (rough/marsh grass), 5 (grass heath), 9 (moorland 
grass).
% Moorland -
Percentage of land area in ITE Class 10 (open shrub moor), 11 (dense 
shrub moor), 13 (dense shrub heath), 25 (open shrub heath).
No. Animals -
Total number of farm animals identified from the Agricultural Census 
Data
These independent variables were correlated to ensure that problems o f co-linearity within the 
resultant regression equations were minimised. Table 8.4 shows three examples of the resultant 
regression equations that were determined for the Upper Wharfe sub-catchments, together with their 
respective r2 values.
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Table 8.4 Example regression equations for the Upper Wharfe sub-catchments
r2 value Equation
0.768 Mean Nitrate = 0.303(%arable) -  0.054(%peat) + 6.233(Drainage density) -0 .0
(%moorland) -  0.255
0.800 Mean Colour = 3 .812(area <5°) + 0.775(%peat) -  1 706 (areTsfecing slopes) 
0 .122(%moorland) +9.589
As mentioned earlier these equations require too much site specific data to be used directly in the 
hazard identification stage of a generic risk assessment methodology such as the one being developed 
here. However, the identification o f general relationships from these can be used to build the source 
trees, as was done in earlier chapters using work by previous authors (e.g. Boon et al, 1988; Mitchell 
& McDonald, 1995). As such, further work could be carried out using the water quality data collected 
from this sampling in order to provide additional knowledge about potential sources of water quality 
variations. This could then be incorporated in future amendments to the creation 
GIS data models for hazard identification.
i of source trees and
8.4 Conclusions
This chapter has described the development of an extensive water quality sampling programme on the 
basis of the hazard identification techniques developed in earlier chapters. GIS techniques were used 
in the development of the programme and the water quality parameters of interest identified from 
catchment hazard maps. The data from the sample results were then used to assess the performance 
of the hazard mapping predictions. The proportions o f sub-catchment areas in each hazard class were 
compared to the sample results for the outlet o f each distinct sub-catchment.
In general, higher levels of potential contaminants were detected in catchments with hig er 
proportions of land classified as “Moderate” hazard or above. This relationship was evident from 
graphical representations of the distribution of hazard class and water quality results. However, 
statistical analysis o f the same data indicated that this relationship was only statistically significant for 
colour, nitrate and nitrite predictions. Iron sources were also predicted with some success, t is 
concluded that the greater understanding of the processes controlling the source and mobilisation of 
these phenomena has lead to the creation o f more accurate source tree and GIS data models in the 
initial stages of hazard identification.
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For several parameters, the fact that a positive (or above the limit of detection) result was obtained 
from a sub-catchment identified as containing potential source areas indicates the success of the 
hazard identification process.
The data obtained from the sampling can be used to identify relationships between water quality and 
the sub-catchment characteristics of the Upper Wharfe. Some preliminary investigations into this 
have been carried out and equations developed to predict water quality variations between the sub­
catchment areas. These equations described 76.8%, 80.0% and 51.2% of variance in mean nitrate 
concentrations, mean colour and maximum levels of faecal coliforms respectively.
In general these represent good models when compared to the contemporary literature such as 
McDonald & Naden (1987), Boon et at (1988) and Mitchell & McDonald (1995). These relationships 
could also be used as the basis for improved hazard modelling in the future. The relationships 
identified for the Wharfe could be incorporated into the source trees and GIS data models in order to 
identify more accurate estimates o f potential hazard location. Such an approach can be continually 
improved as more data are collected and processes are understood more clearly. The sample results 
analysed here have highlighted the need for a detailed understanding of the factors influencing water 
quality to be incorporated into the initial hazard identification stage, although not necessarily the use 
of vast quantities of historical data.
The catchment-specific water quality data collected in this sampling programme can therefore be 
continually fed back into the risk assessment process to improve the accuracy of predictions. In the 
development of a more generic approach, the data also has the potential to improve the process 
knowledge summarised in the source trees and GIS data models, as illustrated by the example 
equations presented here
The statistical analysis of the sample data presented here does not show strong relationships between 
the distribution of predicted hazard and observed water quality for all parameters concerned. 
However, the fact that a potential hazard was not fully realised during the sampling programme does 
not make the predictions necessarily wrong. It is the physical characteristics of the catchment area 
and the activities taking place within it that represent the actual hazard to water quality. As with any 
spot sampling programme there was the potential for general trends and events to be missed by the 
sampling programme.
The ability to predict absolute values from the identified potential hazard has proved limited for 
several water quality parameters. However, as was outlined in the original aims o f the thesis, it is not 
within the scope of a generic risk assessment methodology to accurately predict absolute water quality 
values. The hazard identification stage is designed to identify all areas of catchment that have the 
potential to affect water quality at the intake site.
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Chapter 9 
Estimating hazard probability and evaluating risk 
consequence
9.1 Introduction
In establishing a catchment risk assessment methodology, the majority of this thesis has been 
concerned with the establishment o f a philosophy for generic risk assessments and the development of 
novel methods for determining the location and geographical extent of pollution hazards in a 
catchment area. As a result, discussions in the previous two chapters have purposely related to hazard 
as opposed to risk. In order to extend beyond the stage of hazard identification, some consideration of 
hazard frequency and consequence i.e. hazard estimation and risk evaluation, must be considered in 
order to complete the assessment of risk. Some of the potential consequences of pollution hazards 
being realised have been touched upon in Chapter 6, highlighting the need to distinguish consequence 
when assessing risk.
The first section o f this chapter describes some examples of how historical data, results o f the 
sampling programme and generic statistics are applied to the Upper Wharfe catchment to estimate 
hazard frequency. The second half o f the chapter then determines different levels of risk consequence 
and their resultant effect on drinking water quality. The concepts of consequence trees, introduced in 
Chapter 5, are developed and a risk consequence index to determine potential effects of a “risk event” 
proposed.
9.2 Hazard estimation
Numerous methods were proposed in Chapter 5 for determining estimates of hazard probability. 
Examples of these as applied to the Upper Wharfe catchment are given below and comments about 
their suitability for practical applications made. Particular importance is paid to retaining the generic 
principles identified in earlier chapters.
9.2.1 Spatial analysis of historical data in GIS
The analysis of historical data sources using GIS has been investigated in Chapter 6. However, here 
we are concerned with the frequency of occurrence. With the historical data describing pollution 
incidents we can prepare an estimate of annual frequency. Data describing the location of pollution 
incidents are only currently available for the period 1994 to 1997 for the Upper Wharfe area From 
this information the following frequencies of pollution incidents have been determined.
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Again this was carried out automatically in Maplnfo, where historical incidents were interrogated on a 
sub-catchment scale. The predicted number of pollution incidents was calculated as the average 
number of incidents in each sub-catchment over the period 1994-1997. These are shown in Table 9.1.
Table 9.1 Pollution incident frequency estimates -  Upper Wharfe by sub-catchment
Sub-catchment
Frequency 
(average occurrences per year)
Return period (days)
Barden 0.667 547
Grimwith 0.333 1096
Halton 3.000 122
Howgill 0 -
Kex Beck 0 -
Langstrothdale 2.667 136
Littondale 0.667 547
Main River 1 13.000 28
Main River 2 0.667 547
Main River 3 1.667 219
Main River 4 0.333 1096
Whole River (Lobwood) 23 15
The data used above are freely available for any catchment in England and Wales from the 
Environment Agency. From this historical data it can be seen that the smallest return periods are 
experienced in the Main River 1 sub-catchment where a pollution incident can be expected every 28 
days. This contrasts greatly with other sub-catchments where either no pollution incidents have 
occurred, none have been recorded, or the predicted return period is up to three years (1096 days). 
The overall predicted return period for a pollution incident the Upper Wharfe catchment is 15 days. 
For the catchment as a whole, data are available for several years previous to 1994. During the 8 
years for which pollution incident information is currently available in the Upper Wharfe there have 
been 481 incidents, which indicates a probable return frequency of one incident every 6 days.
These predictions are restricted by the limited amount of data available, especially geo-referenced 
information for the Wharfe that would allows the assignment of return periods to individual sub­
catchments. However, as these incidents are now collated on a central database and in common 
format the amount of available information will increase with time. Hence the potential o f this 
approach for generic risk assessment will grow.
9.2.2 Raw water sampling -  comparison to legislative standards
Where sampling programmes have been established for the purposes of risk assessment, such as that 
outlined in Chapter 8, data can be used to identify hazard probability and return frequencies for 
individual sub-catchment areas by comparison to legislative standards.
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Only five o f  the monitored parameters are o f relevance to the 1975 Surface Waters (Classifica 
Regulations. O f these only the limit for colour was exceeded at any point in the catchment. ^
exceeded 12 times at Grimwith and once at each o f Howgill and Kex Beck No values ab 
regulatory standards were seen at the intake site itself. The only information that can be gleane ^ 
this is predicted return periods o f 25, 304, and 304 days respectively for colour incidents 
Grimwith, Kex Beck and Howgill sub-catchments.
With the drinking water regulations there are many more parameters stipulated and hence mor
to consider. As discussed earlier, this also incorporates a considerable “safety factor in the es
o f risk. Breaches o f  the PCV standards for drinking water in the Upper Wharfe sub-catchmen
calculated from the sampling programme results for all sites, and most importantly for the mta
at Lobwood. Frequencies o f between 0 and 318 days per year were calculated for various para 
at the intake, as shown in Table 9.2 below.
Table 9.2. PCV failure frequencies in raw water at the Lobwood intake.
Parameter
C o lo u r
Predicted PCV failure rates from sample results 
(days per year above PCV)
318
* u iu iu u y  -----
56
i oral p h en o ls
9
in  u i  a le  -------
0
u a u c n a  (alJ)
365
A lu m in iu m
65
112
M a n g a n e s e
9
C ry p tospo r id ium
0
However, this approach relies on very catchment specific data for a particular intake sites and would 
erefore not be generically applicable where a catchment is not routinely monitored.
As with all of the applications o f sampling data discussed in the research, only more information
define whether extreme events are predicted correctly, and continuous sample 
collection and/or monitoring would be necessaiy for this purpose. However, the nature of such 
intensive sampling is again inconsistent with the aim o f producing a generic methodology. Therefore 
though this approach is suggested in Chapter 5 as one potential use, it would not be generally 
applicable ,o  other catchments due tp the lack o f  continuous monitoring. Such an approach would be 
.deal where continuous automatic m onitoring takes place at a„ intake site and can be applied in this 
catchment due to the large amount o f sampling information present.
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9.2.3 Use o f generic failure data / macro-scale statistics
This represents a further method of determining risk frequency where no other data are available. 
Due to the limited number of positive oil and greases sample results, the example o f spills from road 
traffic accidents has been selected as an example here.
Road traffic accidents may have a major impact on a water supply intake. The main hazards that exist 
are from the bulk transport of liquid substances in large tankers. Information about the road network 
can be combined with accident and spill statistics to give a probabilistic assessment of a spill 
occurring in the catchment. Equation 9.1 (adapted from Cole and Lacey, 1995) was used to calculate 
the total road spill risk in a catchment area.
i=n
Total _  Road _ Spill Risk =  ^ [ / J x  F {0.1) x A x P,J (Equation 9.1)
i> 0
Where: L — total length o f road o f a particular class in the catchment,
F  = average flow o f Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs) per year,
0.1= proportion o f HGVs that are bulk tankers,
A = accident involvement rate per million vehicle kilometres travelled,
P, = probability o f a spill o f size i occurring as a result o f an accident.
This could be carried out in either GIS software package. In Maplnfo, a MapBasic program was 
written to extract the relevant data from the attribute tables and calculate the equation. An 
information box was then displayed on-screen to show the result. Such attribute analysis can also be 
done easily in WINGS by creating a DUMP macro to extract the relevant information from the 
selected data layers. Expected probabilities were calculated for two classes of road, Primary routes 
and Minor routes and are shown in Table 9.3.
Table 9.3 Probability (per year) of a tanker spill occurring in the Wharfe Catchment
Spill size (kg) Primary Routes Minor Routes Total
Less than 150 0.0360 0.0048 0.0408
1 5 0 - 1500 0.0090 0.0010 0.0100
1500 + 0.0200 0.0030 0.0230
Total 0.0650 0.0088 0.0738
Two primary routes represent a major potential hazard in the Wharfe catchment due to their extended 
proximity to the watercourse. Table 9.3 shows that a spillage from such a route is predicted 
approximately once every 15'A years of operation (p=0.0650), compared to once every 188 years 
(p=0.0088) for minor roads. The potential exists for this approach to be enhanced by using link- 
specific traffic flow data and accident rates, and determining the extent of highway drainage.
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Probabilities calculated in this manner can be assigned to individual links in the road network data to 
provide estimates of the spatial distribution accident hazard. An example of this was seen in the Oil 
and greases hazard map in Figure 7.8.
9.2.4 Coupling GIS analysis with water quality models: water discoloration and trace metal 
mobilisation
Past research (e.g. Mitchell and McDonald 1992 & 1995) has yielded a number of predictive models 
describing the relationship between catchment characteristics and stream water quality. Here the 
ability o f the GIS to analyse several large files o f spatially referenced data is used to quantify water 
discoloration and aluminium concentrations at a sub-catchment outlet using such models. The 
equations, based on step-wise multiple regression, are as follows:
logio Colour = 0.00512 (%TCLA5°) - 0.609 (MSS) + 0.00368 (% 101 lb) + 0.21435 (Equation 9.2) 
logio Al = 0.034 (%TCLA5°) - 10.0019 (RR) - 0.653 (Equation 9.3)
Where: %TCLAS = percentage o f total channel length in areas o f less than or equal to 5° slope,
MSS — main stream slope (slope between 10 and 85 percentiles o f main stream),
%101 lb  = percentage o f  catchment area o f soil type 101 lb (Winter Hill Peat),
RR = Relief ratio (Basin relief /  basin length)
These models, developed by Mitchell & McDonald (1992), have been found to explain 82% and 68% 
of variations in colour and aluminium respectively in upland catchments similar to the one being 
studied here. Considering a small sub-catchment as an example, Table 9.4 shows predictions of 
colour and how these compare to values obtained by on-site sampling. In general the mean values 
were over predicted for this sub-catchment, with the predictions for colour actually being closer to the 
maximum values obtained from the sampling. Predicted values can potentially be compared to the 
water quality regulations to determine frequency estimates.
Table 9.4 Predicted and actual values o f Colour and Aluminium in Littondale
Colour (Hazen) Aluminium (m g!1)
Predicted value (mean) 46.54 8.02
Maximum (from sampling) 45.70 0.24
Mean (from sampling) 19.16 0.06
Minimum (from sampling) 0.01 0.01
The variable results seen here illustrate the hazard of transferring predictive models created for other 
catchment areas. However, it was seen that model input parameters can be easily determined using a 
GIS. New predictive models, specific to the study catchment and based on GIS determined variables 
such as the examples given in the previous chapter may predict values more successfully. The above 
examples are used to show the potential application of generic relationships identified from other 
catchment areas.
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9.2.5 Logic tree analysis for frequency estimation
This method lends itself best to the consequence tree approach as the cumulative effect of frequency 
statistics can be accounted for in this way. It involves the mathematical combination of probabilities 
on the arms of the Consequence Trees described in the next section. However, unless generic 
statistics are available for plant failures and process systems, they will again rely heavily on historical 
data. Such data is becoming increasingly available as a result of Reliability Centred Maintenance 
(RCM) programmes throughout the water industry, but at the present time insufficient data exist for 
generic, quantitative predictions to be made with confidence. It is suggested therefore that subjective 
labelling o f consequence trees can be used to facilitate this if and when consequence trees are used for 
the risk consequence analysis.
9.2.6 Subjective assessments
Where absolute values are not widely available to enable generic risk assessments then estimates of 
hazard frequency can be determined subjectively. A qualitative ranking of, never, seldom, frequent, 
more frequent, continuous, is a valid estimate of hazard probability. Although such qualitative 
approaches are less common in engineering and industrial risk assessments, they are a suitable 
approach for environmental processes that are often less well understood. These can be determined 
from a general feel for the water quality or activities in a catchment area, although the extrapolation of 
these from limited historical data can also be a useful approach. In order to show an example of 
subjective frequency assessment, the parameters considered above for the Upper Wharfe catchment 
are categorised using such a scale in Table 9.5 below. These are subjective estimates based on a 
combination of all available information sources referred to in the research. Five categories are again 
presented in the classification, following the protocol of the hazard identification stage.
Table 9.5 Subjective classification of hazard frequency in the Upper Wharfe
Frequency class W ater quality hazards
Never N/A
Seldom Nutrients, pesticides, phenolics
Frequent Cryptosporidium, oils & greases
More frequent Aluminium, iron, manganese
Continuous Colour, bacteria
Where a truly generic methodology is to be employed the use of such subjective classification can 
greatly assist in the preparation of frequency estimates as can be based on very little input data. 
However, this approach also has the greatest potential to mislead, should the classifications be 
wrongly interpreted or not applied consistently.
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Evaluating risks to water supplies entails consideration of the magnitude of the impact and its 
potential “ripple effects” and “signal strength” alluded to in earlier chapters. That is, what does the 
realisation of a risk actually mean in terms o f both quality of the drinking water, the impact on 
customers and the potential negative effect of adverse publicity for a water supply company with 
insecure or polluted resources. A number o f the approaches suggested in Chapter 5 are again 
investigated below.
9.3.1 Comparison with DWQ regulations
This approach was again recommended as a potentially generic method for conducting a stage of the 
RASCAL process. As with previous comparative measures, it was found to be very data intensive, 
relying heavily on the use of regular and complete sampling data. The approach can be combined 
with the similar approach to frequency estimates described above, but essentially water either passes 
or fails the drinking water quality regulations. It is the individual (or collective) effect of the 
substances concerned that influences public health, i.e. a PCV failure by 100 ugl"1 is no worse than 
one by 1 jj.gr1, if public health remains unaffected.
As with the frequency estimate approach described above where sample results are compared to the 
values stipulated by the drinking water regulations, the potential for generic application of this 
approach is limited to those sites where continuous monitoring is available. However, if such 
information were available then the analysis of results using the a revised version of the PARI index 
method proposed by Lamb & Keller (1992). A ratio of the observed values to the regulatory 
standards would enable a measure of the consequence to be achieved. Where values greater than 
unity (1) were identified, a significant risk would be present. However, only the consequence of 
regulatory failure can be assessed in this manner. Additional impacts in such cases are therefore the 
financial and perceptual costs to the supply company are omitted.
9.3.2 Loss of yield estimates
For the Lobwood intake, loss of yield estimates due to intake shut down should be calculated at a rate 
of 91 Mid (megalitres per day), the maximum daily abstraction at the site. From such estimates, the 
potential exists for water supply companies to determine the associated impact on operating costs for 
the treatment and distribution system affected. Thus a cost-benefit analysis of proposed catchment 
management activities can be prepared. However, such an approach may also fail to consider the 
potential impacts on public health and the indirect costs associated with a prosecution, or poor public 
image of a supply company.
9.3 Risk evaluation
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9.3.3 Consequence Trees
The consequence trees suggested in the initial framework were created for several of the water quality 
parameters under consideration. An example of one for Cryptosporidium can be seen in Figure 9.1 
overleaf. Once these are created they can be applied to various catchment areas, with minor 
variations to account for changes in the intake or treatment processes in place. Such trees also 
facilitate the calculation o f frequency statistics where generic or site specific failure data are available.
However, for many pollution incidents multiple contaminants may be present. Their combined effect 
may be additional, subtractive, or multiplicative depending on the nature of the pollutant. Such 
scenarios o f multiple pollutants are extremely difficult to model using the consequence tree approach 
as trees must either be cross-referenced to each other, of complex, interconnected trees developed. 
Thus the need to provide clear, generically available information is lost.
The principle of consequence trees can be effective and may be used when simple pollution events are 
present, or the interaction o f various contaminants well understood. However, in order to be fully 
generic, a more subjective approach to risk evaluation is required.
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9.3.4 The consequence index approach
The above methods of assessing risk consequence evaluation are inherently quantitative in approach 
and may require considerable amounts of input data, making them unsuitable for generic application 
to all catchments, especially those where monitoring information is sparse. However, the generic 
principles incorporated in these can be extracted to develop a subjective index of risk consequence. 
Risk consequences can be described in terms of source security and treatment plant efficiency, human 
toxicity / public health, and regulatory failure
Source security and treatment plant efficiency
Both the security of a source and the treatment processes in place will influence the significance of a 
pollution hazard. This requires an understanding of the distribution networks in order to determine 
whether the source under consideration is the sole, primary or partial resource bank for a certain 
supply area. The ability to divert resources or obtain water from alternative areas will greatly increase 
the security of a water distribution network. Such approaches have been widely used in the 
management of upland catchments for the reduction of discoloration (McDonald et al, 1991).
The efficiency o f the treatment plant in place will also greatly influence the impact of a pollution 
event on the quality of the final drinking water. For example if certain problematic chemicals can be 
effectively treated by the plant in place then the resultant consequences will be less significant, and 
the consequence classification reduced.
McDonald (1995) recommends the use of catchment profiling in which green, blue, yellow, and red 
catchment labels are used to indicate the security of a particular source. These are based on variables 
describing service fragility (i.e. alternative sources of supply), treatment capacity, risk reduction 
capacity and risk potential. This approach requires careful consideration of both the supply network 
and treatment processes involved.
Human toxicity / public health
The primary consideration in determining the consequence o f the pollution of drinking water is the 
health of consumers. Consideration of published levels of human toxicity allows a potential pollutant 
or its derivatives to be assessed in terms of its effect on public health, should it contaminate drinking 
water supplies. Toxicity levels for drinking water are incorporated in the drinking water regulations 
through the recommendations o f the World Health Organisation (WHO). Little is known however, 
about the long term, carcinogenic effects of low levels of certain chemicals. It is therefore extremely 
difficult to include these in regulatory levels. The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has 
developed Risk-Based Concentrations, taking into consideration both carcinogenic and non- 
carcinogenic effects. A subjective of the potential impact can therefore be established for a number of 
compounds from consideration of the types of toxic effects seen for common pollutants
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Regu latory failure
As discussed in earlier sections, water supply companies in England and Wales have a statutory 
requirement to ensure drinking water is wholesome at the point of supply. Failure to meet these 
requirements can lead to legal action and financial penalties. Costs resulting from such failures can 
also be realised in terms of public perception and image, with regular or high-profile failures resulting 
in a loss of consumer confidence and can therefore be difficult to quantify accurately. In such a case, 
a qualitative statement can be made about the consequence, e.g. “consequence A is likely to have an 
effect on costs” - rather than precisely defining the actual costs to the supply company.
The four concepts of risk estimation outlined above have been incorporated into the consequence 
index set out below. This allows all hazards to be categorised by an index that indicates the potential 
consequences in terms of source security / loss of supply, potential impacts on public health, and the 
costs to the supply company associated with supply losses and / or failure of regulatory standards.
The idea of consequence indexes stems from the need to communicate the vast number of possible 
outcomes of an individual event in a simple, clear manner. The index combines the concepts of 
health effects and regulatory / financial penalties discussed above, as well as regulatory failures 
statistics evident in quantitative assessments. There are five levels to the index as set out in the table 
below. Again these classes are subjective, their boundaries can be delimited by either absolute values 
(i.e. quantitatively), by some more qualitative measure such as those shown in the table itself.
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Table 9.6 Consequence Index definitions
C o n s e q u e n c e  c l a s s  T y p i c a l  c o n s e q u e n c e s  /  i n c i d e n t  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s
Z e r o
No pollution evident at intake site.
Water quality within variations expected during uncontaminated 
periods.
Intake operation dependant on demand and resource availability.
N e g l i g i b l e
Negligible pollution, any contamination removed by treatment. 
Intake operation not affected.
Distribution activities & quality unaffected.
Situation requires monitoring____________________________
M i n o r
Minor pollution incident.
Possible temporary shut down of the intake / further storage of 
abstracted water.
Abstraction quality regulations may be breached, more intensive 
treatment may be necessary.
Possibly some discoloration or taste / odour present in finished 
waters, possibly minor infections.____________________________
S i g n i f i c a n t
Significant pollution incident necessitating intake closure 
Some treatment plants may not be able to remove contamination 
Limited supply alternatives.
Water Quality Regulations may be breached (both at the point of 
abstraction & supply).
Possible health impacts: serious gastrointestinal infections, 
potential hospitalisation of consumers.________________________
Major pollution incident necessitating closure of the intake 
Refurbishment o f plant & machinery.
Little or no alternative supply available.
Treatment works unable to remove contamination,
M a j o r  • Failure of Water Quality Regulations at both the point of
abstraction and point of supply.
•__________________________ Serious risk to public health if water is ingested: possibility of 
___________________________ death / serious illness, hospital treatment required.______________
9.4 Conclusions -  methods for assessing the probability of occurrence and 
consequences of pollution risks in supply catchments
Estimating the probability o f a particular hazard occurring has been attempted in a number of ways. 
The method most suitable for a particular area depends on the information and resources available 
Three methods are proposed, the analysis o f historical data, the application of local and national 
statistics, and GIS-based modelling of known relationships between catchment characteristics and 
water quality. The availability of water quality data was identified as a fundamental barrier to the 
successful preparation of quantitative frequency estimates. It was concluded however that a 
quantitative estimate of probability is not always required and a more qualitative ranking of, for 
example, never, seldom, frequent, more frequent, continuous, is also a valid estimate of hazard 
probability. Although such qualitative approaches have been neglected in engineering and industrial 
risk assessments, they are considered a suitable approach here.
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The most important finding of this chapter is that for several of the frequency estimation and hazard 
consequence methods proposed, large amounts of catchment-specific data are needed for accurate 
sub-catchment based estimates of hazard frequency. Therefore, in the more generic type 
methodology proposed here the use o f generic failure rates, macro-scale statistics and simple 
modelling can provide the risk assessor with some indication of probable frequencies, For estimates 
o f both hazard frequency and risk consequence, it is subjective approaches that proved among the 
most suitable for the study catchment.
For a risk assessment to be truly generic it must therefore embrace quantitative, semi-quantitative and 
qualitative approaches to assessing risk.
All comparison to regulatory standards requires a considerable amount of catchment specific data, but 
a potential methodology for assessing consequence, a refined version o f the PARI index (Lamb & 
Keller, 1987) has been proposed. In addition the use of consequence trees to model potential risk 
impacts has been tested and appears successful. Probabilistic and subjective weightings assigned to 
these tree ‘branches’ can also be used to estimate frequencies and return periods.
A consequence index has been developed to simplify the assessment of risk consequence. Risks 
events are described in terms of their potential impact on the operation of the intake, treatment and 
distribution processes, the potential for alternative supplies, potential effects on public health, and the 
costs to the supply company resulting from failure of regulatory standards. The main benefit of such 
an approach is in the improved communication o f risk assessment findings. The consequence index 
developed above represents a truly generic approach to determining risk consequence and is therefore 
ideal for incorporation in generic approach such as that being sought here. A number of such indexes 
can potentially be created depending on the abilities o f the assessors and the audience of the risk 
assessment.
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Chapter 10 
Conclusions, summary of findings and future directions
10.1 Conclusions and summary of research findings
The aims and scope of the research were presented in Chapter 1 and the subsequent chapters have 
achieved these aims. The primary aim of the research was to develop a methodology using GIS 
technology to assess pollution risks to potable water supply intakes such as those in the Yorkshire 
region. This has been achieved through the development of the Risk Assessment of Supply 
Catchments And Land (RASCAL) methodology.
The context of the research was established through a detailed review of the three disciplines 
encompassed by this research: drinking water quality, geographical information systems and risk 
assessment. The conceptual framework of the methodology was then developed in Chapter 5. 
Following this, specific techniques and approaches were developed and refined further by example 
application to the Upper Wharfe catchment in Yorkshire. Particular attention was paid to the 
development of novel methods of identifying hazards to water quality through the exploitation of 
GIS-based technology and the creation of catchment hazard maps. Further discussions also lead to 
the development of generic approaches for the estimation of hazard frequency, and assessing and 
communicating the consequences of a risk event.
The following discussion summarises the conclusions of the development stages of the methodology 
and then outlines the methodology itself. The thesis is then concluded with some suggestions for 
future research directions building upon the findings presented here.
Chapter 2 established the context of the research by discussing the current and historical 
characteristics of drinking water legislation and identified water quality issues of national and 
regional significance. In general, the compliance of drinking water supplied by the 10 major water 
service companies was found to be improving, but the pollution of raw water sources was identified 
as a major potential source o f non-compliance. Catchment management was identified as having 
significant potential for the control o f raw water quality and the importance o f identifying causal 
activities in catchment areas highlighted. The need for a coherent risk assessment methodology for 
intake catchments was therefore established from the perspective of safeguarding public health, 
increasing regulatory compliance and reducing the cost o f treating raw waters
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Discussions in Chapter 3 regarding the use o f GIS in the UK water industry illustrated the increasing 
use of GIS and digital mapping activities for the strategic planning of operational activities. Past uses 
o f GIS technologies were found to be limited to digital mapping activities, but as a greater 
understanding of the potential applications and ability of GIS has developed in the industry, so their 
use has expanded.
Despite applications to other environmental risk assessments, the potential for using GIS in the 
assessment of pollution risks to a surface water intake has remained largely unexplored. The ability 
of GIS to store, analyse and display spatially referenced data makes such systems ideal for use in risk 
assessments at the catchment scale. The formulation of a methodology to assess pollution risks in a 
water supply catchment which utilises the power of GIS to handle large volumes o f spatially 
referenced data was therefore considered particularly timely.
Turning to the context of risk and risk assessments, the fundamental concepts of hazard and risk have 
been defined in direct relevance to the assessment of drinking water pollution risks. Such risks were 
identified as societal and involuntary in nature due to their potential to impact on large numbers of 
unaware receptors. The concepts of dread factors and signal potential were discussed and the position 
of drinking water source pollution in conceptual “factor space” hypothesised. It is hoped that the 
consideration o f drinking water quality risks in these terms will encourage those involved in 
conducting assessments such as that described here to think o f risk in the wider context of societal and 
social impacts.
The basic stages o f an environmental risk assessment process were identified as hazard identification, 
hazard estimation, risk evaluation and risk management. Several approaches for each of these four 
stages was discussed and those suitable for incorporation in the methodology being developed 
transferred to Chapter 5. In Chapter 5, six previous examples of pollution risk assessments were 
appraised and their relative merits discussed. Those concepts that could be utilised in generic 
approaches were identified and problems in the previous application of similar methodologies 
highlighted. Such problems, essentially encompassed a desire by previous authors to consider only 
one type of risk assessment, usually a quantitative approach, which resulted in a considerable lack of 
flexibility in the methods employed. In addition, these previous approaches were seen to be based on 
the acquisition of large amounts of historical or background data. Such approaches are inherently 
inappropriate for a generic methodology.
From the background summarised above, the Risk Assessment of Supply Catchments And Land 
(RASCAL) methodology was conceived carried out on the Upper Wharfe catchment. The RASCAL 
process was partitioned into the four stages of environmental risk assessment identified earlier and 
then specific recommendations of the literature survey and conceptual development tested by example 
application to the Upper Wharfe. The development of the four stages is summarised below.
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10.2 Risk Assessment of Supply Catchments And Land (RASCAL) - a generic 
methodology for catchment risk assessment
10.2.1 Hazard identification
In order to be truly generic, the methodology was based on the use o f commercially accessible GIS 
software and data, secondary data archives (such as national statistical records) and field studies. This 
will allow the methodology to be applied on other catchment areas in the future and result in a 
generic, consistent approach to assessing pollution risks.
It was recommended in Chapter 5 that initial indications of potential hazards were identified from 
historical data describing river water quality and pollution incidents. However, even for a relatively 
well studied river such as the River Wharfe, insufficient water quality data could be obtained to give 
anything more than general indications o f potential hazards. This failing was common to previous 
studies, and the second stage o f the hazard identification process was therefore utilised to the greatest 
extent in the study o f the Upper Wharfe.
Generically available digital data were identified for the Upper Wharfe (from Yorkshire Water’s 
GISLAB initiative) and hazard maps produced for ten water quality issues. Existing knowledge of 
potential source areas and mobilisation conditions were combined in Source Trees. These were then 
used as the basis for the GIS data models from which the hazard maps were built in Maplnfo. Using 
this approach the probable extent of point and diffuse sources of pollutants were identified for the 
entire catchment of the Lobwood surface water intake. This mapping represents a significant 
improvement in the way that potential hazards can be identified. Not only is the process automated, 
but the production of maps that can be interrogated on any scale allows significantly better 
communication o f the outcomes of a risk assessment.
GIS-based mapping techniques were also used to develop a raw water sampling programme to 
investigate the spatial distribution of water quality in the catchment. The main catchment area was 
sub-divided into 12 sub-catchments and water quality samples collected weekly for a 10 month 
period. The results of this sampling showed distributions in water quality similar to those suggested 
by the hazard mapping exercises, although the limited data resulted in few statistically significant 
correlation coefficients between the hazard maps and observed values.
The scope for using GIS for visual representations of hazard has been identified and proven by the 
creation o f hazard maps from which individual hazard sources can be identified down to the field 
scale.
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10.2.2 Hazard estimation
Hazard frequency was estimated in a number of ways for the parameters under consideration in the 
Upper Wharfe catchment. Of the approaches suggested in Chapter 5, it was the use of generic 
statistics and subjective approaches that proved the most suitable for application to the study area.
Initial predictions were obtained from the spatial analysis of pollution incident data using Maplnfo, 
however the limited availability of suitable data meant that these predictions were based on just three 
years information. The second approach was to compare the values to the drinking water regulations 
relating to both surface water and treated water quality standards. However, this approach again 
suffered from a lack of suitable information and continuous data for the intake site and sub-catchment 
outlets.
The availability of water quality data was identified as a fundamental barrier to the successful 
preparation of quantitative frequency estimates. It was concluded however that a quantitative 
estimate of probability is not always required and a more qualitative ranking of, for example, never, 
seldom, frequent, more frequent, continuous, is also a valid estimate of hazard probability.
The most successful approaches to estimating hazard frequency for a generic approach involve the use 
of macro-scale statistics, such as national or regional accident statistics, and simple water quality 
models describing the relationship between water quality and catchment characteristics. Although 
such models require large amounts of information about individual catchments, it has been shown in 
this work that appropriate variables can be readily determined by the analysis of commercially 
available digital data on a desktop PC using the Maplnfo GIS software package.
These models have significant potential to assist in risk assessments in supply catchments, especially 
in prediction hazard frequency values. However, they are still in relatively early stages of 
development and more empirical research into models applicable to a wide range of catchment areas 
is required.
10.2.3 Risk evaluation
Numerous methods of predicting and describing hazard consequence were also tried on the Upper 
Wharfe study catchment. Again however, it was the subjective approaches that proved most suitable 
for this catchment and a generically-based approach as a whole.
Comparative analysis o f  sampling observations and water quality regulations was again suggested, 
but relied on sporadic, spot sampling data and resulted in the need for a considerable amount o f site 
specific information. Again, such an approach would be well suited where continuous on-line 
monitoring for numerous parameters is carried out at the intake site, but is not suitable for generic 
application to non-instrumented sites.
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Loss of yield estimates could potentially be calculated for the intake, as with the comparisons to 
regulatory standards, these take little account of the wider impacts of public health and indirect costs 
to the supply companies.
Consequence trees were identified for several parameters. These were seen to be successful for 
describing simple pollution events and have significant potential for determining risk frequency when 
combined with suitable data. However, the flexibility o f this approach was found to be limited where 
multiple pollutants may be present, especially if their combined effects are poorly understood
The method of evaluating risks recommended for generic applications is therefore the use of a 
consequence index. Such an index can be described in terms o f source security and treatment plant 
efficiency, human toxicity / public health, and regulatory failure. A recommended format of this 
index is give in Table 9.6 in the previous chapter. Most importantly, consequence indices such as that 
outlined in this research can be based on either quantitative or qualitative approaches, or indeed a 
combination of the two.
10.2.4 Risk management
When considering a generic methodology the concept of preparing recommendations for risk 
management may seem somewhat inappropriate. However, as illustrated by Figure 5.1, this 
fundamentally important stage allows the feedback o f information to future iterations of a risk 
assessment process.
Risk management involves identifying actions that may be used to reduce risks to the supply intake, 
and formulating plans for the implementation and monitoring of these actions. This will be 
influenced by the amount of control the supply company has over the catchment area. Actions taken 
will also be subject to land ownership, tenancy agreements and planning constraints and will require 
close co-ordination with organisations such as the Environment Agency and local Councils and the 
landowners and tenants of an area. All management actions should be monitored as to their effect on 
catchment risk by regular re-assessment exercises carried out at intervals applicable to the work 
undertaken.
Possible management options may include:
• amendments to tenancy agreements
• changes to recommended / encouraged land practices
• changes to the intake operating strategy
• up-grading o f treatment works and processes
• re-design o f distribution networks / alternative supplies
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Management recommendations put forward as the result of a risk assessment will need to be tailored 
to a particular catchment area depending upon the hazard present, and overall assessment of risk. 
However, these management practises should encompass the key themes above that form part of the 
generic methodology.
10.3 Future research recommendations
Whilst the main research aim of developing a generic methodology has been achieved and the 
potential o f GIS-based risk assessment explored, there remains considerable scope for future research 
in this relatively unexplored subject area. Below is a list of some of those areas in which considerable 
potential for future research has been identified. Some of these represent areas where this initial 
development could either be improved upon or developed in the future as a direct result of findings 
presented here. In addition a number of potentially interesting areas have been identified during the 
development of the methodology, but further investigation was considered beyond the immediate 
scope of this research. These were observed throughout all stages of the work, from the original 
literature surveys to the definition o f the methodology itself.
The sociological dimensions of risk and their impacts on risk assessment and perception has received 
little attention from the engineering and scientific community managing the water environment. The 
potential therefore exists for extensive further investigation into the sociological aspects of these risks 
to complement new methodologies such as that developed here.
The positioning of drinking water source pollution in “factor space” hypothesised in Chapter 4 will 
vary considerably depending on the perception and awareness of the scientists, water company 
employees and customers questioned. The location theorised is this work is therefore not intended to 
represent the ‘correct position’ but to present a starting point from which further research or 
discussion can progress.
This initial methodology was developed in a relatively simple, rural catchment However, many 
potable supply intakes contain large urban areas and complex catchment characteristics. The potential 
exists to develop the approaches identified here to include larger urbanised areas with a subsequent 
increase in both point source hazards and diffuse contributions from urban drainage networks.
The identification of potential point sources could be further automated through the use of electronic 
databases such as the Electronic Yellow Pages or postcode address files which will identify categories 
of buildings. Such an approach would be ideal for the extension of the methodology to more 
urbanised catchments as discussed above.
Limited use of sample results could be made in the assessment of the hazard identification maps and 
estimating risk frequency due to the nature of the spot sample programme. Further sampling would 
therefore enable the use of this source of data for more in-depth analysis of hazard location and
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frequencies. This would move away from a generic method of assessment to a more catchment- 
specific one. Such an approach would be ideal for further iterations of the risk assessment process, 
following a generic assessment such as that developed here.
One approach to identifying the initial scope of hazard identification was found to be the comparison 
of historical quality records with standards set in the various water quality regulations introduced in 
previous chapters. However, this is constrained by the limited number of parameters that are 
routinely monitored at intake sites. More intensive monitoring of known risk parameters following a 
successful initial risk assessment could help reduce this problem for future iterations of a risk 
assessment.
There also remains scope to use GIS analysis to relate historical pollution incidents to catchment 
characteristics once the database of geo-referenced pollution incident data grows with time. Such 
relationships could then be used to predict more accurately the location and extent of future pollution 
events.
A large amount of water quality information was collected as part of this study. It is therefore 
intended that further research will be conducted into the relationship of these variables with catchment 
characteristics in the Upper Wharfe. The potential also exists to investigate the hazard mapping 
variables using discriminant analysis.
There is also potential for numerous investigations to be carried out into the estimation of hazard 
frequency. Some initial estimation methods that suitable for generic applications have been identified 
here, but there is scope for future development as subjective methodologies become more widely 
accepted by the scientific and engineering communities that often represent the decision makers in the 
UK water industry.
Where site specific risk management scenarios are identified, the use of automated risk assessment 
techniques such as the GIS methods developed here could be used to facilitate a cost benefit analysis 
o f the options to determine either the financial or environmental implications of a management 
proposal.
Many of the areas identified above represent deeper investigations into quantitative predictors for site 
specific risk assessments. However, the fundamental concept illustrated in this research is that these 
can be used in conjunction with more subjective estimates of risk. Further investigations should 
therefore take place to enhance existing risk assessment methodologies, such as those discussed in 
Chapter 5, using a more subjective approach.
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A fundamentally important characteristic of the RASCAL methodology, that makes it truly generic, is 
the mixture of quantitative, semi-quantitative and qualitative techniques that are encompassed within 
it. Not only are complex geographical modelling techniques used to identify potential source areas, 
but the potential of subjective indices to describe frequency and consequence is identified For 
estimates of both hazard frequency and risk consequence, it was these subjective approaches that 
proved most suitable for the study catchment. This therefore represents a significant contrast to the 
traditional hard-engineering approaches to risk assessment applied in past studies where the emphasis 
has been on the quantitative calculations o f absolute values and frequency measurements.
The potential application o f GIS techniques in risk assessments has been identified and its success 
illustrated. The storage and analysis of digital spatial data in a GIS has formed the basis o f the 
RASCAL methodology, and was especially successful in facilitating hazard identification in the 
catchment. The mapping o f hazards is of considerable importance for the successful communication 
of the risk assessment process. Although GIS were used in several o f  stages of the risk assessment 
process described here, the potential for further use will increase as their flexibility and analytical 
capabilities increase.
The generic methodology developed here has a number of potential benefits for all stakeholders in the 
water industry and beyond. By using a generic approach such as this water supply companies can 
ensure a consistent assessment of water quality risk. This will allow the optimisation of their resource 
use across the whole of their operating area. It also provides a potential area of expertise in which to 
growth the businesses outside o f the regulated industry. Regulators can benefit from such as approach 
as they can clearly see how risks are assessed and therefore consider whether these risks have been 
successfully managed. The GIS based approach described in this work is also particularly suitable for 
communicating risk assessments to customers and outside bodies. The production of mapped images 
on a variety of scales can be used as a powerful way to describing the potential risks, highlighting 
concerns and predicting future catchment management scenarios.
Academically the thesis has combined three disciplines (water quality, GIS and risk assessment) with 
the common aim of producing a generic approach using the best available data. Such a transfer of 
ideas has not been successfully applied in this context previously and several suggestions have been 
put forward to show the potential of such approaches.
10.4 Summing up the RASCAL approach
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Above all else, it is hoped that this research into the development of a generic approach has illustrated 
the complex environmental and management systems that influence the quality of intake water, and 
will subsequently provide a vehicle for opening discussions on the application of new technologies, 
especially GIS to water quality risk assessments. It is also hoped that the approach of future assessors 
will evolve beyond strict applications o f  quantitative risk assessments towards more generically 
applicable and useable techniques, ideally utilising a mixture of quantitative and qualitative methods 
and harnessing the vast potential o f digital spatial analysis to facilitate this. The importance of 
seeking stimulation from various disciplines, such as the social sciences and information technology, 
cannot be underestimated in the development o f new methods of assessing risk to potable water 
supplies.
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Appendix B - Hydrology of Soil Type (HOST) classes & RPI rank
29 hydrological groupings are distinguished according to the Hydrology o f Soil Types or 'HOST' 
system described by Boorman, Hollis & Lilley, (1991).
HOST
Code
Description Impermeability 
rank (for RPI)
1 Free draining permeable soils on chalk and chalky substrates with relatively 
high permeability and moderate storage capacity
1
2 Free draining permeable soils on 'brashy' or dolomitic limestone substrates with 
high permeability and moderate storage capacity
1
3 Free draining permeable soils on soft sandstone substrates with relatively high 
permeability and high storage capacity
1
4 Free draining permeable soils on hard but fissured rocks with high permeability 
but low to moderate storage capacity
2
5 Free draining permeable soils in unconsolidated sands or gravels with relatively 
high permeability and high storage capacity
1
6 Free draining permeable soils in unconsolidated loams or clays with low 
permeability and storage capacity
3
7 Free draining permeable soils in unconsolidated sands or gravels with 
groundwater at less than 2m from the surface
3
8 Free draining permeable soils in unconsolidated loams or clays with 
groundwater at less than 2m from the surface
3
9 Soils seasonally waterlogged by fluctuating groundwater and with relatively 
slow lateral saturated conductivity
5
10 Soils seasonally waterlogged by fluctuating groundwater and with relatively 
rapid lateral saturated conductivity
4
11 Drained lowland peaty soils with groundwater controlled bv pumping N/A
12 Undrained lowland peaty soils waterlogged by groundwater 5
13 Soils with slight seasonal waterlogging from transient perched water tables 
caused by slowly permeable subsoil or substrate layers
3
14 Soils seasonally waterlogged by perched water tables caused by impermeable 
subsoil or substrate layers
4
15 Permanently wet, peaty topped upland soils over relatively free draining 
permeable rocks
5
16 Relatively free draining soils with a moderate storage capacity' over slowly 
permeable substrates with negligible storage capacity
2
17 Relatively free draining soils with a large storage capacity over hard 
impermeable rocks with no storage capacity
2
IX Slowly permeable soils with slight seasonal waterlogging and moderate storage 
capacity over slowly permeable substrates with negligible storage
4
19 Relatively free draining soils with a moderate storage capacity over hard 
impermeable rocks with no storage capacity
2
20 Slowly permeable soils with slight seasonal waterlogging and moderate storage 
capacity over impermeable clay substrates with no storage capacity
4
21 Slowly permeable soils with slight seasonal waterlogging and low storage 
capacity over slowly permeable substrates with negligible storage capacity
4
22 Relatively free draining soils with low storage capacity over hard impermeable 
rocks with no storage capacity
3
23 Slowly permeable soils with slight seasonal waterlogging and low storage 
capacity over impermeable clay substrates with no storage capacity
4
24 Slowly permeable, seasonally waterlogged soils over slowly permeable 
substrates with negligible storage capacity
4
25 Slowly permeable, seasonally waterlogged soils over impermeable clay 
substrates with no storage capacity
5
26 Permanently wet, peaty topped upland soils over slowly permeable substrates 
with negligible storage capacity
5
27 Permanently wet, peaty topped upland soils over hard impermeable rocks with 
no storage capacity
5
28 Eroded peat. (This soils type is not mapped separately in England and Wales) N/A
29 Permanently wet upland blanket peat 5
229
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Sampling programme results -  water quality data
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